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Editorial Note:
The translation of this German
,.ar Diary was made in London, England, under
the guidance of Commander S. R. Sanders, USNR.
i/hen his London Office was closed and the translation project was discontinued, much unfinished
material was sent to Naval History Division,
(Op-29). Volumes of these diaries have been
periodically distributed as funds and other conditions permitted.

The translations and stencils
have not been checked by the Director of Naval
History Division for accuracy of interpretation,
phraseology, and spelling of officers' names
Distribution under these
or geographical names.
conditions seems justified because of the excellent reputation of the London personnel and
because translators are not available in Naval
History Division. Research to correct possible
inconsistencies did not warrant the time involved.

Diaries of the German
Naval Staff, Operations Division, Part a, are
important because they contain a day by day
summary of the information available to the
German Naval Staff and the decisions reached
on the basis thereof.
The

i/ar

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
Naval History Division
washing ton 25, D. C.
1957
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Items of Political Importance
Norway:
No agreement has been reached to date between the German
authorities and the Norwegian representatives on the future
Government.

Russia:

For luolotov s speech, see foreign press.
relations with Germany he said:
1

Regarding

"Relations with Germany were laid down in the Soviet-German
agreement, which has been strictly observed by the U.S.S.R.
Possibilities of friction are eliminated by this and
In
Germany is assured of peace and security in the east.
reply to speculations as to possible differences between
Russia and Germany, it is confirmed that Soviet-German
relations are of a neighborly and friendly nature, based not
on fortuitous considerations but on the cardinal national
interests of both countries."
Balkans:

The Foreign Office reports the following results of the
Salzburg conference:
a.

Bulgaria

-

Rumania:

Rumania fairly willing to meet Bulgaria's territorial
demands.
No decision has yet been reached as to the
date on which the territory ~is to be ceded (Southern
Dobruja)
It is assumed that an agreement will be reached soon by

direct negotiation.
b

Hungary

-

Rumania:

The attitudes of both countries uiffer considerably.
The territory offered by Rumania embraces only a snail
part of the area demanded by Hungary.
The Hungarian
demands are too extensive (e.g. the entire ridge of the
Carpathian fountains)
Agreement by direct
negotiation is unlikely.
Reconciliation might be
possible after two or three meetings.
.
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Slovakia:

.

Slovak fears that I
v-_
been allayed.

a

might demand farther territory

Slovak State has beer, recognized.
The new German
Ambassador has been ^printed to Bratislava (Killinger)
ae

.

lould no agreement be reached between the States by

direct negotiation, Germany and Italy nay arbitrate.
U.S..-..:

Dsevelt has ordered that, as from 1 Aug., the export of
ricer, aviation gasoline to countries outside the Americas
(This order affects primarily Japan, Spain
is prohibited.
Portugal.
Of course, it is still possible i or these
ontries to procure gasoline from Mexico.
Great Britain
affected,
as
Canada
can
purchase
the
gasoline
and
not
is
it to her.
.

Japan:
The new Government is determined to stop British agitation.
:paganda campaign in connection with the recently

detected British espionage activity is designed to prepare
the Japanese for the government's anti-British policy.

'

Conference on the Situati:.-.
.

ith Chief, Naval Stafi

3ial Items:
-.cration "Seeloewe":

1;

Naval Staff reported on the conference "with the
Fuehrer.
Fuehrer accepted 15 Sept. as the date by
Lch preparations for Operation "S c-loewe" should
ted.
A final decision as to whether the operation
D a broad front" should be canceled and the transport
op.on limited to the area en both sides of the Strait
of Dover has
t been made
Chie:

,

Chief, :'avel Staff believes that the Fuehrer who,
asis of C
-or in Chief,
s report, fully
zion on a broad
gnizea the di:
ilties of the c.
ill change the landing plan to comply with Naval
v

r,

-
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Chief, Naval Staff has ordered all
Staff's proposals.
preparations to be continued with the utmost speed so that
The subordinate
everything shall be completed by 15 Sept.
assignment of "setting up artillery on the- Channel .coast"
is to be completed as quickly as possible.

A change in landing plans will involve an immediate change
These will concentrate
in the preparations to be made.
mainly on the preparation of harbors in the Boulogne Ostend area as regards loading facilities and capacity.
Transport vessels will have to be assembled in such a way
that the bulk of them is concentrated near the juniping-off
Minebases now scheduled and in the inland waterways.
laying plans will have to be concentrated on the barrages
planned northeast and southwest of the Strait of Dover.
Orders relating to the distribution of forces and
organization will remain effective.
;

Guiding principles in accordance with- the new situation
have been issued in Order l/Skl I op E 1099/40 bf 1 Aug.
1940 (see file "Seeloewe", Order I T o. 20) to Commanders,
naval liaison officers and Naval High Command offices
concerned.
It will be necessary to check arrangements
as regards accommodating transports in the new jumping-off
area, and as regards timing and capacity of the subsequent
transport operations (see file "Seeloewe", Order No. 21).
Naval Staff is anxious to gain a clear picture as soon as
possible of the transport facilities which the Navy can
guarantee from the Boulogne -Ostend area, since Army
General Staff's operations depend on this.
Naval 'Staff
reouest concerning execution, and also the limits of
available transport space, are to be presented again to
Commander in Chief Army and Commander in Chief, Air Force
at the first opportunity so that the Army and Air Force may
be in a position to make their comments.
;

[

'

,

Four guns of Battery "Grosser Kurfuerst" are ready for
action today on the coast of Flanders.
The Admiral has
therefore authorized from today firing on targets at sea
within range.
Two guns of the 38 cm. battery will be
ready for action between 15 Aug. and 2 5 Aug.
Clearance
operations in the Channel ports have commenced.
It is
expected that they will be completed in time.
The only
difficulties encountered are at Dunkirk, owing to great
destruction there.
2.

-3-
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Situation

1

Aug.

Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:
Radio monitoring detected new convoy movements on the Canada
route
Course directions given to a Japanese steamer bound for
Liverpool confirm that all merchant shipping bound for
harbors on the west coast of England is diverted round
northern Ireland into the Irish Sea.

.-

«

Central Atlantic:

Convoy RS 5 escorted by aircraft carrier ARGUS as far as
Gibraltar seens to be heading for Aden, according to radio
intelligence.
It will probably proceed through the South
Atlantic and round the Cape.

South Atlantic:

Auxiliary cruiser aLCAITTaRA, damaged by Ship "10", put in
to Rio de Janeiro, where she is to carry out emergency
repairs.
(Three hits on starboard side water line, one
hit on the funnel.)
Nothing to report from northern
waters or the North Sea.
Franco:
The French have asked for permission to carry out a weekly
freight service between Baltimore and the Antilles, using
ie American coastal route,
in order to supply the islands.
Permission will be granted.
It is necessary to enable the
French to supply their colonies, or the French Government s
weak authority there might be undermined with unfavorable
consequences to ourselves.
The French Government will be
held responsible that ships do not fall into enemy hands.
T
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Own Situation

Foreign /aters:
T

,

Northern /aters:
"The Russians report
Ship "45" is still in the Barents Sea.
Ship
that the first convoy will leave Murmansk on' 2 Aug.
n
M is to join the second Russian convoy.Sailing date
45
She has been inforned to
probably between 4 and 6 Aug.
this effect.

Central Atlantic:
The American press reports that the two British steamers in
the ".est Indies were supplied (sunk? Tr.r.) (by Ship "10 ')
outside the pan American neutrality zone.
A protest by the
American G-overnnient is therefore not expected.
;

South Atlantic:

According to an admiralty announcement the engagement
between Ship "10" end auxiliary cruiser ALCA1TTAR& took place
near the island of Trinidad, approximately 770 miles east of
the Brazilian coast.
Naval Staff's assumption is thus
confirmed.
To report from Ship 10" has yet been received.
It is therefore assumed that she was not seriously damaged
and that she has withdrawn for the time being.
Naval
"10"
Staff has congratulated Shi;)
on a successful engagement
and has informed her that no radio report is expected at
present.
(In the opinion of Naval Staff, however, the
best time for this would have been immediately after the
engagement with the Alcantara.)
!?

Norway:
The HIPPER is operating against merchant shipping in the
North Cape area.
Air reconnaissance sighted only Swedish
and Finnish merchant shipping north of North Cape.

Ship 47" sailed from Trondheim into the operational area,
merchant s lipping and exploratory sweeps by minesweeping
forces along the Norwegian coast are proceeding according
to plan.
Group ..est has placed the 3rd Minesweeper
Flotilla temporarily at the disposal of Commanding Admiral,
Norway, for operations especially off Trondheim.
The boats
will sail on 4 Aug.
Commander, Net Defense Unit is at
present investigating laying of the net barrage off
?r

-5-
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:

Frondheim.
rhe barrage is to be completed by October
(sec t elety j e 113 5
)

Imiral, Norway's letter of 22, July, stating
BLma recuirements of forces to carry oat the duties now
Z
the Norwegian coast, is acknowledged in
.

:

.

However, the special situation arising from

principle.

D "Scclocv.c" necessitates extensive restrictions

all theaters of war not directly connected with that
Commanding admiral, Norway and Group Baltic
operation.
(lcT-r Gre_\ North) have received the following directive
Lstributior. of forces:
Grouj Forth will assign :orces to Commanding" Admiral, Norway
tci 3ssessing the overall requirements, including Norway.

aim :: this distribution must be to assign as constant
- percentage as possible of the forces available in the
Because
area of Group North to Comnandin
iral, Norway.
long distances involved and the special cc::e_~ions
.st, it is not desirable that
-Sting
5
to
Co.
assigned
_g iidmiral, Norway should
frequently.
e

-

(

responsible for the assignment oi forces to
Only in exceptional cases, however, will
Grou Perth.
:
intervene in distribution within the Group
urea, e.g. to Commanding Admiral, Norway ana the remaining
::
Grou North.
The vessels waich Commanding Admiral,
is assembled fron his o*v.n resources for assignments
rrics are to remain unucr his command.
1 Stafi

is

.:

.

t

Sea:

:s of the 2nd PT 3ott Flotilla carried out a
operal
off Orfordness (grid square 7695)
ring t\
it of
31 Jul

Foul

.

xploding vessel *'£* was damaged by a mine,
points out the disastrous shortage of this type of
-

a

Gr

•sel.

no improvement in the situation until further
available aurin b the course or this month.
.

sscls

-

-:.ncl/^.-.;

r.tic

c stern

Coast:

France has been ordered by Gro-

'est to
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send out suitable vessels for operations against merchant
Commander,
shipping off the northeast coast of Spain.
Naval Air., ".est is to consider the question of sending out
The Trans-Ocean
planes from Brest for this purpose.
Squadron has been transferred to Brest to carry out longrange reconnaissance

reconnaissance from Brest reported no merchant traffic
One enemy destroyer
in the western outlet of the Channel.
was sighted southwest of Ireland.

>xir

Brest is hardly suited as a main naval base because of the
condition of the dockyards and the damage caused to harbor
installations, in addition to the fact that it is vulnerable
St. Nazaire has therefore been selected as a
from the air.
main base and appropriate orders to expand the harbor have
Lorient will continue to be the main base for
been given.
submarines.

Skagerrak/Kattegat /western Baltic

:

Doubts as to the accuracy ol the report concerning presence
Oil
of a submarine east of Laesoe proved to be justified.
patches and locations made came from the wreck of a ship.

Mine Situation:

Patrol boat "1002 ' struck a mine off the southern point of
Nothing to report on transport
Langeland and was damaged.
traffic to Norway and Skagerrak/Kattegat patrol.
Enemy
planes flew over the western Baltic as far as Luebeck Bay;
minelaying suspected in Kiel Bay, Eckernfoerde Bay and the
Great Belt
In the course of talks held in Copenhagen between Admiral,
Denmark and a Swedish delegation, the Swedes did not pursue
their rec uest for a joint operation to sweep ground mines in
Swedish territorial waters, but only asked for information
about German £_car used for this purpose.
Obviously in the
meantime the Swedes have come to the conclusion that a joint
mine sweeping operation with German naval vessels in Swedish
territorial waters might lead the British to lay mines in
earnest

The cruiser PRITZ EUGEN (Commander:
Captain Brinkmann) has
been commissioned at Kiel.
Commander in Chief, Navy sent
the following telegram to the PRINZ EUGEN:
-7-
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ledge with thanks report concerning commissioning of
I expect that her action readiness
cruiser PHIFZ EUGEN.
11 be speedily established, so that the crew may have an
I
early opportunity of doing honor to her glorious name.
wish the Commander and the crew of PRITZ EU&HUI godspeed and
ell success."
.,

Submarine Situation
In the Atlantic operational area:

U
"J

U

^", U "52", U "56",
"57", U "58", U "99".
?

34", U "59" (to
Bergen), U "62".

On return passage:

r

On passage into the operation*

U "60" in the central
North Sea, U "25", U "37",
U "38", U "46" in the

ercs.:

Heligoland Bight.
'5£" has orders to soil for

the north Channel.

U "30".

In Lorient:

Submcrine Successes:

According to radio intelligence, yesterday was a specially
successful day for our submarines.
A total of about 3 5,000
tons of shipping was sunk, i.e. British steamer THESEUS
(6,527 G.R.T.) 430 miles west of Ireland, Norwegian tanker
STRIFDA (10,973 G.R.T. ), British steamer LUCERNA (6, 556 tons),
British tanker ALEXIA (8,016 tons) and an unidentiiied Syrian
steamer.
(All four from a convoy approximately 350 miles
west of the northern tip of Ireland.)
J "34", returning from the Atlantic, reports the sinking of
submarine SrEARFISII off Foss Head.
Thus in two operations
thin 41 days U "34" (Lieutenant Rollmann) has sunk twelve
steamers totaling 74,338 G.R.T. the destroyer *./HIRL ."H D and
submarine SPE/tRI ISH
.

T

,

1

-8-
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Air Situation
See Air Force Events of the Day.

Reconnaissance vas hindered by
No special incidents.
weather conditions.
Nuisance raids against large fuel
depots and industrial plants v.ere successfully continued

merchant Shipping

Estonian ships in the Atlantic received orders to proceed
to Murmansk and those in the Pacific to Vladivostock.
On
the day of the incorporation of Estonia into the Soviet
Union, the ships are to fly the national flag of the Soviet
Union.

Mediterranean
The Italian transports arrived in Tripoli and Benghazi
according to schedule;
the naval forces returned to their
home bases.
The Air Force attacked Task Force "H n
.

-9-
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,

Political Importance

Greet Britain:

according to the Under Secretary of State, Butler (Foreign
Office), Britain could only accept peace proposals after
British history demands
proving her military strength.
A collapse such as that of
proof of the utmost resistance.
Germany in 19 18 or of France recently would be out of the
cuestion in the case of Great Britain.
Other members of the Government stated that Britain need
only keep a German invasion at bay f or two more months, as
the British Government had received confidential assurance
that the U.S.A. would intervene in the war next spring.

France
The Government has warned members of the Armed Forces to take
no further part in the war.
A military tribunal has
sentenced General de Gaulle to death "in absentia" on grounds
of high treason and desertion.
Spain:

A report from the German Embassy in Madrid on the Gibraltar
ruestion states that:
Up to now the British Government h^s not commented upon
General Franco's speech concerning Spanish claims on
Gibraltar.
However, political circles attach importance
to the statements and the speech is taken as a proof that
Spanish policy is running along the same lines as those
followed by Italy before she entered the war.
Thus
Britain must prepare plans for a military offensive and
have a thorough control of Spanish supplies carried out,
so is to prevent her from accumulating sufficient reserves
for the time when she is at war.
The Spanish claim is
justified to a certain extent.
The military importance
of Gibraltar is doubtful (?) and the matter does not
justify incurring the enmity of Spain.
However, for
reasons of prestige it will not be possible to solve the
Gibraltar Question until after the end of the war.
3

v.n:
r

1

inister To jo is said to hive taken strong action against
-10-
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To jo is anxious that ijigloBritish espionage activity.
Japanese relftions should bo strained and broken off as
soon as possible, in order that he nay expedite action
against British possessions in Erst Asia as desired by the

Conference on the

Situ:-, t

ion v;ith Caief, Naval Staff

Special It ens:
Qpc

1.

ration ''Seeloiwo"

A letter h-r s been sent to Pomander in Chief, ..my rnd
Commander in Caief, Air Force, stressing Naval Stetf's
requests and containing a cle; r statement of the. ways in
The Amy
which the transport operation hay be carried out.
and Air Force have been asked, on the basis of the Navy's
transport facilities, to infom Naval Staff at the earliest
opportunity of their plans for using transport space,
according to strength, type and composition of the forces
to be taken across.
This will enable Naval Staff to
continue i/vork on transport plans.
The letter also points out the two basic requirements which,
from the Navy's point of view, are absolutely essential for
the operation, namely:
'

about

2-3

hours after high tide.

a.

Time:

b.

Crossing to be made when there is
of light (ha- If -no on)

a

certain amount

.

The difficulty and military disadvantages of carrying out
the operation by night re particularly stressed.

Following on the .statements already made at the last conference between Chief, Naval Staff and the Fuehrer, the
letter once more gives the Army nd the Air Force details of
the special charnct eristics as regards transport and execution and the difficulties of the operation and details of
the particular complications arising from a landing "on a
broad front" as demanded by the Army,
It is emphasized that
as long as there are no ha.rbors yet available and as long as
the British li vy is not yet finally driven from the English
..

-11-
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:

by our Air Force and our own few naval forces, one
.vy can only
nt
carry troops in and on
:~aval Staff also states
th sides of tlo: Strait of Dover.
socle in this narrc. area
Lders the crossing
it c
constant flow of transports.
Lth

Ch

I

-

nd
.s os to time
sizes
these dc
Staff
.re considered essential if transport operation
" is to succeed at all.

1

-

Staff's Liaison Officer to Naval Staff, Col. von
tched to Army General Staff
been
itzleben,
1 Staff * s vic
Jcuarters with this letter to oiaice
to a definite decision
clcor.
must
Iiaval
:r.-: oay
continu
Lthout lelay.
soon, sc ::.
fi
rs that General Staff will not give way in its
Naval
nd for ... "operation on a broad front".
Staff's point c: vi-_-., nd its demands will therefore
.-ore in discissions between Chi:: of Staff,
;• -rations Division and General So
::.
:.
as soon as the latter has thoroughly investigated Raval
lids.
Staff's
3ej

1

1

:

*

-

.

For letter from G
nder in
2 .-»ug.

3

t

:

v

1

C

in file

Staff to Commander in Chief, An
:, .-.ir 2 orce sec l/Skl I op. 1110/40
'See]

'

.

Ore—

I'o

.

22.

striction end preparation for the
Atlantic
ion of the cruiser AH.IRaL 2C:~
"/-.._ Staff has
at - letter to the SCESER, to the two
hds
Jrouj C
tc the Fleet Command, containing Naval
.iling plans for her departure end first operation.
Staff
is to be in :. r.tionrl readiness by th< beginning of
bile equipment ior t:
Atl ntic op-: r tion is
by
10
Sept.
the
latest.
Sailing is 1 nr.ed
ted
at
1:
o.
..ill
First operational ar
r ite, in the central to western part of the
d
otic.
7.
cruiser is to sail unobserved and to
_rth Atlantic route.
surpri
a the
11 c
te agains
kly escorted
nvoys.
Probable further operational Lrea:
o Indies route,
Lally at either end of it, northeast
the Less r Antilles, and in the Azores
eroute, South Atlantic,
re tic.
Alternative
Indian Ocean.
(For particulars see Order l/Skl I
2.

preli:

e

_

py

i.

t

I

:

-

1

•
.

3.

1109/U
ooup

in

st,

r Di

:\

.

-

Commander in

ro

C,

C

Vol. I.)
.
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and Barrage Inspectorate have received orders from Naval
Staff to the effect that use of the new "Fab III firing
"Bik" and "Feb III"
for ground mines is now permitted.
mines are to be laid together in the ratio of 3:2.
Measures should be taken to assure that the new mines alone
are not laid anywhere, because of the risk of the new
Safety distance apart
firing device being discovered.
400 m. - observance of this is considered essential to the
The depth at which the new
success of the operation.
firing device reacts is approximately equal to that of the
Bik u against unprotected ships.
1'

T,

Naval Staff hopes that this use of ground mines with the
new type of firing will give them a decisive effect if it
takes the enemy by surprise and he is not yet in possession
There is as yet no evidence
of adequate defense devices.
of any defense facilities against the new type of firing.
However, information from French intelligence sources
suggests that the enemy has been working on the principle
of the new firing device for some time.
It remains to be
seen whether he has already reached a practical solution or
whether he has abandoned development of other defense
devices because so far only the magnetic firing has been
used.

Situation

2

Aug.

Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:
Radio intelligence reports various convoy movements on the
North Atlantic route.

a report from the station at Trinidad to Commander, America
v/est Indies Station states that the crew of the steamer
DAVISIAIT was taken prisoner on 10 July (by Ship "21") and
put aboard the raider N.i-fVTK for four days.
North Sea/Northern Waters:
No enemy movements in northern waters.
The old battleship BAKHAM and destroyer aS'IaNTI were at sea

-13-
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in the Scapa area in the afternoon.
Air reconnaissance
:orted various convoys off the east coast of Britain.

Channel:

art from encny air activity, nothing special to report

a

.'•.

Situation

There ere no new reports from our p. axillary cruisers.
ships have been informed of the enemy situation (see
radiograms 1702, 1803).

The

The tanker RECUL (en route to supply Ship "10'') has been
informed of the British Admiralty a warnings to shipping
about German raiders as well as of the engagement with the
auxiliary cruiser ALCA1TTARA.
As there is no imminent
agar of enemy action, the ship has been instructed to
1

continue her passage

..nd

to remain unnoticed if possible.

Norway:

No reports from the HIPPER operating in northern waters.
7 M and "47" are en route for the operational area
off the North Cape.

Ships

H

Transport traffic off the Norwegian coast without incident.
According to Norwegian statements there are mines off the
east co^st of the Frohavet.
Investigations ire being
made

rth Sea:
ling special to report.

Staff has issued the following directive to Commander
Chief, Air Force, Group '.est and the Mining and Barrage
Inspectorate concerning the use of aerial mines against
rbor basins, docks and sluices:
.

I

.

hen uerial nines are laid in harbor basins, docks and
sluices, the enemy vail in most cases observe this and
therefore ba ble to salvage the ground mine before it
a as.
It is the reform important to make sura that
:, '.;

,

•

-U-
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.

the mine detonates before it can be salvaged, so that it
damages harbor installations and vessels in the vicinity.
For this kind of operation, the mine is to be laid with oat
The mine will then detonate automatically after the
'Bik"
If
time switch runs down (20 minutes after it is dropped).
it falls on land it will be detonated by the additional
firing "Z 34", causing considerable surface damage."
;

.

Commander in Chief, Air Force, Operations Staff reports that
the anti-aircraft and fighter defenses of Kiel and
V/ilhelmshaven have been inspected again and are considered
adeouate.
In view of the general situation and air defense,
no reinf orcemont is possible.

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

Hineswecping
No PT boat operations because of the weather.
continued by the 2nd end 4th Motor, Minesweeper Flotillas and
by the 38th Minesweeper Flotilla (see teletype 2200).
stern France reports Battery "Kerbon" (four 16.4
cm. guns) ready for action.

Admiral,

-Je

serial mines may again be laid in the western and eastern
entrances to Portsmouth, including Southampton.
Other
harbors on the south coast arc not to be mined.
An order
to this effect has been sent to Commander in Chief, Air
Force and to Group west for attention of the 3rd ±*i'r Force
and the 9th Air Division.

from Spanish fishing trawlers, no shipping was
reported in the southern Bay of Biscay by air reconnaissance.
No enemy activity is reported in the area southwest of
Ireland as far as 14° W.
Planes operating from Brest have
been ordered to establish the nationality of merchant ships
which they encounter and, if necessary, to bring them in.
Spanish steamers are not to be stopped or brought in.
impart

Commanding Admiral, France is fitting up two steamers for
operations against merchant shipping off the Spanish coast.
Suitable armament is rerucsted.
Unobtrusive reconnaissance'
by camouflaged schooners is being investigated.
Commanding
admiral, France suggests transfer of a flight of seaplanes to
Biarritz to carry out reconnaissance in this area, and also
the establishment of a branch office of the Naval attache in
San Sebastian to maintain direct communication.
-15-
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of seaplanes to Biarritz is rejected by Naval Staff.
Tr
The duties must be taken over by planes of the Group
stationed in Brest or by the operational Air Force.
Co
ending Admiral, France has received directions to this
.

-

..

et

.

pilot who was shot down en 20 July stated that
planes
were expressly instructed to bomb lighters
British
concentrated in the Rotterdam area.
He said
that it '..as known in Britain that these craft were being
at rated in that area

.--

I

In view of this report nd referring to its comments on
Staff
ratory measures for operation "Seeloewe",
out
to
Forces
High
Command
(with
again
copy to
points
Armed
nder in Chief, Air Force and Commander in Chief, .ermy)
on the great danger to all measures for
that its vi
preparation and assembly of transports sre emphasized by
Since the deadline for the
this enemy pilot's statement.
operation has now been fixed, there is no longer any reserve
period if delays occur through such air attacks.
Nor is it
great reserve of material, so that any
ssiblc to build u
damage or loss of transport space must seriously weaken even
first landing operation.
Therefore Naval Staff again
-.•:r.£ sizes
the necessity of grining eir supremacy as quickly
risible (s-: file 'Soelocwe" Order 17 o 21+)
;

,

-

.•.:•

".
:

.y'iZatteg..e

.

.

st.^rn 3altic:

During th
night of 2 Aug. numerous enemy planes were
Danish islands, Jutland and the eastern entrances
3 tern Baltic.
No bombs were dropped.
Mine laying
suspected, particularly in the southern outlet of the
ad in the northern part Of the Sound.

over
to the
is

Great

transport movements.
Skagerrak patrol and antirine
patrol
suhm
without incident.
The office of C
from 5 au&. by t
r

-! Air, Baltic will be replaced

office of Air Commander, Baltic, who is
..dor of the 906th Coastal Patrol Group.
Comm
ltic is responsible to Commander, Naval Air
ad to Group Baltic (later Commanding
rs of personnel
1, Defenses, Baltic) in Operational matters.
.

:

Dup Baltic reports the t 3i months' experience of sweeping
ground mines he s shown th
vn liable defense measures
s type of mi:.
re wholly inadequate.
Th
*
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nuribcr of vessels having magnet gear is especially

inadequate, and these nre considered the nost effective
An argent speed-up in the preparation
neans of sweeping.
The
of vessels equipped with magnet gear is renuested.
Group reports that there are now daily flights into
endangered areas and the shortage of equipnent for sweeping
ground nines has already led to traffic having to proceed
without escort (except on routes which are definitely closed)
Only special ships can be provided with escort.

High Command, Navy is doing its utmost to speed up the
preparation of adequate equipnent for sweeping ground nines.
On several occasions recently, German anti-aircraft
batteries have been hindered by the light frori Swedish
searchlights while British planes were approaching.
The
Attache
the
Navy
to
in
Stockholm
has
asked
Swedish
Naval
issue an order forbidding Swedish searchlights to be trained
on the surface of the water and on the shore opposite.
It
is also pointed out that the posting of searchlights is a
favorable navigational aid for British planes and nay be of
considerable z ssistance in laying nines in Swedish waters
also.

Subnarine Situation
In the Atlantic operational area:

U "a", U "52", U "56",
U "57", U "58", U "59",

U "99".
U "57"

is assigned the area north of 55° 45' N, concentrating east of 10° V (west of the northern North Channel).
She reported fron her forner operational area northwest of
the Hebrides:
No traffic, only patrols.
U "56" is in the
sane area as U "57", U "99" west of it, U "58" and U "52"
south of U "99".

On passage to the operational
area:

-17-

U "25", U "37", U "38",
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Submarine successes:

U "99" (Lt. Kretschmer) reports sinking 3 steamers proceeding
alone, totaling 24,211 G.R.T., also 1 freighter and 3 tankers
from an outward bound convoy, totaling 31,9 57 G.R.T.
Total:
excellent
achievement.
.tin
The
submarine
G.R.T.
is
56,118
roceeding to Lorient.
U "59" is on the vvay back to
m after sinking a 6,000 ton steamer (one pistol failure,
three misses)
Submarine successes in June: 469,599 G-.R.T., i.e. 68 ships,
Each submarine at sea in
including U auxiliary cruisers.
Jane sank 16,771 G.R.T. at an average of 19-7 days at sea,
i.e. 851 G.R.T. for each day at sea (not including the missing
submarines U "26", U "102", U "122").

rchant Shipping

.

Finnish prize ship L.JITI, proceeding to Hamburg by way
of Swedish territorial waters, anchored within territorial
:crs north of Stroemstad on the evening of 1 Aug.
Tho
crew refused to continue passage and the prize crew of three
s unable to prevent the Finnish crew ol
eighteen going
snore in Sweden.
Sweden has declared that she is not
interested in the events aboard the prize ship.
The tug
ALKE with a German crew put out on the evening of 2 Aug.
in order to put the German crew aboard.
.;

.

r

Situ-:- 1

**ir

ion

Force events of the Day.

The 210th Heavy Fighter ./ing carried out successful attacks
inst convoys off the southeast coast of England.
A
st
were
r of 8,000 tons and one of 1,000 tons
sunk by
bombs.
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Mediterranean
j

i

See Situation Mediterranean.

was attacked by Italian planes south
of Mal-lorca on the afternoon on 1 Aug. und on the morning of
2 ..ug.
Submarines have been sent out against Task Force
The British submarine OS./ALD was sunk by the Italian
K"
destroyer VIVaLDI.

British Task Force

-"E"

V

.
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Items of Political Importance
Great Britain:
Lord Beaverbrook has joined the War Cabinet at the insistence
The C:binet nov< consists of the following:
of Churchill.
Churchill, Chamberlain, Attlee, Halifax, Greenwood,
Beaverbrook.
(The latter remains for the present Minister
of aircraft Production.)
Spain;

additional treaty supplementing the Spanish-Portuguese
a-aggression pact was signed on 29 July.
The treaty
provides that both countries will enter into discussions
for mutual support should one of the partners be threatened.
For the time being, however, there is no close collaboration
between the two General Staffs, as proposed by Spain.
...-.

Our .jnbasst dor reports tha.t Spain is at present most anxious
.bout further developments in the situation in Forth Africa.
There has as yet been no disarmament at all in French Forth
Africj
It is said that General Fogues is considering a
war
colonial
v^ith British aid, especially against Italy.
In Algiers there is a fierce propaganda campaign against
Pctain.
L continuous supply of war material, principally
of ^-jnerican origin, is said to be arriving in Casablanca.
.

Russia

:

For comments on iaolotov's speech see "Political Survey".
U.S.A.
The Military Attache reports that Britain's shortage of
destroyers and small fast craft is particularly stressed in
U.S. naval circles.
It is believed in America that, as a
result of the transfer of destroyers to the Mediterranean,
Britain has only 100 destroyers for defense in home waters,
and of these there are always 30 or 40 undergoing repairs.

Great Britain's new and strenuous endeavors to purchase
ships and arms in the U.S.A. h* ve so far been without
success, since the Army and Navy are in no circumstances
willing to give up any of their supplies - not even
obsolete ships and weapons.

-20-
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Conference on the Situation with Chief

Operation

Naval Staff

"""-..

Special Items:
1.

,

•'Se eloewe":

In connection with 'the anticipated reorganization of
operation 'Seeloewe" on a "narrow front", Naval Staff,
Service Division and Bureau of Naval armament, Naval
Ordnance Division have received orders for the establishment
of various location gear.

Now that transports will cross the Channel only in the area
between Etaples - Beachy Head and Dunkirk - Deal and there
will be a continuous shuttle service here, it seems
impracticable to establish location gear in this area as
they do not distinguish between friend and foe.
On the other hand, it is considered imperative to cover the
enemy* s possible approach routes to the mine barrages
flanking the designated transport route and also to .protect
the adjacent coastal route up to Cherbourg on the one side
and up to the Dutch ports on the other side.

For instructions as to where gear are to be established
(according to performance) see letter in file "Seeloewe"
Order No. 23.
In connection with the extensive minelaying operations
for operation ''Seeloewe", Naval Staff has ordered the
following vessels to be requisitioned and commissioned as
2.

auxiliary minelayers:
a.

Ferry DEUTSCHLAND of the Sassnitz

-

Trelleborg ferry

-

Gjcdscr ferry

service.
b.

Ferry SCtT/ERIN of the

VfjffiNEJ

UENDE

service.
c.

Norwegian ferry SKAGERRAK

I.

Orders have also been given for Ship "23" (originally
intended as an auxiliary cruiser, but not suitable) to be
converted into an auxiliary minelayer.
The responsible offices in High Command, Navy have been
informed and also the Groups and Baltic Station.

-21-
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Priorities in the Naval Construction Program:

result of the Fuehrer's decision to reorganize
armaments production after the end of the campaign in
France (in response to urgent requests from the branches
existing priorities in the Armed Forces
of the Armed Forces)
program and the construction program have been changed by
decree of the President of the Reich Defense Council,
Two degrees of
Reichsmarshall Goering, dated 18 July 1940.
priority have been laid down, within which the construction
programs are to be established on an equal footing with all
facilities, personnel and material (production and transport
facilities, power, coal, etc.).
as far as the most
programs
of
the
important
1st degree of priority are
concerned, demands are- in principle to be complied with to
the full while carrying out of the 2nd degree of priority
is to be based on fulfillment of the demands for the 1st
ue^ree.
The following two most important construction
programs of the Navy have been assigned the 1st and 2nd
priority degrees:
±*s

a

.

,

,

1.
2.

The submarine construction program.
The completion of large ships under construction.

Though this order guarantees that everything will be done
to expedite 1st priority programs, judging by past
iperience and taking into account the number and extent
of the programs included in the new 1st priority, it seems
doubtful whether it will really be possible for the Navy
to obtain in time the full requirements (facilities,
ower, raw materials, etc.) which are necessary for the
submarine construction program, merely through assignment
of this priority.
The objections of Commander in Chief, Navy, to this order
jre based on experiences so far during this war, which have
shown that it has not been possible to start on Navy
projects as scheduled, despite the priority programs.

Commander in Chief, Navy has again emphasized in a letter
to Chief, Armed Forces High Command, the urgent necessity
of putting the German defense Council's decree into
practical effect and of assigning to the Navy all the
necessary facilities, raw materials and manpower.
Armed
Forces High Command has been asked for its active cooperation,
h request to this effect has also been submitted
to Reichsmarshall Goering.
-22-
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For details, sec letter of Commander in Chief, Navy {11 VftJ
v
/ar Diary, Part B, Vol. V,
/i 749/40 dated 3 -*ug. 1940) in
Page 159.
•

Report from Captain Ucver (.armistice Commission) on
status of armistice negotiations and situation in France.

4.

The French Government is in a very
Special Items:
precarious position.
It is unpopular and the machinery
Slow
of administration is making a very slow start.
Situation in the Cameroons
consolidation in the colonies.
and in the Pacific still obscure.
In general the French do
not yet recognize the magnitude of their defeat end believe
in a quick recovery.
On the whole, food supplies in France
are guaranteed but in spite of this the coming vvintcr will
be very difficult in every respect below the German standard
after 1918).
The demarcation line is Germany's strongest
means of pressure.
The occupied area is divided int'o three
.

(

zones:

Refugees may enter the first, but only special workers the
second zone;
refugees are not allowed to return to AlsaceLorraine or to northern France as far as the Somme.
The
Army is being disarmed;
so far about 1 million soldiers have
been disarmed.
Losses about | - 1 million, 2 million
prisoners - Control Commissions commence work on 5 .aug.
Temporary Army 100,000 men.
No heavy artillery, Army has
no fighting power.
Only defense troops for the interior.
Demobilization of the Navy has been suspended at present.
75,000 men have been released.
Fighting power of the French
Fleet very low
The French have submitted a request for
permission to bring a convoy of merchantmen through the
Straits of Gibraltar, under naval escort, in order to see the
British reaction.
.

Situation

3

Aug.

Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:
No special enemy movements have been noted.
-23-
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Bristol Channel the effects of our aerial ninelaying
.;t from the nine s\*ee ping activity going on there.

"

:.
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South Atli ntic:
Attache, Rio reports that according to the crew
ALCaNTARA, an auxiliary condenser and an auxiliary
diesel engine were destroyed and stean pipes and a turbine
ged.
The Brazilian Commission to settle the tine
11;.. ed for repairs was scheduled to neet on 2 Aug.

The

I

Sea/Northern

'.'zrzr,

'.":

"

^ters:

thing special to report apart fron air activity over the
During the night of 3 Aug
rth Sea and Heligoland Bight.
rticularly, planes flew over the '."est Frisian Islands and
river mouths.
.

I:

lively enemy air activity by day and night off the Dutchuoast and over the Somiac estuary.
ir

;.:.•.

rge destroyer LIILAN and destroyer PLEDHET are in
re to act as escort for three French stcancrs
steamers will not sail until special orders are received
The large destroyer EPERvTER is thought to be still in Dakar
The

1:

;

Situation

:v.r.

E

-ruiga

:crs:

reports fron
r num
cruisers are to
the scrvic
ad
,

.

in

I

.

the auxiliary cruisers.
In addition to
.ich are retained as deception, the auxiliary
receive the following names for use within
in order to establish a tradition;
These
ver, are not to be revealed to the outside -,«orld

course of operations:
•

Ship "16" (Rogge)

-

ATLaNTIS

Ship "3 b"

-

ORION

(

eyher)
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Ship "2V

1

(v.

RUckteschcll)

-

BIDDER

10" (Kachlcr)

-

1H0R

Ship "33" (Krueder)

-

SDK3TJ1N

Shi.) "45"

-

COOT

- -

C0RH0RAN

Ship

;,

(Eysscn)

Ship "41" (Detmers)

'

\.

.

.
\

..

Norway:
So far she has stopped"
HIPPER is in -the" area of VardOc.
Air reconnaissance sighted a
only two Norwegian vessels'.
Finnish c;nd a Russian steamer 130 miles north of the North
The-

Cape.

Ships "7" and "47" -in northern waters according to plan.
Ship "18" left Trondheim for the operational area.

Coastal traffic and patrols without incident.

North Sea:
Enemy planes flew
Nothing to report from surface forces.
over during the night of 3 Augi', probably laying mines in
the river mouths.

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

•

No PT boat actions.
The 2nd PT Boat Flotilla had to break
off operations duri-ng the night of 3 Aug. because of engine
trouble.
In the course of enemy air attacks, mines were dropped
between the ends -of the moles at the Hook of Holland.
Sweeping carried out by; the; 34th Minesweeper Flotilla.

Air reconnaissance from Brest over the area southeast of
Ireland sighted only one suspicious steamer.
The Fleet Command has transferred to Trouville in connection
with the preliminary work for operation "Sceloewe" and will
probably be ready to start work on 8 Aug.
Ska g e r r ak /Ka 1 1 e gat /\Jc s t e r n Baltic:

Nothing special to report.

'

..

Transport traffic to Norway,
-25-
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:rols and ant i- submarine activity according to plan.
the nights of 2 and 3 >.ug. British plants were over
Schleswig-Holstein, the Baltic Sea entrances and the
onbs were cropped but no particular
stern Baltic.
laying (see Teletypes
suspected c
llama gc was caused;
0600, 0700)

During

3

lbmarine Sit x

In

the

t i

Atlantic operational

&rcj

"J

",."

:::

Freetown;

U "52", U "56", U "57",
U 5t", U "99" in the
:
Forth Channel
in the
:,

.

ares to the

'.*est

of

it.

En route for the operational crea: U "37", U "36", U '25",
U \:" in the central
North Sea.

U "25" and "J "46" failed to make a signal as
__ir
ore red after passing through our own declared area.
conn- Lssance was sent out to search the outward route of
9C

ill traces were sighted, but no positive
the subnarincs.
Cc xi nding Admiral, Submarines is
observations were made.
bout the fate of the boats.
.:.

U "59" east of the

return passage:

Shetlands, en route to
''34" put in
3ergen.
to r/ilhelmshaven'.

riae Successes:
of U "34",

has been awarded the
Iron Cross by the Fuehrer in
recognition of his ex
lary service and the great
successes
ved.
on,

In bc
ight's Cross of the

id

..onitoring Service reports that the British
re claimed to
akcrs STRINDA, hI2
LQCERNA \. ric:
Lie

t

I
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hove been torpedoed on 2 Aug. from an outward bound convoy
(U "99") ore still afloat and are naking for the Irish
Empty tankers are probably very hard to sink.
coast.

Air Situation
The 9th Air
No special successes.
Only slight activity.
Nuisance raids on
Division dropped mines off Sunderland.
airfields and the Filton" aircraft works during the night of
3 Aug.

Mediterranean
The Italian Naval Staff ussumes that,
Nothing to report.
in the course of the. operation by Task Force "H" (including
the ARK ROYAL, .iRGUS) in the /e stern Mediterranean, the
British transferred planes, especially fighters, from the
aircraft carriers to Malta.
\

The Commander of the 1st Italian Squadron (previously aboard
the CAVOUR) is now flying his flag in the 35,000 ton

battleship LITTORIO.

Merchant Shipping
For fresh information on British convoy traffic in waters
around England and in the Atlantic, see report of Naval
Intelligence Division, Foreign Merchant Marine Branch,
No. 10 dated 31 July.
The daily, very active convoy
traffic off the east and southeast coasts between the Thames
and the Firth of Forth is particularly worth noting and also
the very detailed information on convoy traffic in the
Atlantic, rendezvous areas and approach points.
It is
estimated that at least 2,000,000 tons capacity of imports
a month are transported in convoys on the northern route
(excluding unaccompanied ships).
Similar imports on the
north-south route, including shipping coming from Gibraltar
and Spain/Portugal.
-27-
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This convoy traffic and the quantities of material getting
They must be dislocated soon.
through are considerable.
It must be the main target of the war against merchant
shipping to make convoy traffic on the east coast impossible
by employing every available means of attack (mine, bomb,
torpedo)
to this end we must also continue the successful
submarine campaign in the Atlantic, which cannot be greatly
intensified, however, until the number of our own submarines
is increased and Italian submarines used against north-south
traffic.
The aerial mine with the new firing device will
play a specially important part here.
It is also to be
hoped that orders for intensified air operations against
Britain will be given as soon as possible and that when
British fighter defense has been overcome a decisive blow
may be struck with strong forces against merchant shipping
off the east and southeast coasts and harbor installations
in the principal ports of destination and transshipment
effectively destroyed.
;
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Items of Political Importance

Great Britain:

.

Rumors of* the re-formation of the British Government headed
by Lloyd George are to be given little credence.
Sweden:

.

-

Russia's new demands to Finland in regard to the Aaland
It is
Islands are still arousing great concern in Sweden.
emphasized that koscow intends to become one of the
guarantors of the Islands, to which fact Sweden cannot
afford to remain indifferent.
Finland's fate affects vital
Swedish interests.
.

Finland:
The Naval Attache has reported on the effects of the
uncertain political situation on life in Finland.
Russian
pressure is expected to increase.
The nation is determined
to resist,' but, its power to do so is not thought to be very
strong or united.
There is a great deal of pro -German
feeling, although it is deplored that Germany considers
Finland to be in the Russian sphere of interest.
The Army
that
hopes
Germany will still come to Finland's assistance
some day.
.

.

Japan:

-

In connection with the Anglo-Japanese tension, all Japanese
ships en route to Great Britain have been ordered to
interrupt their passage end to call at Lisbon.
I'orway:

In connection with rumors of a German invasion of Britain,
certain items in the Swedish and Finnish press deserve
special attention.
It is claimed that German troops in
Norway, especially on the v*est coast in the area of
Stavanger - Kristiansand - Bergen, have been considerably
reinforced and that numbers of planes and cuantities of war
material have been brought up (German deceptive report?).
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Situation 4 Aug.

Special Reports on the Enemy

•

Great Britain:

Owing to British code changes, deciphering of British radio
traffic will be difficult for the next 2-3 weeks.
Atlantic;

Fo new reports on convoy
Tothing special to report.
movements.
On the morning of 3 Aug. the gun boat ROCHESTER
was escorting a convoy 180 miles west of the northern tip of
Ireland, heading for the Forth Channel.
The three tankers
that were torpedoed and damaged by submarine U "99" on the
morning of 2 Aug. bre to join this convoy.
The exact route
will be ascertained by radio intelligence.

Intelligence Center, Spain reports that the RESOLUTION', the
VALL-i'T, the carrier ARGUS and seven destroyers entered
Gibraltar on the morning of k Aug.
The HOOD had already
arrived.
The formation, with the exception of one
battleship, is said to have left Gibraltar again on the
evening of U Aug.., eastbound.

Northern Waters:
-

:

reports on the enemy.

:rtl:

Sea:

On U Aug. submarines SFAPPER and TRITOF returned to Rosyth
from operations in the Forth Sea.
Submarine TRIBUFE will
also put into Rosyth on the morning of 5 Aug.

A submarine west of Texel attacked

a

towed convoy without

success
The- harbor entrance to Rosyth was temporarily closed on the
rning of U Aug., obviously because of mines.

Otherwise no enemy operations, apart from planes which flew
over during the night of 3 Aug.
Channel:
a submarine was sighted near the coast west of St. Halo.
-30-
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Enemy planes attacked motor minesweepers near Le Havre.
The British Admiralty announces the loss of the naval
trawler Ca°E FINISTEKKE (347 tons) as a result of bombing
on 2 Aug.

...

Own an Situation
—
! -

,,

I,,

i

n

i

in

i

-n-

•

Foreign Waters:
No reports on the auxiliary .cruisers.

**:-..

'

21" and "10" have been informed- that in spite
Ships "33",
of various warning reports of raiders, the enemy seems- to
have taken no direct action so far.
:,

.

Submarine U A", operating in the Freetown area, reports
that she is returning because of the state of her engines.
After an operation lasting two days off Freetown, the
submarine started 'on return journey by way of the Cape Verde
Islands.
She plans to proceed northwards from the Azores.
(Auxiliary cruisers "33", "21" and "10" have been informed.)
;,

,

It is very disappointing that the submarine is forced to

return prematurely without having been able to operate off
Freetown, which had just been reached after successfully
taking on supplies from Ship "33".
Norway:
The HIPPER took the Finnish steamer ESTERTHORDEN' in prize
off the North Cape.
The steamer is putting in to Tromsoe
with a prize crew.

Ship "7" reports having depthr charged a submarine, alleged
to be an enemy one, 18 miles southeast of Vardoe./
Boat
possibly destroyed (oil patch)'/
„
:

4.

It is very unlikely that this was a British submarine, since
radio intelligence has reported no enemy submarines in the
North Cape area at present.
It is possible, however, that
Ship "7" attacked a Russian submarine.

Until further notice, air reconnaissance for the HIPPER and
the three Special Group vessels (Ships "7", "18" and "47")
-31-
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will be made by a flight of the 5th Squadron, 196th Group
The planes will fly in strips 150
erating from Tromsoe.
lies wide to the limit of their range along the coast to
(Ship "L5" is being informed).
the east.
.

V

Sea:

;: -_

The 6th Minesweeper Flotilla reports nines on Route l"
In the course of the search for U "25"
(brass cap mines).
(see Submarine Situation), submarine -chaser
175 M struck a
Lne south of the point where British nines were found, and
Numerous other nines h£ ve been detected by echosank.
Check-sweeps are being made.
ranging sets.
:t

f,

Bnemy flights north of the ""est Frisian Islands, as far as
There nay be nines in the estuaries
the mouth of the Ems.
of the Elbe, Ems, Jade end \ eser.
r

Repairs to the battleships: Naval (Ship) Construction
Division states that repairs to the OTEISENAU will take
I.: out
three months since the damage below the water line
is much more serious than was previously thought.
Repairs
cannot be speeded up, as a second shift is impossible duenight air raid warnings and it is necessary to sink the
dock daily.
Estimated readiness for the GNEISENAU is
therefore 31 Oct.
,

SCH>JRNHORST will have to stay in dock for another 14
days (owing to interruptions from air raids and sinking of
the dock).
She will be ready on 19 Oct.
-

Le

operation "Seeloewe" Naval Staff attaches the
3t importance to the speeding up of repairs.
An
attempt must be made to advance the dates (at least one
ip ready at the end of September)
if necessary by
dispensing with dock- sink in
In

vie-.,

of

,

,

.

-

-.nnel/^tlantic Coast:

2nd ?T Boat Flotilla broke off its operation and put in
to Ostend (engine trouble on three boots).
:-

tor minesweeper flotillas continued sweeps in the Channel
3 4th liotor minesweeper Flotillc was attacked by enemy
bomb
.,hen entering Le Havre.
The 38th
No damage.
.

tie

sweeper Flotilla entered Boulogne.
-32-
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reconnaissance over the Atlantic from the western outlet
of the Channel to the Bay of Biscay without result.

^.ir

Ska gerrak/Kattegat/We stern Baltic

Line Situation:

..^
.

,

A Danish steamer struck & mine in the Sound north of
Copenhagen.
,A Norwegian steamer struck a nine south of
1

.arendal and sank while in tow.

Transport traffic, escort and patrols without incident.
About 22 enemy planes were over Schleswig-Holstein - the
Great Belt - \7es_tern„.Bal--t-ic.-—-""Single planes raided Kiel.
Ilinelaying suspected in;
No particular "damage.

Kiel Canal roads, Outer Kiel estuary, Eckernfoerde Bay,
Great Belt (set radiogram 0700).,.

-

Submarine Situation

-'

""

No changes in the operational area.
On return passage:

U "59" to Bergen, U "99"

and,

U "57" to

Lorient.

Outward bound:

U "37" west of the Shetlands (damaged
by bombs, making for Lorient), ,U "38"
Shetlands area, U "25" North Sea.

The latter has not replied to repeated calls.
Route "1",
used by this submar.£na,...wafl searched by the 6th Linesweeper
Flotilla.
Four British brass-cap mines were swept (must
have been there for some time, a s they were covered with
shells).
The route is being searched again.
It is feared
that U "25" struck a mine on Route "1".
Naval Staff states
that this route has not been checked for mines for some time,
so that the danger of minelaying having been carried out
must be reckoned with.
A thorough check sweep is in
progress.
In Bergen:

U "46", U "60", U "59".

In Lorient:

U "30".
-33-
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"

3 accesses:

The 3ritish stealer G0G0V^JL"i3 and another steaaer \jcre
torpedoed and sunk v est of the Hebrides.
(put in to ".,'ilhe Ins haven on 3 Aug.)
Brief report of D 34
ststes that in the course of operations off the Forth
nel 1 auxilic ry cruiser of 18,000 tons t nd 1 freighter
of 7,000 tons in a convoy were torpedoed on 26 July end 1
freighter of 8,000 tons, 1 steamer of 6,000 tons and 1
tanker of .9,000 tons in the same convoy on 27 July.
The
The British submarine SPEARFISH
convoy was broken up.
was destroyed with the last torpedo on 1 Aug
One
prisoner.
:r

:t

.

J.r

Situation

thing special to report

.

.

:diterranean

See Situation Mediterranean.

British battleship and carrier formation is said to have
left Gibraltar, after a short stay, bound for the
diterranean.
Probably nore planes are to be flown to
:
from the carriers.

---

special operations by the Italians.
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Items of Political Importance
Great Britain:

Lively discussions in the British press on the possibilities
The Fuehrer is said to have
of a German invasion.
German preparations neve
definitely decided on invasion.
It is
progressed considerably but are not yet complete.
The
possible that a German invasion will only be feigned.
anticipated.
use of numerous gliders for landing is
Few moon and
German Air Force blitz is believed imminent.
tide are favorable for landings.
German landing preparaEstablishtions are going on in Dutch and Belgian harbors.
ment of tn artillery barrage on both sides of a route of
attack on Kent is being discussed.
Target fire described
as very ineffective.
France:

Report from the Embassy in Washington.
The aircraft
carrier BEARF with more than 43 American planes end 75 of
our own planes aboard is still in Martinioue.
The British
Government is trying herd to acouire them end points out
that Britain took over all French contracts in the U.S.A.
when the French armistice was signed.
The American
Government is trying to reach a compromise and has suggested
that the BEAPJT be laid up in New Orleans until the controversy has been settled.
The Americans plan to buy back
the planes and deliver them to Britain later through private
firms.
So far the French Government has rejected all
offers of mediation.
Finland:

Britain has asked permission to set up a British viceconsulate in Petsamo.
The Finnish Government will consent
h. Russian consulate has already been set
up and permission
to set up a German one reruested.
Japan:

Further tension in Anglo- Japanese relations.
Expulsion of
prominent Japanese from Singapore.
Japanese press
antagonistic towards Britain.
U.S.A.

After

t ermine t ion of

the Havana Conference, which is
-3 5-
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greet success in the United States, the
Lcric D ;:ress is pgain campaigning for more effective
military assistance to Britain.
The proposal to sell 40sr I destroyers to Britain to
60 modernized American "or Id
relieve her great shortage of these craft is being
sed with approval.
It is also suggested that
jan ports £nd dry docks should be pieced at the
disposal of British warships in need of repair.

considered

Cani'crcnc-

Sgeci

1

t

Situation witli Chief, 1'aval Sta::

an the

It eus:

the norning of 5 Aug, Chief, Naval Staff held a
conference with Commander in Chief, s^rziy in regard to
operation "Seeloewe"
Co -mander in Chief, army reiterated
that the Army attaches the greatest importance to a '-'landing
on a broad front", including Lyme Bay.
1.

i

A

.

is co.sidering landing 1-lJ divisions by air in the
vicinity of Lyme Bay to occupy a port for use in subsecuent
transport operations.
e
Army wishes to carry cat the
operation during the night
Chief, Naval Staff set out
,
i St ff s opinion and referred to the difficulties which
>rt ana landing on a broad front would entail, cs
already Lent ion ed in the conference with the Fuehrer on 31
Ju]
Commander in Chief, Army is not
neral impression:
ir.ce^ of the
acticebility of a lending on a broLd
front 5n3 is obviously also not convinced of the actual
ie

_-.rr.y

-

.

,

.-.'.'

!

difficu

s

of

the operation.

aehrer's
sport by Chief, Operations Branch on the
vision (as per
33189/40 dated 1 Aug.): ..ccording to
report of Chief, Naval Staff on 31 July, stating that
preparations for operation ''Seeloewe" could not be completed
before 15 Sept., the fuehrer decided es follows:
2.

-

I

r

'-.tic.

deadline for
s 15 Sept

.-»rmy

'Seeloewe are to continue and the
end Air Force is also to be taken
:

'

ter the commencement of large-scale air
ids, the Fuehrer will decide whether operation
ill teke place this year.
:
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Even if it is decided not to invade in September,
preparations ere nevertheless to be continued, but
in a manner which will not seriously affect our
economy.

d.

Preparations for an operation on broad front are
to continue despite the Navy's statement that it can
only guarantee support on the narrow front.

This order clearly reveals the grave discrepancy in the
attitudes of General Staff and Hval Staff.
In the course of the conference with the Fuehrer (31 July)
Chief, Ka^al Staff clearly emphasized that, in his opinion,
the operation on a broad front entailed such a great risk
The General
that he felt compelled to advise against it.
Staff may, for its pert, insist on its demands, but possibly
does not yet realize the navigational and operational
difficulties in a transport and landing operation of this
kind.

presumes that Chief, General Staff managed to
have the new order of Armed Forces High Command worded thus
(after Chief, Naval Staff's conference with Chief, Armed
Forces High Command) by referring to Army requirements on
land.
Naval Staff is not in a position to extend the scope
of the transport operation beyond the limits set out in the
latest communication to Army General Staff.
Transport and
landing operations can only be carried out successfully, if
at all, in the area Boulogne - Dunkirk - Ramsgate - Beachy
Head.
^11 other considerations are based upon prerequisites
which can by no means be reckoned with (absolute air
supremacy, holding off the British Fleet, breaking down land
defenses on the British coast, long spell of fine weather)
ilaval Staff

In view of this new directive and this morning's discussion
with Chief, High Command, Army, Chief, Naval Staff has
ordered that an attempt to reach an agreement with the Army
is to be made by direct conference between Chief of Staff,
Naval Staff and General Staff.
Sxhould the Army insist on
its demand, c new conference must be held with the Fuehrer
for
final decision.
•;

Report of Chief, Operations Branch on directive No. 17
3.
of 1 Aug. of the Fuehrer tnd Supreme Commander on air and

naval operations against Great Britain.
-37-
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By this the German Air Force hx s been ordered to pat the
Royal Air Force and the aircraft industry oat of action as
soon as possible with all available forces.
After temporary
cr local supremacy in the air has been gained, air warfare is
to be conducted against harbors and especially against food
supplies and stocks.
Accordingly, air operations against
enemy warships end merchantmen sre of secondary importance
(unless favorable possibilities for attack are offered).
The German Air Force is to carry on the all-out attack in such
b way thr. t it may still at any time have sufficient forces
available to support operations at sea if called upon.
Intensified air offensive from 5 Aug.
At the same time, the Navy is permitted, under Directive
No. 17, to carry out intensification of war at sea.
In Directive No. 17 enemy navtl forces are stated to be less
important than other objectives as targets for air operations.
In the opinion of Naval Staff, however, operations against
warships -re also necessary as part of the intensified air
offensive since attempts to disrupt the landing operation may
be expected Vvith certainty.
The first result of air
operations is to be awaited.
Naval Staff reserves the right
to mcke a demand to this effect to Armed Forces High Command.

The intensified measures for nz val warfare have already been
laid down in the new version 01 the 'Directives for l/arfare
against Merchant Shipping" dated 27 July (see; War Diary,
Part B, Vol. V, Page 101); the date of their going into
effect will be announced later.
They provide for immediate,
full offensive action -.gainst all vessels, ii eluding passenger
ships in the t rea between, the following points except for a
10 mile strip off the coasts of the Irish Free State)
(

French Atlc nt ic

coc st at

5°
45° N,
45° IT, 20°
58° N, 20°
U
620 N,
E
3
Belgian coast at 3°

47° 30' N 2° 40

t

r

1

''.

1

7

E-.

(Exception made for ships flying the Irish flag.)
rea lies within the American closed zone which may not
traversed by American ships.
Its western border
coincides with that of the American closed zone.
For

The

r
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considerations regarding the timely warning of neutrals
before the start of intensified warfare against merchant
shipping i..nd on the cuestion of the general announcement see
r Diary, Part C, Vol. VIII.

T

"

During the evening the Foreign Office whs asked by telephone
to dispatch the notes regarding intensification of operations
around Great Britain, the t have been compiled in cooperation
it was added thrt
with Naval Staff, Operations Division;
they should not be handed to the Governments concerned until
special orders "were issued.
At the same time it v.as rccuested thrt the German Foreign
Linister be reminded to compile the relevant DNB" statement
and - if time allows - to submit the wording to Naval Staff
before publication.
;,

Statements by Bureau of r^val Armament, Underwater
Obstacles Branch regarding the use of Ground I-Iines

According to captured information, the British came into
possession of an aerial mine when a German plane crashed
near Clacton on 30 April.
The enemy thus acouired knowledge
of the following:
1.

Bik with reversed polarity needle-weakening
contact.

2.

Arming mechanism

3.

Delayed mechanism with soluble plug.

:?

;T

:f

Bik".

Thus the most important innovation at that time for counteracting the enemy s defensive measures against German
magnetic mines ru;d fallen into enemy hands.
However, the
enemy's scientific research was already engaged on defense
against the "Bik with reversed polarity needle.
Hence the
capture of this mine was not
decisive blow, as it had not
yet been. equipped with the GE (secret device which causes
the mine to explode when falling on land).
Possession of
the mine, however, was most valuable to the enemy for
further developments.
(For details see notes of Underwater
Obstacles 3ranch in ar Diary, Part C, Vol. VI.)
1

T

'

i

\
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Operational commands are advised of recent experiences in
the use of ground nines by 2 supplement to "Instructions
for the Use of Ground Klines" (in 1/Skl IE 11116/40 dated
The effectiveness of our riethods of using ground
5 Aug.).
The
Lnes is confirncd by captured French secret material.
enemy is now able to clear magnetic nines with relatively
The decisive step was his surprisingly
high efficiency.
cuick invention of the degaussing equipment and its largesec le installation on warships end merchantmen.
In future,
ground nines ;jre to be laid in she. How water, where the
The
gnetic depth effect of the degaussing is doubtful.
use of ground nines confines enemy ships to certain lanes.
Difficulty of check sweeps on narrow routes.
Disruption
the
clearance
work
by
Force.
nine
..ir
of
Important factors
~re the laying of nines unobserved by the enemy, observance
of the safety distance, simultaneous laying at as nany
different pluces as possible, making nine clearance difficult
by i_,eans of period delay and delay
ction mechanism.

New non-contact firing Fab III" ready for use.
In operations against harbor basins, docks, sluices, aerial nines
without 3ik but with additional clockwork fuse are to be
used.
(For details see letter in ar Diary, Part C, Vol.
;,

,f

;

"

nine

VI,

Situ-"

tion

arf are

:

5

**ug

'

.

.

Special Reports on the

5r.c-iy

iio intelligence established the probable arrival of
convoy HZ 63 at the rendezvous (57 o ~09 N, 17° 00' \") on
!

5

Aug.
atral Atlantic:

wording to an Italian report, T* si: Force "II", including
aircraft carriers ARK RQY.iL and ARGUS, is &t sea in the
The RESOLUTION" is in Gibraltar
istern Mediterranean.
evidently damaged.

South Atlantic
Radio intelligence concludes from current r-^dio traffic
th
D operation by British lor cos in the South Atlantic,
possibly bgainst our auxiliary cruisers, is imminent.
"

-L0-
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An exact insight is not yet possible.
The auxiliary cruiser ALCANTARA, put out to sea from Rio on
5 Aug. after repairs to skin plating and pipe lines,
according to a report fron the Naval Attache, a decrease in
(The auxiliary cruisers have
her speed is to be expected.
been informed.)

Northern Waters/North Sea:

Moderate convoy activity off the east co^st.
is 'temporarily closed because of nine danger.

The Hunber

Four ncvi escort ships have appeared for the first tine in
hone area radio traffic.
The admiralty announces the loss due to a nine of the
mine sleeping trawler IARS0NA.

During the night of 5 Aug. British bonbers were over the
North Sea - Heligoland Bight - '/ilhelmshaven.
Channel:

Air reconnaissance detected the following ships in
Portsmouth":
in harbor:
1 large warship, 4 cruisers, 14
destroyers;
in dry dock:
4 cruisers, several snail
vessels.
France:

Admiral Kuselior, Chief of the French naval and air forces
in Great Britain, has ordered that French planes are to
carry the Tricolor and the Cross of Lorraine (crosses of
St. --jidrew and St. George superimposed) as identification
markings*
French wt.r ships are to fly a blue quadrangular
flag with the Cross of Lorraine in its center in addition
to the national colors.

Own Situation

Foreign Waters:
Ship. ''45" is still in the Barents Sea;

passage to the east not yet received.
inforned of the situation.
-41-
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fron the other auxiliary cruisers.
The ships have
Dn informed of our own situation
nd reports on the eneny
radiograns 1552, 2116).
3

has been inforned of the rendezvous points for
tanker RBCTBJ in the waiting area "Fuerteventura" (in large
.v 1 Staff will rssign one of these
grid scuare GE)
ind Ship "10" in due course (radiogren
Lata to the BBC
"."

.

I

1732).
I'cr'i

~
"18" and "47" in the northern
Ships
',
:rth Cape tirea for war against merchant shipping.
The st
r ESTKkTHORDEN , seized by the HIPEER, had aboard
1.7 tens of gold, cellulose and other goods, including 285
-1 bags fron the Scandinavian and 3- ltic countries for the
(see also \"ar Diary, Part G, Vol. VIII).
.3..-..

ED

The
wet

.

.

Ir^op transport traffic tc Ilirkenes is proceeding according
It is intended to send more Amy troops to
Ian,
tc
northern Norway because of the unsettled Rus so -Finnish
situation
rt

Sea

rt

flights during the night of
from numerous en
special to report.

one

1

..: 1

5

ntic Car st

by the 1st PT Boat Flotilla during the night of
U Aug., encountered strong petrol vessel defense east and
inder accurate
The borts
it of the Isle of 'Tight.
triple star shell fans
shine-gunfire.
Moreover,
:edcd by thick fog.
operation

..

s"-.eea

:

nd Le Ha-vre,
sweeping
atinued be
a Dunkirk
view to early resumption of our own coastal and
transport traffic,
nd
le 38th liinesweepcr Flotilla
2nd l.otor Line sleeper Flotilla were out on operations.
4th Motor Minesweeper Flotilla swept the Le Havre bourg route.
:

Conxunding a&. iral, France, h: s been instructed to use
tor boets for the sea-rescue service-.
(..bout 50
tor boats may be reckoned with at present.)
-L2-
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Commanding Admiral, France intends to put Channel ferry
NE^HAVEN (1,800 tons, 22 knots, five 7.5 en. guns, four
ma chine-guns) and motorship C^RSOaR (700 tons, 14 knots,
one 7.5 en. gun, two na chine-guns) into service for
operations against merchant shipping in the Biscay area,
"ork is in progress.

t

Commanding Admiral^ France reports that infornation so far
received on nerchant traffic off the coast of northern
Shipping traffic from and to
Spain is very unreliable.
Bilbao is apparently carried on only by night, using the
Nevertheless,
route to Finistcrre inside Spanish waters.
operations against nerchant shipping in the southern part of
the Bay of Biscay, with the support of air reconnaissance,
are decried necessary and worthwhile.
Skagcrrak/Kattegat/' astern Baltic

During the night of 5 ^ug.- numerous enemy planes flew over
Jutland, Schleswig-Holstein and the Little Belt up to Ho en.
Mines end bombs were observed to have been dropped.
Line-sweeper

11

"75" reported

a

Helsingoer, while carrying out

heavy nine explosion off
a check sweep.

Transport traffic to Norway uneventful.

S ubna r i ne Sit ua t i on

In the Atlantic operational area:

U "^", U "52", U "56",
U 57", U "58".
;?

Outward bound*.

U "37" west of the Orkney
Islands, U "38" west of
the Shetlands, U "60" in
the northern North Sea
U "25" in the central
North Sea?

U "102" and "12 2" are reported nissing as of

5

Aug.

Commanding Admiral, Submarines has ordered the following
disposition west of the North Channel:
area "a":

north of 55° 45' N, concentration west of
11°

\<:
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Brea "B"

area

X":

res "D"

U

1T

and

Ti

south of 55° 45'
11° W;

'B"

C

I",

,

U

T,

$8

tt

'•

?

^.

,t
;

concentration west of

concentration past of

:

5o" is in
n iv"

concentration cast of

:

in W D" and U

?

C".
T,

38''

is proceeding

?f
.

Submarine Successes:

reports sinking three steamers totaling 16,875
The submarine
G.R.T. out of en incoming convoy on U Aug.
is returning hone because of damage caused by depth charges

U

i,

52

;

'

-ir

Situation

See

..ir

:

Torce Events

of

the Day

special operations.

ii terrene an

Sec Situation Mediterranean.

estcrn Mediterranean,
K" is again it sea in the
evidently to transfer more planes to Malta from the
carriers.
sk Force

:t

'

-Uk-
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It ens of Political Importance

Greet Britain:

Discussion continues in the British press as to the method
There are conjectures in
and tine of a German invasion.
regard to large-scale operations by the Gernan Air Force.
It is stated that troop-training naneuvcrs are being held in
remote areas of Gernany, sinilar to those held before- the
Great activity in Dutch Lnd Belgian
attack on Norway.
In order to pacify
harbors is said to have been observed.
the people in view of defense neasures, British propaganda
British
now tends to belittle the prospects of invasion.
forces ere now on maneuvers with the ain of improving
defensive readiness.
At the most important centers of the
defense zone, echelon formation extends up to 150 km.
Defense installations are said to be well camouflaged.
The maneuvers p.re based on the assumption that Germany will
employ for the landing a great number of vessels having a
low draught, PT boats and also fairly large vessels.
British garrison troops have been ordered home from British
possessions in the western hemisphere and replaced by
Canadians.
Similar steps nave been taken in Iceland.
The Charge d'Aff aires in Washington points out the political
significance of this British measure, since it is doubtful
whether, if these areas sh uld be occupied, they would, under
the Havana agreement, still be regarded as under control of
a European power.
The Charge d'affaires in Washington reports that the British
are trying to have the administration of Martinique taken
over by the U.S.A. in accordance with the Havana
resolutions.
In this way the British hope to acouire
w.bout 100 planes now on bo-rd the aircraft carrier B33AR1T
and 2 50 million dollars in French gold.

U.S.A.
The German iixibassador in Panama reports that the American
General Staff is counting upon Roosevelt's re-election and
is making preparations for the United States' entry into
the war in February 1941.

Rumania:

After preliminary difficulties (concerning Silistra), the
Rumanian -Bulgarian discussions in Sofia on the cession of
-45-
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Dobruja :re reported to have led to yielding on the part
Agreement was allegedly reached on 5 Aug.

of Rumani

.

On the afternoon of 5 Aug. Chief, Naval Staff left for
(Paris France to inspect naval bases end hold conferences.
Cherbourg - Brest - Lorient - La Baule - St. Nazi. ire - Paris.)

^n order has been received fror: «rned Forces High Command on
the subject of Amy and ITavy support lor large-scale Air Force
The Navy is to reinforce the sea-rescue service
operations.
The possiin co sti.l waters with every suitable craft.
bility that the enemy may recognize the Air Force operation
as a preparation for invasion £ nd may send strong naval
forcts into the Channel area nust be taken into account by
sending out subnarines and by other operational measures to
the greatest extent possible consistent with the -'siege
that must also be carried out in this period.
1

'

The use of subnarines, as desired by Armed Forces High
Command, is impracticable since the few available cannot
be withdrawn from their main task, which is war against
merchant slipping in the Atlantic.

Special Items Concerning Operation ''Secloe-wc":
In view oi the continuous threat of air attack to our
minesweeping forces in the Channel, Armed Forces High
Command, Commander in Chief, Air Force and Commander in
Chief, Army neve been informed that minesweeping in the
Strdt of Dover and the adjacent set areas is not yet
possible.
The same applies to preparations for our
in
the areas planned.
Thus the deadline fixed
delaying
for operation Seeloowe' is already jeopardized.
:?

Situ* tion 6
5

f

^u^.,

>cicl Reports on the 3nc

iv

Great Britain:
rth Ati? ntio:

There ore no new reports on convoy traffic.
On the
.ng of 5 Aug. it was announced that the lights from
rry Head to Trevose Head arc to be extinguished.
The
-46-
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lights at Lizc rd Wolf Rock and Longships ere to remain
burning.
C e nt ra 1

At 1 a nt i c

Task Force "H", which supposedly left Gibraltar, westward
bound, is presumed from ra.dio intelligence to be in the
xitl ntic.
An Italian report indicates that the British
TTaval Staff
forces may be in the zone of the Canaries.
considers a surprise action by the British against the
French base at Dakar, as surmised by the Italians, to be
unlikely.
Our own Radio Lonitoring Service thinks it
possible that Task Force R n is proceeding northwards to
home waters.
(,

South Atlantic:
The urgent radio traffic of British forces in the South
Atlantic, which seemed to indicate impending operations
against our auxiliary cruisers there, was evidently
connected with the sinking or severe damaging of a steamer
in the South Atlantic area.

On 5 Aug. at 1212 the British steamer GRODNO received
orders in a radio signal from Commander, South Atlantic to
British merchantmen in the African area to break radio
silence and submit a report as to the number of boats and
survivors taken aboard, the state of steamer CAP7 ST. GEORGE
and whether there is any other wreck in the vicinity.
"!

If the supplying of submarine U "A" by Ship "33" took place
as planned on. 18 July, the sinking of the steamers may be a
result of Ship "33 ;,t s operations, possibly due to the" laying
of mines, as planned, off Cape Francis.
It might, however,
Lilso be due to the minelaying operations of Ship "16" off
Cc.ipe

iigulhcis.

this

'oo

Intercepted radio traffic does not clarify

int.

In view of the alarm report at noon on 5 Aug., the
DORSETSHIRE and the CIBIBERlAlTD (probably in the South
Atlantic) received two urgent operational radio signals at
.ibout 1800 on 5 Aug., which were also directed to Commander,
South America Division aboard the HA'.XUTS.
Other urgent
operational radio signals were sent to cruiser DRAGON and
gun bout BRIDGE" JATEH (prob-.bly in the central part of the
South Atlantic) und to the cruiser DELHI and auxiliary
cruiser MaLOJa in the Freetown area, probably escorting
convoy RS "5" to the Erst Indies.
-47-
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It is not clcr whether end in What direction operations by
Since only a
the South Atlantic forces may be intended.
a systematic scorch for our
s ..11 force is involved,
o miliary cruisers is by no means likely.
to protect his routes in the South
Atlantic, the enemy may institute a stronger patrol of the
in shipping routes or a system of convoys for especially
Naval Staff is of the opinion that,
important transports.
ap^rt from unfortun- te incidents the t can never be entirely
excluded, the danger to our auxiliary cruisers from counteractions by enemy escort forces is insignificant, provided
the ope rtit ional areas are changed as planned and at the
proper time,
It is possible that,

Indian Ocean:
The cruiser HOBART was sighted off Cape Guardafui on U Aug.,
The cruiser LEANDER entered Aden on 31
northward bound.
July.

North Sea/Northern Waters:
The mouth of the Eunber has
Nothing special to report.
been re-opened.
Submarine PORPOISE left Rosyth for an
operation.
The British Admiralty announces the loss of
navel trailers DSS 7ALDIAN :.nd DRUIHiER.
Ch:

nnel:

«ir reconnaissance during the night of 6 Aug.
destroyers sent out against our PT boats.

Two

France:

Official French sources confirm the news that incidents
occurred between the British and French a few days ago in
the French colonies of the Camcroons and Madagascar.
The
nder of a British cruiser was forced to withdraw the
3ritish embarki tion forces nd to continue patrol of the
meroons outside territorial waters.
The French have asked, through the armistice Commission,
for permission to run a mail steamer from Tamatave to
.gon from 7 Aug. in order to repatriate 2,500 IndoChinese.
1 Staff has refused permission.
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er s

Subnsririe U "A" reports that Ship "33" received
Ship "16":
At that
the short radio signcl from Ship "16" on 14 July.
6°
77°
Endurance
E.
S
tine the auxiliary cruiser v,as ct
30,000 G.R.T. sunk to date;
at sea more than 85 days;
Naval Staff has acknowledged receipt of this report to the
ship nd congratulated her on her successes so far.
i

Lima wired on
The attache in Tokyo reports:
Tanker
Prize passes Fernando Noronha on 8 Aug.
31 July:
V'II ITETOU expected to put in to Kobe on 28 Aug., bound
Signed:
Ship
northwest.
Unable to contact Germany.
"36".

Ship "36":
T

These reports from Ship "16" and Ship "36" show that radio
connuni cation with, the auxiliary cruisers operating in the
An improvement
Indian and Pacific Oceans is not assured.
is expected from the re-organization of radio traffic with
The possibility
the auxiliary cruisers now in progress.
of radio reception via the Naval Attache, Tokyo is under
examination.

Receipt of her radio message was confirmed to Ship "36".
From her report it appears that the auxiliary cruiser is
able to pick up radio traffic from home at routine times.
As regards experiences, sea endurance and supply demands of
Ship "36", a more detailed report from the \ INNET0U must be
awaited
r

Auxiliary cruisers Ships "10" and "33" have been informed
that specially urgent radio traffic was observed in the
afternoon of 5 ^ug. (see radiograms 1451, 1958).
Previous
plans for the tanker RECUL ana' the supplying of Ship "10" in
grid scuare GE remain unchanged as no danger to the ships
in the assigned area is anticipated.
Ivorway:

The HIPPER, Ships "7", "18" and "47" on operations against
merchant shipping in the I'orth Gape area.
The HIPPER
reports completion of refueling;
position on 7 Aug. off
the North Cape.
Further support of the operation by air
reconnaissance from Tromsoe ^nd by her own planes.
Since
-49-
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the EEPPER's .ngincs require an overhaul that will tf:ke c.t
Least four weeks (the defects cannot be remedied by repair
ship HTL-SC.J^')
Group '.est has been ordered to withdrew
r to '."ilhelmshaven for dockyard overhaul upon conclusion
,

this operation, so th.Lt her operational readiness may
restored by 15 Sept. (with a view to ope r .t ion Seeloewe M
However, the ship is not to call in cgaih at Trondhein on her
return trip.
Supply ship DITKl^JlSCr"" is likewise to be
recalled
::

-

)

m

alleged enemy submarine
With regard to the report th: t
Grou
est and Co.: ending admiral,
w-s eng. fc ed by Ship 7
ve received the following instruction to be
f orwc rded to ships operating in northern waters:
?

tf

,

The possible presence of Russian submarines in the

r.rca

of

outer Veranger Fjord east of 31° E, outside Norwegian
2
rriteric 1 voters, must be kept in nind when .r.tisua. rino action is cente::pl;.ted.
ht the present tine
is nothing to indicate the presence of British
t
submarines in northern Norway -*
-

1

in: sweeping :nd coastal traffic off the Norwegian co st is
South of Mandal a tug
being continued recording to plan.

.

r.

_.:ed

the conning- tower of an enemy submarine;

ch.se h:

s

submarine

been ordered.

Sco:

Nothing special to report.
Enemy planes flew over the Heligoland Bight and dropped
bombs on Sylt Brunsbuettel end over the Elbe; no special
...ttLcks were made on our patrol bo: ts in the
-C
southern North Sea ..ithout result.
,

In view of past -<nd continuing Grernan minelaying operations,
*,rol of
comnunic tiens along the er.st coc st from the
north to the rivm* Th sues 2ias become largely dependent on
ce.
ious check sweeping of the fixed convoy route or any
forked
..ly
alt rnetive routes.
This rx.kcs it appear
ble, in order to complicate check sweeps and improve
rospect of mine hits, to dr. w the enemy away from the
swept roua to the nines.
This could bt achieved
by occasionally sinking the route markings (sea. narks or
y.ili^ry sea mrks).
It renins to be seen to what
at this would render our own operations u^inst convoy
:

"
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This measure, hovvever, cannot be
traffic more difficult.
carried out in sea areas where buoys are essential for our
own use in connection with operation Seeloewe" (area south
of the Thanes estuary, including the northern outlet of the
Downs)
Group West has received orders to this effect.
,7

.

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

During the night of 5 Aug. the 2nd PT Boat Flotilla carried
out a ninelaying operation.
Mine sweeping in the Seebruegge - Cherbourg areas was
continued.
Operations by the 2nd end 3rd Motor Minesweeper
Individual
Flotillas and the 38th Minesweeper Flotilla.
boats carried out special exercises with the Army.
Boat
"3407" of 34th Minesweeper Flotilla struck a mine off the
Hook of Holland and was lost.

Skagerrak/Kattegat/Uestern Baltic
Enemy reconnaissance in the morning over the northern point
of Jutland and Kattegat between Skagcn and Laesoe.
Enemy
flights during the night of 5 Aug.; bombs were dropped in
the areas of Kiel, Travemucnde and Schliemuende.
Mines
are suspected in the area of Copenhagen and in the Kattegat.
On 5 Aug. ground mines were cleared in the Little Belt off
Brandoe.

Minesweeping and transport traffic to Morway as planned.
Nets of the Gjedser barrage were taken up in the area of
Gjedser lightship.

Submarine Situation
In the operational trea:
U "a" (position approximately off
Cape Blanco end return passage via grid square DH 41, 300
miles west of Madeira;
the submarine met only moderate
traffic in the Cape Verdes area); U "52", "56", "58", "30",
"38" en route for Lorient;
U "99", "57", "37" in Lorient;
U "46", "59" in Bergen; U "60" outward bound west of the
Orkney Islands, proceeding to operational area off the

Minch.

During operation "Seeloewe", Commanding Admiral, Submarines
plans to transfer his office to the Paris area close to
-51-
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est.
Naval St.
has agreed.
r :r nsfer to Loricnt.

This docs not affect

rcht nt Shippi:..

An agent's report gives the following general information
ritish merchantmen:
I

brown cross on the hull indicates equipment with anti^nct cable

c

.

British merchantmen ire, or will be, equipped with antiSandbags on all ships have been replaced
Lrcraft guns.
by concrete plates which have proved effective against
chine-gunfire

.-11

,

Large posters ere hung in the crews' quarters on 3ritish
ships warning the men against careless talk (shipping
evenents, courses, nettings at sea, convoys, conditions in
British harbors).

German merchantman is sighted, this is to be seized,
even by en armed British merchantman, if no warship is
^t least one Neval Reserve Officer is
thin reach.
carried on every merchant shi:
If

a

.

letter to tl
inistries cf Transportation and
Economics, Naval Staff has reviewed the prospects for
acrch nt traffic:
.

inistry of Transportation h. s been informed
re
atedly, prospects lor German overseas traffic he ve
serially increased since the defeat of Trance.
German
ships coning from overseas to French Atlantic ports are
• unlikely to be interfered with, as there is no enemy
cc
1 zone to be passed like that between Greenland,
Iceland and the Faroes and the ships, coming from the
ocean, can head for the verious harbors.

Lb

tj

I

the bre'-k -thro ugh to Norwegian harbors during the
dark winter period is considered ocsier then before, since
the British have fewer petrol lorces e.vaileble for this
then before.
The British bluff of announcing
r
decli red
an 11 July 1940 in the vest .tcl between
..

:
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(Units this fact.
the She t lands end Greenland indirectly
The present patrol of the Norwegian coast itself is
nothing conpared to earlier British efforts.
r.

Departure fron neutral harbors has becone less dangerous for
German merchantmen, inasnuch as the enemy has considerably
fewer patrol forces ft his disposal for this purpose,., since
as. long as
the elimination of the French naval forces.
Great Britain does not- acquire new allies with powerful
navies, these nore advantageous conditions of sailing fron
Besides trans-ocean traffic,
overseas ports will persist.
new possibilities for Gernan shipping have also developed in
-This applies
the Mediterranean since the defeat of France*
especially to the route along the Mediterranean coast of
Spain to the west coast of Italy in particular fron
Barcelona to Genoa.
Gernan traffic fron Italian and
Spanish ports to Italian and French ports in Forth Africa
could also be considered.
In the Adriat ic the traffic
situation is still considered favorable.
.

,

,

In the Black Sea conditions are unchanged.
no longer likely here.

Surprises are

Traffic fron the Baltic Sea to Norway or Murmansk is
likewise considered to be possible again.
It is to be hoped that the Ministry of Transportation and
the Ministry of Economics will take note of the favorable
prospects for a resumption of merchant traffic as revealed
in this report, and that they will exploit then as far as
the shipping situation will permit.

Air Situation
See Air Force Events of the Day,

There were no specie 1 activities.

During the night of 5 Aug., the 9th Air Division carried out
numerous ninelaying operations off British harbors.
It is
now revealed that the 126th Bonbcr Wing dropped the 1,000th
aerial nine in British waters during the night of 26 July.
The formation deserves special commendation for its
indefatigable and courageous activity under most difficult
weather conditions and against strong defense.
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Minel&ying by en Italian cruiser end destroyer f'ornation in
Task Force "H" is
the Sicilian Channel without incident.
in the ,-tlantic.
4*11 battleships of the Alexandria base
Tv:
ssonbled in harbor.
.
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Items of Political Importance

Great Britain:

According to c dispatch to sof ia'.from the Bulgarian
Ambassador in London, Molotov's speech fes had a vcryThe leftists .re disconcerted.
deprcssing effect there.
It has allegedly strengthened peace tendencies in the City.
The losses suffered during the latest German air attacks in
There is great concern over
the Channel arc very serious.
the situation in Egypt v>/here neither troops nor material are
considered adeouate.
Finland:

Finland is expecting
Increase of tension with Russia.
Russia to make heavy denands very shortly (including
admission of the Communist Party)

For Situation in the Balkans, see Political Survey No. 183.

A review of the political situation in Europe, covering
France, Great Britain, the supplementing of the British
blockade by the Navicert system, in the Baltic States, Russia,
the Balkans and Turkey, has been forwarded to the forces in
the Atlantic (see radiogram 16.00).-

Special Items regarding Operation "Sccloowc"
Chief of Staff, Naval Staff, Chief, Operations Division and
Chief Specialist, Great Britain (Fleet Operations Section,
Great Britain) flew to Fontaineblcau for a conference with
Chief, General Staff.
Discussions were held in the General
Staff's special train on the way to Versailles from 2030 to
For details of the discussions, see file "Seclocwc"
2330.
As expected by Naval Staff, no agreement was reached.
Chief,
General Staff declared that Naval Staff's suggestion to
-55-
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I
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General Stiff
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No new position reports from the South Atlantic.
Commander, South Atlantic advised South Atlantic Station,
North Atlantic Station and Commander, America-West Indies
on the morning of 6 Aug.:
"It is reported that

a

merchantman has been sunk by

a

submarine.

Possibly

c

success by submarine U "A".

Northern Uaters:

according to a report from the 2nd Mountain Division, three
British destroyers and one auxiliary, cruiser were sighted
40 niles south of Sandnesjoen (area of Mosjoen) during the
This is improbable.
Investigation is
night of 6 iiug.
in progress.

North Sea
On the morning of 7 Aug.-; anti-invasion exercises- were held
The following'
on the southeast coc st of Great Britain.
places were mentioned in radio traffic: Bircham, Newton,
Stubborn Sand.

iuincsweeping trawler RIVER CLYDE struck a mine and sank.
*

Air reconnaissance detected lively convoy activity off the
southeast coast.

Own Situation
Atli ntic:

The crew of a steamer that -entered
U.S. port on 5 Aug.
claimed to have sighted a German merchant raider- or her
depot ship off Cape San Rocque .(Brazil) 15 days ago;
the
ship in rue st ion circled round the steamer and then
proceeded to the south.
Probably Ship "10".
'

£

Ship "45":
Still in the Barents Sea.
The Naval Attache,'
Loscow reports that the first Russian convoy is icebound,
so that the second unit has not yet left.
The ship has
been informed that departure will be delayed.
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in the Indian and Pacific Oceans:
Ships
—
i

The Naval attache, Tokyo has suggested that radio traffic
be sent via the Embassy in Tokyo in order to establish a
reliable connection between the auxiliary cruisers and the
Establishment of a permanent radio service
hone area.
with the -id of supply ship radio operators and forwarding
of radiograms received to Naval Staff is practicable.
The
val Attache has received instructions to this effect.

Ships in the Atlantic have been advised that for the tine
being radio traffic in the South Atlantic does not show any
special signs rnd that an organized search oper. tion by the
few enemy forces against our auxiliary cruisers is not
likely.
On the other hand, patrol of shipping lanes nay be
reinforced.
Fornation of convoys for inportant transports
on the main shipping lanes is possible (sec radiogram 2021).

Norway/Northern Waters
In accordance with the instructions of Naval Staff, Group
"est has ordered the HIPPER to continue her operation up to
0700 on 8 Aug. and then to return hone with full bunkers
without calling again t Trondhein.
The ship will refuel
today and will be in the area of the North Cape early on
8 Aug.
i

The order to return hone and receipt of a still unconfirmed
report from Group 'est on the i lleged departure to the north
of enemy forces from the Scapa area, have given rise to a
large number of long radio messages from the HIPPER, referring
to evaluation of the situation and details of return passage.
In view of the possible enemy situation, the HIPPER submits
consider-:. tions regarding withdrawal to Base North or even the
"White Sea" or Kara Sea.
In the opinion of Naval Staff much of the contents- of the
iio mess: ges was completely superfluous and involves
aters for which the Commander is in no way responsible,
but which come -under the sole responsibility of Group ".'est
re consec uently already being handled by the Group)

Furthermore, the sudden and
in the North Cape area must
of enemy radio intelligence
consec uences for the ship's
(F-or

unusually heavy radio traffic
attract the special attention
and :iight thus have serious
return passage.

Group Vest's ord«.r to the Air Force on return of the
-58-
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HIPPER, see radiogram 1915;
Monitoring Report 0510.)

for eneny siturtion sec Radio

Forth Sea:
The ninelaying formation consisting of the ROLJTD, BRU11IER
and COBRA, escorted by six torpedo boats, cinder Commander,
Patrol Vessels, ".est, Captain Schiller, left in the morning
By evening the
to lay the first barrage "Suedwcst"
Air reconnaissance over
fornation was north of Acieland,
the southern -part of the North Sea and in the northern- part
of the Hoofden, as well as close escort of the fornation
and air patrol line west of the ninelaying area, as planned.
General weather situation favorable for the operation.
(For order of Connander, Naval, iiir,- Vest see radiogram 0000.)
.

.

:;

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

Additional report on ninelaying operation by the 2nd PT
Boat Flotilla during the night of 5 Aug.:
9 nines and 12
explosive buoys laid west of Outer Gabbard (grid square
Contact with an eneny patrol vessel.
nothing
7932).
special to report.
Following a report fron Cape Gris Nez
observation station on the sighting of a convoy off the
British coast south of Dover, course southwest, the 1st PT
Boat Flotilla was sent out on operation.
Result is not
yet known.
The 2nd and 4th Motor Minesweeper Flotillas and the 3Bth
Minesweeper Flotilla continued nine swee ping off the French/
Belgian coast.
Sone of the no tor minesweepers are in
readiness for sea-rescue service.
Two groups of motor
minesweepers and minesweepers are carrying out special
exercises with the Army as part of the preparation for
operation ''Secloewe''' (Commander in Chief, Arxay at Le Toueuet)

The number of enemy flights over the Dutch, Belgian and
French coasts is increasing.
Admiral, Channel Coast
reports enemy air reconnaissance by day and by night.
It
is presumed that the enemy is now attempting to gain a clear
picture of German preparations on the Channel coast,
establishment of batteries and measures in the harbors.
Mines are believed to have been dropped off the river
mouths.

Skagerrak/Kattegat/V'estern Baltic

Mine Situation:

Patrol boat "1501" struck

a

mine off Frederikshavn and sank.
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Transport traffic and nine chock sweeps without incident.
Enemy flights over north jut lend into the Kattegat and
Skegcrrak.
Dropping of bonbs or nines was not observed.

Submarine Situation

Atlantic operational area:

U "a", U "56", "58",
"30",

these, U

"37",

"38".

occupies area "_," north of 55° 45' N,
concentrating west of 10° U, U "56" the area to the ecst
thereof, U "30" area "C" south of 55° 45 N. concentre. ting
the area to the east thereof.
-..est of 11° '.', U "5&
Cf

'38"

f

:f

Outward bound:

U "60" west of the
Hebrides.

In Lorient:

D "99", "57".

On return passage:

U "52" area of the
Shot lands.

Co

nding &.dmiral, Submarines has ordered that submarines
;
no longer proceed through the Fair Passage, as undereer location or hydrophones ere suspected in this area.
rine Successes:

The admiralty announces the loss of the steamer ACCRa
(reported by radio intelligence on 26 July)
Contrary
to the American atrocity report, the Admiralty expressly
stetos that no children were on board.
.

The st

r

MORAMED uLI SL KEBIR was torpedoed west cf the

Channel.

Air Situation
..ir

Force Events

of

the Pay.

ITothing special to

crt.
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The 9th Air Division laid nines off harbors in the Bristol
Channel end on the Channel and southeast coast.

Mediterranean
Nothing special to report.

Merchant Shipping
The British AUciir&lty announces that 18 British ships
totaling 65,601 tons and 2 allied ships totaling 7,090 tons
were lost during the week 22-29 July.

Up to 29 July the Gernan rierchont navy is reported to have
lost 980,000 tons a.nd the Italian ner chant navy 354,000 tons
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Items of Political Importance
Greet Britain:

By continuous reference to the coning famine "brought about
by Germany" in the occupied territories, British propaganda
is trying to arouse the population in these areas against
Minister Greenwood:
Germany.

"Germany is forced to rob the peoples of the occupied
countries in order to feed her own people."

British fir raids would reduce the efficiency of the German
economy end industry to an ever-increasing extent.
France:

French report states that the United States Ambassador
asked, in Roosevelt's name, that the British Government
grant passage to American transports carrying food for the
Churchill is said to
people in non-occupied territory.
have refused.

A Government decree institutes the reform of the French
colonial administration in Africa.
Equatorial Africa
colony
under
the
jurisdiction
of a High
becomes a single
Commissioner.
Dakar is to have its own administration
under special representatives of the Minister for
Colonial Affairs.
Establishment of a West African
Government and another to be set up for the possessions
in Central Africa.
While leading circles in North
Africa (such as the Governor of Tunis, Admiral Estera,
Admiral ^brial in Algiers, General Nogues in Morocco)
ere backing Petain, the Government has encountered
further difficulties with the Governor of the Cameroons.
Situation in French Somaliland still obscure.
British publications express apprehension e.t Germany's
interest in Dakar
The possibility of German air
ndings
1
(possibly in connection with the present
evacuation by air of German internees from French West
Africa) is the subject of lively discussion.
Air
transportation of troops from Libya is considered
possible.
The strategic importance of Dakar is
specially enph. sized and the danger to the British
possessions in West Africa in case of a German action
is pointed out.
The Italians consider it possible
.
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that these propaganda statements nay be a pretext, for a
British occupation of Dakar.

Naval Staff, Operations Division, Staff Officer, Operations
Branch (Atlantic) visited Dakar fron 27 July to 7 Aug. at
the request of the Armistice Commission, in order to
investigate conditions there, shipping in port, .development
of the political situation in the French 'Vest African
colonies, state of naval installations, the RICHELIEU,
defensive readiness, etc.
For details, see report on the
trip in file '''Armistice, France".
East Asia:

According to reports from German diplomatic representatives,
Chiang Kai-Shek is determined to improve relations with
Germany (possibly also with q view to gaining German
support later on as a mediator).
Japan:
The Japanese Government is

pparently endeavoring to avoid
further straining of ^nglo-Japanese relations.

Situation

£

8 .aug.

Chief, Naval Staff returned from a tour of inspection in
France (5-8 Aug.).
.tfter a conference with Commanding
Admiral, France, Chief of Staff, Naval Staff will fly back
to Berlin.

Special Reports on the Enemy

'

Great Britain:

North Atlantic:

According to radio intelligence, the old battleship BARHAM
is on escort duty on the North Atlantic route.
The
auxiliary cruisers CHESHIRE, CELICIa and CHITRaL are
believed to be west of Ireland.
Part of Task Force "H" (probably' the HOOD, VALIANT,
aJ^ETHUSii, carrier ARGUS and five destroyers) is obviously
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also in the North Atlantic, probably in the area west of
the Channel or Ireland for protection of important convoys.

Submarine NAR'.HAL is escorting

a

convoy putting out from

lifr.x.

Central Atlantic:
Intelligence Center, Spain reports the arrival in Gibraltar
of ARK ROYAL, ENTERPRISE and four destroyers coning from
the west.
South Atlantic:
On 7 Aug. there was again very heavy and, for the most
part, urgent radio traffic between Freetown and the ships
in the South Atlantic.
Commander, South Auerica
Division end the East Indies Scuadron also figure in the
radio traffic.
This traffic nay be regarded as a result
of the operations of our auxiliary cruisers and is
possibly also connected with protection of the inportant
convoy RS 5 bound for Aden*
The Admiralty issued the following instructions to
merchant shipping on 8 ^.ug.:

R.iders are trying to jam distress signals; they use two
types of transmitters, a jammer and MARCONI 1.5 kw.
Rotary.
British merchantmen which pick up deliberate
jamming are ordered to attenpt radio direction-finding and
to trans, it a coded radiogran giving their own position
and radio direction-finding;
if radio direction-finding
ils, : coded radiogram should be sent, giving position
..d the fact that jamming was heard,
together with details

Forth Soa/rorthern "Waters:
The assumption that heavy British n-. val forces from the
Scapa area were at sea has not been confirmed.
There are
no indications of this.

Commander, 15th Cruiser Souadron planned to enter Scapa on
the morning of 8 -aug.
Commander, 4th Cruiser Squadron was detected at sea in the
See

;.

rea

according to radio intelligence there are bout 11 British
3Ub-.x rines i.t sea at the moment in home waters.
:
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Channel:
in Portland 2 cruisers, in
^ir reconnaissance reports:
Portsmouth 1 battleship, 2 cruisers, 22 destroyers, torpedo
boats end nine sweepers (5 destroyers unci 5 steancrs in dry
dock)
Destroyer patrol off Falnouth, convoys off Crone
nnd southwest, of Sclscy.
.

'.

France
The Adnir&lty has given pemission for a nunber of nerchantnen to sail fron Dakar after their cargo has been unloaded.

Fort-de France has been advised that planes aboard the BEARN
cannot be re-purchased by the nanuf acturer, as had evidently
been suggested by the iitierican coimission.

Own Situation

Foreign -Waters:
There are no reports fron the auxiliary cruisers.

according to Transocean and Reuter dispatches, the British
steancrs HIGHLAND BRICDE (14,000 G.R.T., port of destination
Rio) and miMEEFDINE (7,769 C.R.T., port of destination
Rangoon) ure overdue.
It is assumed that both stcaners have been seized or sunk

by our auxiliary cruisers.

Norway:
The cruiser HIPPER' is on return passage
see., radiograns
"7"
"47"
1252 and' 2133).
.Ships
nd
were stopped by Russian
destroyers and had to identify thenselves as Gernan naval
vessels (for sunnar? report see radiogran l6l§
Ships "7",
"18" and "47", operating-, in the area' of the North Cape, have
been ordered to novo further .-.•way into the area north and
northeast of Vardoe, in-order to avoid any encounter with
(

:

)

.

Russian forces.
Connanding Adniral, Norway now reports an unsuccessful
bonbing raid by a British plane on the Isle of Fedje
(northern entrance to Bergen) at noon on 7 Aug., and an
attack by eight dive-bonbers on oil tanks south of Bergen
-65-
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in Grimstadt Fjord:

600 tons of oil lost by fire.

North Sea:
the nine laying formation put
Minelaying was broken off before
in to Cuxhaven at 1700.
the projected southern point had been reached because a
rocket signal had been sighted and enemy planes flew over
the unit several tines at low level.
Thus, only two thirds
Group /est reports that
of the barrage- have been laid.
barrage 'S7 V thus extends from 53° 27.8* IT, 3° 46.5' E to
53° 17.5' N, 3° 36.
According to radio directionE.
finding and dead reckoning the navigational position is
accurate to | a mile.

x^fter successful ninelaying,

:

1

T

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

During the night of 7 ^ug., the 1st PT Boat Flotilla made
2 sortie into the area southwest of Beachy Head.
a convoy
destroyer
and
escort
escorted by one
eight
vessels was
Despite heavy defense by destroyers and escort
attacked.
vessels the boats succeeded in sinking three steamers
totaling 14,000 tons, -and setting fire to a tanker of 1,000
The British Admiralty
tons.
An excellent success.
falsely reported one PT boat sunk and another damaged
Three British coastal vessels are said to have been
torpedoed.
Mine sweeping was broken off because of the weather.
The
38th llinesweeper Flotilla carried out special exercises
with the Army.
Sk? gerrak /Kattegat/", c stern Baltic
;

:

bout 15 enemy planes f lev* over
suspected in the Great
urg estuary.

Transport traffic was carried out as planned.
Nothing
special to report.
The cruiser LUETZOh' has been decommissioned, as her personnel is to be employed in
connection with operation Seeloewe"; repair work is
being continued.
T,

The office of Group Baltic transferred to ./ilhelmshaven
today in order to take over the work of Group Forth.
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Subnarine Sit ant ion

U "60" transferred operational
U "58" on return passage.
area to the North Channel taking up position in area 'B".
U "A" was ordered to proceed west of 20° V, since northsouth traffic is to be expected there.
'

Put out for the operational area on 7 Aug.: U "48" frora
on 8 Aug.:
fron Bergen
Kiel, U "65" froia '."ilhelrishaven;
"46"
U
and U "59".
Thus there are in the operational area
U "ii", U "56", U "60", U "30", U "38", "37" "(the latter
on return passage: U "58" and U "52"
bound for Lorient)
U "4o" and U "59"
on passage:
(southern North Sea);
northern North Sea, U 48" and "65' central North Sea.
;

:,

-t

Subnar ine S uc c e s s e s

Radio intelligence intercepted a report on the sinking of
an unidentified ship w est of Ireland.

U "57" reports the sinking of three steaners totaling nore
than 16,000 tons.

-i.ir

Situation

See Air Force Events of the Day.

On the basis of a reconnaissance report, strong dive-bonber
fomations were sent out e gainst convoy traffic in the Isle
of Jight and Portland areas.
The Air Force reports 9
steaners totaling 30,000 tons sunk and numerous others
danaged (the size of the steaners nay have been overcstinated)
During fierce c-ir battles over the Channel,
37 encny planes were shot down and 12 of ours were lost.
.

Mediterranean
See Situation Mediterranean.

Special Itens:

Subnarines returning fron the Madeira - Canaries area report
that they did not encounter any enemy or suspicious nerchant
-67-
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The Straits of Gibraltar
shipping in the operational area.
were passed without difficulty, so that restriction of
passage to the new noon period only is canceled.

Dresent there are two Italirn submarines on operation in
the' area between 30 and JVO N up to 30° W.
Two further
The sending of lurther submarines
submarines are en route.
will depend chiefly on the result of the inspection of French
bases by the Italian commission.

jn.

t

The complete lack of success by the submarines operating in
the Atlantic is undoubtedly due to unwise commitment.
This
is regrettable, since it is not calculated to increase the
Immediate transfer
enthusiasm of the Italian submarine arm.
of the Italian submarines to the Atlantic coast of France
id the influence of our Commanding Admiral,
Submarines on
their oper: tional employment is most urgently desired with
view to increasing the efficiency of the Italian submarine
arm.

Colonial

\'arf? re:

The Italian attack on British Somaliland has begun successfully;
Zeila hes been occupied.
The troops are advancing
on Berbera.
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It ens of Po3.it j.crl Importance

Great Britain:

A report from Switzerland on conditions in Great Britain
states thet certain Court p.nd City circles are ready to
however, the British people as a whole do
cone to terms;
The British Amy
not show any willingness to negotiate.
view
of the war.
in general takes a purely sporting
Equipment is bad.
The German delay is having a
demoralizing effect.
The Charge d Affaires in Washington reports on a statement
made by the American Ambassador in London, Kennedy, in a
telegram to Washington, according to which there will, be no
large-scale military operations between 'Great Britain and
Germany since, in his opinion, the Germans will achieve
their aim in any case by their present tactics.
He
further stated that traffic in the east coast ports of
England has been greatly reduced, while other ports have
been heavily damaged.
T

Great Britain/Ireland:

According to a report from Dublin (iimbassador) Great
Britain is still trying to draw Ireland into the war on
her side.
,

For the time being, however,
is considered unlikely.

a

British attack on Ireland

The renewed German assurance that Irish neutrality will be
respected has had a very favorable and calming effect, so
that- -feeling is now shifting more in our favor.
Public
sentiment is much more against Great Britain than against
us.

Prance:
Some time ago the French Armistice Commission submitted
suggestions for the establishment of a French Colonial
Fleet
For the time being, as long as Para. 8 of the
Armistice Treaty is suspended, Naval Staff does not consider
this matter urgent.
In' principle, there are no objections
to the French project."
For comments on this ouestion see
"File jjnisticc"
letter of 9 Aug.
By decision of Naval
Staff, the French Colonial Fleet for Indo-China, Vfest and
Eouatorial Africa and Morocco would comprise:
.

,
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?

U cruisers, second class (one stricken from the list
of French proposals),
8

colonial gun bo^ts,

3

destroyers,

U sab^s-.rincs (4 stricken from the list of French

proposals)
3
_';

scuedrons of seaplanes.

—i;

_

Homing protests by the German Government

the Spanish
issued an internal instruction to Spanish
:rities prohibiting the transit of war
Bust
it
terial and essential raw materials, as well as transshipment in Spanish ports.
These regulations do not
feet us, since special instructions have been issued
for consignments of interest to Germany.

Government

I

,

h- s

:rtugal:

The Embassy reports that no increase in the volume of
goods for the \"e stern Powers has been observed in Portuguese
ports.
The Portuguese Foreign Ministry has made a similar

statement
Finland:
^ssador in Kovno reports that
Russian action
ag
aland may take picice in August.
It is said
t Russian troops arc to be in a state of re-dine ss on
the Finnish border on 15 Aug.
;

.

I

i

.

J3

» *•- «

«

House of Representatives he 8 approved the draft of a
bill under which U.S. ships evacuating British refugee
children will be allowed to enter the war zone, provided
both belligerent powers give their consent.
cording to press announcements, precautionary measures
inst
Ger
tt ck on Greenland" are being
•

.sidcred.

Th

.

ptnin of the prize CITY 0? FLITT, which had been
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seized by G-ernany, weg awarded the na.vol cross for
outstanding services- during the capture and internment of
his ship by arned forces of a belligerent European power.
Japan:

The Japanese have accused the French of giving further
It is said
support to the Chinese by way of Indo-China.
that in view of threatened attack by the Japanese, the French
have interrupted the demobilization of Indo-Chinese troops
and have reinforced coastal fortifications.

Conference on the Sit uat ion with Chief, ITaval Staff

Special Itens:
Chief, Naval Staff reported on his tour of inspection
in France and issued certain detailed instructions concerning
organization and bases.

I.

II. Operation "Seeloewc":

Chief of staf f Faval Staff reported on the conferences
with the Amy General Staff, which produced no agreenent.
It is therefore necoss.ry to have a further conference with
the Fuehrer.
,

A survey of the advantages and disadvantages of a landing
on a broad front as compared with one on a narrow front
reveals the following:
1.

On

a

broad front:

a.

Advantages: -h.re all on the side of the Amy
regarding operations in the British Isles, but
only if the landing .itself and supplies can be
guaranteed.

b.

Disadvantages:
Strong threat fron the eneny
(bases Port snout h and Portland) and open sea
area (sea is never smooth and there is always
surf on the coest) - Long approach (12-14 hours)
Long tine required for unloading (36 hours if
undisturbed) - Inadequate nine-field protection
(one nine belt at best) - Tide difference of
-71-
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This means
3-5i hours compared With Dover.
that landings nust either be staggered or made
in unfavorable tide conditions - Preparation
of a lmding on a broad front cannot be adapted
to a landing on a narrow front (lack of tugs,
distribution of barges and steamers ) - Even if
the first landing were successful, each
succeeding wave ;nd all supplies would be in
grave danger fron eneny action and changing
weather conditions.
2

.

N irrow Front:

advantages:
It is easier to protect the
crossing route (barrages, naval forces,
artillery)
If Dover can be neutralized,
internal threat will be eliminated - More
•likelihood of better sea conditions than in
the western part of the Chcnnol (though even
here continuous caln weather is improbable) Shorter approach (6 to 9 hours) - Faster
unloading, since only barges would be used in
the first wave (1-3 hours) - Mine defense
could be concentrated - Landings could be
simultaneous as difference in tide between
Beachy Head and Dover is insignificant Concentration of the crossing on a narrow
front makes for the best use of tugs (two
towed barge convoys) and continuous supply of
reinf orcencnts by dredger.
.

b.

Disadvantages; Principally in the field of
Amy organization end land tactics, since the
ading places are bad starting points for
operations, due to the soil which is unsuitable
for tanks and heavy artillery.

III. Report by Chief, Operations Branch on the directives
of - *rmed Forces High Cone* nd in regard to measures to
deceive Greet Britain (see order OK" 33190/40 dated 7 Aug.
:

rational files of Naval Staff).

measures must be ined at maintaining pressure on the
British people and ^rmed Forces, regardless of whether and
Directives will be
en Operation Secloewe takes place.
issued in regard to special ruses to be employed to relieve
The branches of the firmed Forces are
the LCtual lending.
Th

::

Tf
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prepare for a ssenbly and shipnent of troops, requisitioning
of shipping space, i ir defense snd supply organization.
Extension to Norway, Netherlands, Brest, Biscay.

actual movement of troops, preparation of shipping space, etc.
arc not to be carried out until the Fuehrer gives the order;
however, preparations are to be started now.
By order of Naval Staff, Group Baltic on 2 Aug. subnitted
suggestions for carrying out deceptive operations in
connection with "Sceloewe" (see Group Baltic Gkdos. $07 Chefs,
dated 1 Aug. 1940) as follows:
a.

Troop movements in the areas of Dennark and southern
Norway

b.

Intensified air reconnaissance in the erea of southern
Norway.

c.

assembly of numerous merchantmen in harbors of southern
Norway.

d.

Departure of merchantmen to the west, formation of convoys,
escort by nerval forces, carrying out of deceptive
movements*

e.

Radio deception.

The enemy is to gain the impression that a large-scale landing is intended in the north.
The time of the operations
is to be adjusted to that of the main operation in such a -way
that the deceptive maneuver will affect the disposition of
-"••
British forces.
"--

The deceptive effect will be intensified by diversionary
operations by the SCHEER and the HIPPER.
The purpose and effect of the deceptive operations as a
whole will depend on the most scrupulous preparation and
organization, combined with use of suitable means.

•

Naval Staff basically agrees with Group Baltic's suggestions
and the measures described.
Detailed comments are contained
in letter from Naval Staff (I op. 1108/40 dated 9 Aug.), sec
file "Seeloewe" Order No. 28.
This letter instructs Group
Baltic (North) to work out the operations along the lines of
Naval Staff's order.
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At the sane tine Naval Staff has approached iinay General
Staff and, after giving information on the planned deceptive
.leavers, has asked to be advised how long before the
actual lending the deceptive operations should be carried
oat in order to be useful to the Amy.
(For details see
Seeloewe",
Order
also file
No. 28.)
;

IV. Commanding Admiral, Norway has reported that in midAugust, Commanding General, i^rned Forces, Norway plans to
hold a discussion of "decisive importance for the expansion

Trondheim".
The Commanding Admiral has asked that
representatives of High Command, Navy be sent with
authority to :xke decisions in order to present the Navy's
interests in regard to the plans for Trondhein and, in
particular, the new construction of dockyards, strength of
naval forces to be stationed there later, berths, shore
facilities, housing requirements, etc.
of

:

In view of the present labor situation as a result of other
re important tasks, Commander in Chief, Navy has decided
that at the moment it is impossible to send representatives
or compile the necessary data.
The Navy, nonetheless,
claims a decisive and primary influence in the expansion of
Trondheim.
Conmander in Chief, K-vy will discuss this
tter with the Fuehrer when occasion arises.

Commanding Admiral, Norway has been advised accordingly and
ordered to suggest to Commanding General, ^rmed Forces that
the planned discussions be postponed.

Situ- 1 ion 9 Aug.

Speci; 1 Reports on the Enemy

Great Britain:

survey of troops employ ed on coastal and home defense
in the British Isles, according to aata from General staff,
sec file
Seclocwc" page 27.

For

a

;,

rth Atlantic:

From U

within three days sho sighted
four large outgoing convoys, including fairly large
,f

58 ,?, s report that
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passenger steaners with very strong air escort on westerly
course, it nay be concluded that Task Force "H" was
evidently sent out to escort specially important convoys
Positions of British
(troop transports) in the Atlantic.
forces in the Atlantic were not .established.
*

;

.

.

An unidentified steamer reports pursuit by a suspicious ship
about 60.0 niles west of Ireland.
The ship was similar in
type to a German ner chant man
This report nay be regarded
as. the result of the British Admiralty's order to report
any suspicious ship.
Such reports are to be welcomed, as
they help considerably to upset the enemy s merchant
shipping.
The presence of one of our auxiliary cruisers
in that area is out of the question.
.

1

South Atlantic:
On 4 Aug. Commander, South Atlantic ordered the cruiser
DRAGON to pick up a convoy (presumably convoy RS 5
proceeding to Capetown)

North Sea/Northern v/aters:
There are no special reports on the enemy, who has so far
not detected the HIPPER' s return passage.
The cruisers CARDIFF and AURORA were identified off the
ec.st coast of England and several destroyers in the Humber
area

The forma tion of

a

convoy was observed in the Tyne area.

North Sea;
A British admiralty radio message of 3 May 1940, found
aboard the British submarine SHARK, reveals that certain
British fishermen in the Humber, Lowestoft and Yarmouth
areas were given coaf idential permission to fish 'within
the minefield declared off the east coast between 53° 48* N
and 53° N and west of a line from the .point of intersection
of the parallels of latitude with 1° '34V E md 2° 45V E.
The attention of the fishermen was expressly called to the
fact that they were in no case to go east of the. eastern
limit of the above crea.
The eastern limit runs along the
Swart e Bank.
This statement provides valuable information on the actual
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extent rnd effectiveness of the British declared area off
the east cor.st.

Fr nee:
.sion between Japan fnd France as a result of the expected
The French admiralty has
Japanese advance in Indo-China.

informed the Governor that the Japanese Government
evidently does not intend to force military negotiations by
The admiralty sees this as a sign
:.s of an ultimatum.
of relaxing tension, though continued caution is advised.
The press reports that the Governor of French Indo-China
refused a Japanese naval detachment permission to land.

Own Situation
J.reigr.

'

ters:

re are no reports from the auxiliary cruisers.

Ships in the Atlantic have been advised of the enemy
situation (sec radiograms 1818, 1845).

Prize I of Ship 36 ', which was to pass Fernando Noranha
on 8 Aug., received course instructions by radiogram 2206.
The following route has been recommended to the ship:
:t

:

M

0n 35 to 40° 7, west of the Azores to the north up to 42°
Head for the Bay of Biscay on £ bout
N, then eastwards.
44-45° N",
Enter Spanish territorial waters only in case
of emergency.
Do not anchor in territorial waters but
Enter the Gironde."
only pass through.
Furthermore,
the- ship has been informed of the operational area of our
su:
rines nd of enemy Atlantic shipping (see radiogram
2206)
."

r

:

.

SR is on return passage and will be 30 miles west
t 0800 on 10 August.
of Bergen
Lcrge-scale air

The

I

close escort nd fighter cover will be
There has been further heavy and superfluous
r lio traffic from the HIPPER, and Group '.est has again
1 to cell her ..ttention to its restriction (see radiograms 1515, 1609).
iss
provided.

,
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North Sea:
Eneny flights over the '/est
Nothing special to report.
Frisian and East Frisian Islands; ninelaying is suspected
in the riouth of the Veser and in the Hubertgatt (see report
0600)

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

Activities of nine sweeping units were greatly reduced.
During the night of 8 Aug. three boats of the 1st PT Boat
Flotilla made a sortie into the area of the Isle of V/ight
and St. Albans Head, where a steamer on fire was sighted off
the coast.
No operations by the 2nd PT Bont Flotilla on
account of the weather.
Ska gerrak/Kattegat /We stern Baltic:

Exploratory sweeps and escort. of transports by patrol boats
and mine-exploding vessels as planned.

A 700-ton Danish steamer struck

a

nine off Vejle Fjord and

sank.

There were numerous enemy flights over Schleswig-Holstein
as far as Fehmern - Luebeck Bay during the night of 8 Aug.
mines were probably dropped (see radiogram 0700).

Submarine Situation
In the operational area:

U

U "30", "38", "60", "58",
37" (the latter proceeding to
Lorient)
"..",

T

On passage:

U "46", "59" north of the
Shetlands, U "48", "65" into the
central North Sea.

On return passage:

U "52", "56".

U

;,

60" occupies area "D" (south of 55° 35

11° 00'

v/)

T

N,

east of

.
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U 38" reports slight traffic in the operational
The weather restricted attack.
,?

a

rea.

Subncrine Successes:

U

T,

58" reports sinking an arned freighter of 8,724 G.R.T

Losses:

•

The search for U 2 5" (Lt. Beduhn) has been fruitless.
It nust be assuned that she struck a nine end sank "while
outward bound on Route 'l
Tf

:f

.

Air Situation
See ^ir Force Events of the Day.

weather greatly hindered
operations
d

i

ir reconnaissance and bomber

During the ni^ht of 8 Aug. the 9th Air Division continued
laying aerial nines off Plynouth, Liverpool, the Thames,
Penzance and Southampton.
The 2nd *JLr Force has been ordered to drop aerial nine's in
5c p
Bay as soon as the weather permits.

The British Under Secretary of State for .air inforned the
House of Cora ions that balloon barrages in all parts of the
countrv are to be reinforced.

Mediterranean
See Situation Mediterranean.

Nothing special to report.
Continuation of the ninelaying
in the Sicilian Channel by ninelayer SCYLLa and the 10th
Destroyer Flotill.
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The offensive against British Sonclilancl under coiinnnd of
the Duke of Aosta is being continued successf uH}'.

t
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It ens of Politic"! Importance

Great Britain:
At the suggestion of Naval Staff, q conference was held in
the Foreign Office on 8 ^ug. on the subject of possible
counter-measures against the extension of the 'Navicert
system" to all goods bound for or coning from Europe.

Result of the discussions:
1.

acceptance of the navicerts by neutral ships is regarded
s definite support of the eneny, even if the consignee
is a neutral.
Ships with eneny navicerts are therefore
subject to seizure.
U.S. ships are exenpted fron this
procedure for political reasons.

2.

Before the Gern-r n measures cone into force, all neutral
states carrying on merchant traffic are to be notified
oi the German viein.
Special note to the United States
taking the line that the measures planned do not affect
the United States, since no American ships sail to
Europe

3.

The German measures will be thoroughly discussed with
the Italians with
view to joint notion,
i

Propaganda campaign against the navicert systen, underlining the legal aspects.
(For details see V/ar Diary,
rt C, Vol. VIII.)

4.

Spain:
The Spanish Ambassador delivered a note to the British
Government protesting against the extension of the British
blockade to Spain.

Fr :nce:
In reg.rd to the application of Prize
r Diary, p< rt C, Vol. VIII.
TT

I* .w

in France,

see

c

The

attache reports that the former Assistant Chief
ol
1 Operations, Rear admiral G.
~omley and two other
oificers have been sent to London by direct order of
Roosevelt.
They will apparently be attached only
I'-.v-

1

:
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noninally to the American Embassy, the status of the Naval
The connission s official
attache remaining unchanged.
task is to observe the course of the war and German war
additional secret assignments in preparation for
strategy;
close Anglo -Amer-ipan cooperation may be assumed.
1

East Asia:
It is planned, to withdrawing British battalions still in
China (Tientsin, Peking, Shanghai)
1

.

-

according to an Italian report, there are numerous Japanese
warships and transports off Tonking.
A military action
may be imminent,.
The French Governor is said to have
received permission to resist Japanese pressure.

Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff

Special Items
1

.

Operation "Seeloewe":

•

Chief,. Naval Staff reviewed the situation, with
particular emphasis on the fact that agreement between Naval
Staff and .^jrmy General. Staff as to the type of operation
(broad or narrow front} has not yet been reached, so that a
new ruling by the Fuehrer has become necessary;
in view of
this, Chief, Naval Staff has asked all offices concerned to
furnish detailed information on the state of preliminary work

Naval Staff, Operations Division submitted a memorandum for
the conference with the Fuehrer (see' file "Seeloewe" Order
No. 30), in which the different opinions of the Amy and the
Navy are again set forth; it is clearly stated that Naval
Staff cannot assume the responsibility for transportation on
a broad front, as this would mean thrt. not only naval forces
but the large Army contingents would be liable -to- heavy
losses so that, by the collapse of this western landing,
the whole operation might be doomed to failure.
This
danger would be ccentuated by the fact that extension to
the west of the transport operation would so greatly deplete
technical and material strength in the eastern sector, i.e.
nt the main point of crossing, that even here it would
become impossible to transport important Army forces.
i
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Difficulties are being encountered in noving the large
Passing through the
number of barges through the canals.
locks on the Calais - Dunkirk - Ostend - Bruges - Ghent Terneuzen canals has now been made possible by renoving
the fixed bridges, so that enpty barges -can cone through.
It is
The south canal will be ready in about two weeks.
of utnost importance that the canals be cleared of nines
and kept clear (detection of nines, warning to barge
transports, halting of barges, removal of those that nay
strike nines, etc.).
By decision of Chief, Naval Staff,
control of the entire anti-nine service riust remain in the
hands of the Navy
Large-scale enploynent of engineers
Clear instructions as to responsion inland waterways.
bility for the ninesweeping service nust be issued.
Connanding ^dniral France and Admiral, Fetherlands in
comnand.
.

,

The necessary 145 steamers ranging fron 1,000 to 9,000 tons
Conversion of 93 ships is in
have been requisitioned.;
Difficulties still exist in the provision of
progress.
tugs .
Only 412 of the 550 required have so far been

requisitioned.

Naval Ordnance Division, Artillery Branch:
Mounting of
artillery in the area of Calais is proceeding snoothly.
The Todt Organization has 9,000 men on the job.
The nan
are working with the greatest enthusiasm.
Excellent
cooperation between all offices concerned.
All iirmy
batteries are 'now ready for firing.
Radar gear is being
set up on Cape Blanc Nez.
Clearance. of port installations
is under way.
Completion is expected in good tine.
Difficulties only at Dunkirk.

Underwater Obstacles Branch: Transfer of nines to Ostend,
Cherbourg and Boulogne is under way.
liines will be ready
on schedule.
Several de-gaussing stations for barges have
been set up.
The assignment of naval communications officers to
admiral, Channel Coast r.nd' Admiral, Forthern France has been
ordered.
2.
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Per arts on the Lnc

1

••

Britain:

t

North Atl? ntic
ships of convoy ?LZ 6la are bound for the Clyde and 10
ips for Methil (Firth of Forth).

_"

:

Suhnarine NARvfHAl is not engaged on the Canada escort
rvice, as previously assumed, but is in the hone area.
.

radio intelligence reports it appears likely that the
HOOD intends to enter Scapa.
No definite reports on the
end
destroyers.
These forces nay be \;est
VALIANT, ..ROUS
Ireland.

Central At 1e ntic:

llegedly pursued yesterday b
G-eman
tiliary cruiser 600 niles west of Ireland reports that
the raid
She describes the
e novv disappeared.
ider as a freighter of the Hsnsa Line of about 6,000
tons.
(Fcr detailed description see radiogran 0900).

The steuner

.

Z. Jth ..tlantic

per :t carrier H?2tt!F!S at sea since 7
escorting convoy RS 5 (evidently troop
Cruiser DRAGON, frcn Lobito, will take
avoy Eks f r s Capetown on 11 Aug.
16 Aug,
-

PQbably
transports for Aden).
ever direction of the
arrival there on
Aug..;

--jciliiry cruiser ALCANTARA received orders to carry out
trol service e .st of Rio -.s far back es the norning of
8 Aug;
Thus the danage suffered in the engagement was
soon repaired.

Inci a

:

ee in:

wording tc
report fron the ITaval .,tt che, Tokyo, the
RY has arrived t Singapore vvith 5,000 Australian
ops.
The AQJJITANIA, MADHETANI/j
ad cruiser KJQtT
-. 3 in Colonbo on 29 July carrying British troops.
xiliory cruiser jXCR^, fron Hongkong, was sighted on
-f the southern tip of Japan in the Toizaka arei
-*uj
i

3

.

.
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Northern ,/atcrs:
A submerged sub,:, rine was reported in the entrance to
Ronsdal Fjord -west of Molae (improbable).
No other reports
on the eneny.

Forth Sec:
.according to radio intelligence, the disposition of eneny
submarines is as follows: off Texel, in the IToofdcn, off
Ostend, central North Sea west of the declared area, off
Bergen about 60 niles fron the coast.
Two riore submarines
are on return passage to Rosyth oiid Blyth respectively.

Channel:

A]xrt fron bombing attacks on the occupied Channel coast,
nothing special to report.
During the night of

two British planes reported a
large nuriber of ships in the nouth of the Ma as river and in
the area of Valcheren.
9 Aug,

Own Situation

Command Organization:

Admiral Carls assumed conrund of
l/i

th.e

Group North area at

lhc lnsha ven

Group

T

,;est

(^driiral Sa^lwaechter

)

took up its duties at 1200

on 10 Aug. in Paris.

Commanding Admiral, Naval Forces, Vest (Vice admiral Luetjens)
at Trouville.
Commander, Minesweepers, North (Rear Admiral Stowasser) took
over his comiand.
Commander, Minesweepers, Mest (Commodore Ruge) transferred
to Trouville on 10 Aug. (will commence work as of 14 Aug.).
.

Foreign Waters:

j

«.

•

'

•

The N^jval attache, Moscow reports that Ship "45" will call
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ask to receive instructions fron the Russians.
v:.l Staff fears that calling Gt Murnansk nay conpronise
r.
The Naval attache, Moscow has therefore been asked
to find out if it is imperative that she call ft Murnansk
whether aother rendezvous is possible; also whether,
despite the delayed departure md the difficult icesituation, a successful passage nay still be counted on.
Lps in the Atlantic hrve been infemed of the enemy
situation by radiogran 185 5.
"-

t

'.'

r

ay:

Cruiser HIPPER on return passage according to plan.
Air
reconnaissance nnd close escort had to be broken off because
of the weather.

North Norwegian Coast reports execution of ninelaying in TrondheL: - Led en.
^n ant i -submarine staircase
rrage was laid on 9/10 Aug. in the spec
L,

:

1.

63° 37.9*

2.

63° 38.4' N, 9° 34.7' E

3.

63° 36.5' N,

9° 37.7' E

4.

63° 36.

9° 34.3' E.

1

IT,

I

T
,

9° 33

1

E

There is
B P 1,000 n. wide in the barrage between the
defense line of points 1 ana 2 and the northern shore.
For notice
rrage pilot service has been established.
of closed area in Trondhein waters see teletype 2019.
Gor
.

.

n nercht nt

rth Sa

:

Nothing speci
Ch

a:.'

shipping has been instructed accordingly.

:1

I/Atlantic

to report.
Co,.

st:

Lne sweepers broke off their activity because of bad
weather.
The 38th iiinesweeper Flotilla carried out special
exercises with the Amy.

Eneny bonbing attacks on Guernsey and Cherbourg (nines depot)
h shed containing infantry annunition was set on fire.
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serial nines were obviously dropped in the- entrance to the
Bombing attack on Flushing; no
harbor at Le Havre.
special danage
Adniral, Netherlands reports that Air Force Area Connand,
Holland has advised that the present distribution of forces
does not permit of fighter forces being assigned to carry
out escort duties.
It is in/possible to transfer shipping or to start systenatic
nineswe-eping in preparation for operation "Sceloewe" in view
of the present situation in the air.

Skagcrrak/Kattegat/'/e stern Baltic

Transport traffic and exploratory sweeps according to plan.
A ground nine was swept south of the Drogden.

Subrvrinc Situation
In the operational area:'

U

;

^n

,

U "30", "38", "46", "59",

"60".

U "46" has been ordered to occupy area "B" (Units north
55° 46

f
,

of

cast of 10°)

U "59" is en route for northern waters.
Bound for Lorient:

U "37", "56", "58".

On passage in the
central North, Sea:

J "48",

Put out for operations:.

.

.

J

"51",

"65".

"100",

"101".

Subnarinc Successes:

U "37" sank the

Uy.-FuY

GRANGE (9,130 tons)~"west of -Land's End.

U "38" reports sinking the steauer ACCRA in convoy.

U "56" sank

a

steaner of 8-10,000 tons off the North Channel.

U »57" reports in her brief report that three steancrs
;
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ling 16,566 tons were sank during operations fror: 11
tc
;?

-

Air
3

7

..

.

.

99" (Lt. Kretschcer) on operation fron 25 July to
total result:
the North Channel;
41,596 tons.

Situ.:

^ug

5

tion

Force Events of the Day.

_'.ir

Air reconnaissance fron Brest - west coast of Ireland
- Pentland Firth - to ^clborg reports convoy
: rides
traffic west of the northern tip of Ireland.

-

Operations against convoy trafiic in the Irish Sea, west of
Land's End end in the Eunbor areu without success.
During the night of 9 ~ug nuisance raids on British airfields ana the aircraft industry "'Were continued.
.

The «.dairolty adnits the loss of t total of fi ;e ships as
result of combined e Lt^cks by PT boots nd planes on
convoys in the Channel on 8 i^ug.
Three coastal vessels
tot ling 1,500 tons were, it is stated, sunk by ?T boats
id two totaling 2,540 tons by air attack, while seven
other ships .-ere - naged.
The convoy reportedly consisted
of about 20 ships tot-:. ling 18,000 tons.
T

:

Verification of stetenents as to the size of eneny ships in
the Channel is impossible.
Intelligence Division,
jever, considers that t present only rather snail ships
loyed in Channel coastal traffic.
It is therefore
not unlikely that PT boats as well as planes nay have been
ciis taken regarding the sizes of vessels.
t

'..'.

rr

lit

:.-

an

thing special to report.
t

rrr.ges

west of Pantel.lnri*
-88-
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The British ;_dniralty adraits the loss of submarine ODIN

According to" an .-agent s report, turret
battleship RESOLUTIOF has been dana'ged.
T

')''

'C"

of the

old

V

i
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Items cf ma-lit icc.l Importance
Finlc nd:

ports from Naval Attache, Helsinki indicate that Finland's
rds Ger nr. ny is improving considerably.
ttit
toi
One
re
d for this nay be the great disappointment over
Britain's attitude towards Norway end Finland, as revealed in
German publications of documents, es well as indignation at
British behavior towards France (Oran, Dakar).
In addition,
great
had
great
influence,
successes
Gcrrany's
military
have
a
since they have revived the hope that, after defeating Great
Britain, Germany will later take action against Russian
attempts to crush Finland.
-

i

Communist intrigue and propaganda activity in Finland are
on the increase
Turkey:
Th ~. bassy reports that the Turkish President is determined
not to alter the course of Turkish foreign policy, so that
no improvement of German-Turkish relations is to be expected.
..t the moment, Great Britain's prospects are regarded in
(Long war, intervention of the
Turkey .ore favorably.
The postponement of a direct German attack
United States.)
on Gro_.t Britiin and the bsence of Italian military successes
lasting impression on the Turks.
re Beid to have made
i

:

t

Situ? tion 11 ^ug.
3

'„cial

Grc

t

Reports on the mnem.y

Britain:
.

it

I

a tic:

1300 ir reconnaissance sighted 51 medium-sized merchantescorted by six destroyers on course 120°, about 200 Liiles
west of the northern point of Ireland.
Otherwise nothing
special to report.

jr.t

.

South

i-.tl'ntic:

The N

v .1

Attache, Rio learns from
-90-
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.

'the speed of the auxiliary cruiser ALCAITARa has been
There are no reports on the encny
reduced to 10-12 knots.
from the- Central Atlantic or the Indian Ocean.

North Sea /Nor thorn Waters:
Radio intelligence intercepted nover.ients of British naval
The cruiser j-JRETEUSA and three
forces off the east coast.
destroyers are at present patrolling the Harwich area.
They are to be relieved at noon on 12 Aug.
The Hunber was
because
the
morning
of
of
temporarily closed on
11 Aug.
nines but was opened again in the course of the day, at
first for warships and later a.lso for merchant shipping.
The British steamer CITY OF BRISBANE (8,006 tons) and the
tanker OILTRADER (5,550 tons), were bombed and damaged;
the latter is being towed in to- Harwich.
The naval trawler
EDTABjilAN (364 tons) was beached near North Foreland after
having been bonbed.

Channel:

British planes are laying nines off the harbors on the Dutch
coast
Neutrals:
U

.

S

•

ji

•

',

..

:

or ding to unconfirmed Italian reports, the ^lerican
Atlantic squadron with fast transports and. landing troops
is ready for intervention in an unidentified area (west of

ii.ee

India?

-

perhaps

''est

Indies meant, Tr.N..)...

Own Situation

Foreign ,/aters:
There arc- no reports from, the auxiliary cruisers.
The
ships have been informed of the enemy, situation by radiogram
1821.

Norway:

Group North reports plans to withdraw Ships "7", "18" and
-91-
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U7 n on about 15 ^ug. and re -assign the:: to Commanding
Naval Staff consents to the assignnent
Irel, Norway.
oi the ships to Qommnding -^dniral, Norway, bat considers
ntinuation of present operations and uninterrupteo action
mst nerchant shipping in northern waters, for which
these ships are particularly suitable, urgently necessary
view to stopping enemy supplies from the Petsamo
ith
:
Instructions to this effect will be issued to Group
rth and Co..
Lding admiral, Forway.
'

J

.

.

Sea:

scortcd by torpedo boots, entered
The cruiser rT I??ER,
The ship's assignment
rilhelnsh- ven fit 0700 as scheduled.
to -the North Cape area for operations against nerchant
Except for
snipping has not produced the desired results.
seizure of one prize, no other successes were achieved,
i

although Naval Staff has the impression that nerchant traffic,
even if not on a large scale, is proceeding fron the Petsario
to Groat Britain.
Since cnciay submarines are operating in the Ho of den and in
the Frisian Islands erea, Group Connands are £ gain reminded
of the need for continuous, thorough rnd systematic submarine
chase in these areas, this being essential for snooth transfers to the Channel area necessary in connection with
Operation •'Seeloewe"
Ch

:.:.

1/.Atlantic

Coast:

Enemy planes cropped nines off bases in Holland and
ace (especially Hook of Holland and Le Havre).
northern
rbor defense boats of Group Holder engaged in ninesweeping
were unsuccessfully attacked by plc.nes.
Ko operations by PT boats because of the weather.
in readiness for sea-rescue service.
The 38th Minesweeper Flotilla carried out special exercises
with the Army.
tor nine sweepers

.re

ranee by the 4th liotor Minesweeper Flotilla, using
new deep sweeping
r, is scheduled to take place on
12 ~ug. in
3ritish minefield off Cape Gris Nez.
I
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Ska gerrak/Kottegat/

Tr

e

stern Baltic:
'

M the Sit ant ion:

'"

L

On the norning of 11 iaig. patrol boats "1509" and "1506"
were damaged by nines near Byddoe light while a convoy was
leaving Oslo.
Further nines Were cleared between Bleikoy
and Grasholn (Oslo Fjord) during a search with nine-sweeping
gear.
These were probably nines dropped by eneny planes
During flights over Schleswigduring the night of 10 i^ug.
Holstein end Jutland into the Baltic ninelaying was observed
Bonbs caused no danage.
In the Langeland Belt nines were
cleared by nine-exploding vessels.

Transport traffic and check sweeps without incident.

Subnarine Situation

In the operational area:

U "^", U "30", "38", "46", "59",
"60".

U "48", "65", "51", "100", "101"

On passage:

and "28".
On return passage:

U "56".

U "A" is transferring her operational area to large grid
square CF (off Spain)

-

Submarines have been instructed to treat warships and planes
of the "dc Gaulle Legion" as enenies;
they fly the French
national flag on the stern and a square blue flag with 'red
St. Andrew's and St. George's crosses on the bow.
The
planes carry blue identity circles with crosses of
St. iindrew and St. George.

Air Situation

:

See Air Force Events of the Day.

Successful bonbing attacks on Portland and \7cynouth and on
-93-
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One destroyer
convoy traffic end unaccompanied steamers.
was seriously damaged and several steamers were hit.
Lrrge-scale air battles took place, in the course of which
89 enemy planes were shot down end 26 of our .own pit nes
were lost.

Nuisance raids on port installations and aircraft plants
were continued.
The 9th Air Division It id nines off Plynouth, Falmouth,
the i.outh of the Huaber end the Thanes.

In connection with considerations on the creation of a
consolidated Grernan colonial eripire in Central Africa and
the necessary requirenents for quick occupation and speedy
establishment of defensive readiness, Naval Staff has
requested Commander in Chief, Air Force to initiate,
construction of large seaplanes.
Since seaplanes to
"xet the military requirements for the purpose in c ucstion
would have to be considerably larger than types hitherto
built in Germany and thus the period for construction and
serial production would be lengthy, the commencement of such
projects appears urgent.
(For details see Naval Staff's
request to Commander in Chief, Air Force of 10 Aug. in War
Diary, Part C, Vol. V.)

.,

aters of war economy

Ore deliveries:

During the period from 26 May to 27 May (?), a total of
1,688,800 tons of ore was shipped from Lulca to German
ports.
These shipments were carried by 201 German, 47
Shipments have recently
Swedish and 12 Finnish ships.
dropped due to a temporary shortage of shipping space.
Oil deliveries:
The importance of German mineral oil supplies for the N vy
is stressed in a report by the E ar Economy Division
(Bureau of Naval immanent, Naval 'Ordnance Division, War
Economy Branch) dated 5 Aug.
(See War Diajry, Pa.rt C,
Vol. XII.)
:
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Mediterranean
Sec Situation liediterrancan.

The 1st British Battleship Squadron with aircraft carrier
EaGLE and destroyers was at sea on 10 Aug. for exercises in
the Alexandria area.
The Italian battleship group (CAESxJRE, CAVOUR and DUILIO)
is on exercises in the .Ionian Sea with destroyers and planes.
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£reet Britain:
ct of Italian

reciprocal

T-.

Da th

ile

3.

tie

man the main body of

in-.-

sion,

no G era b
irfarc is
Germany is endeavoring to
e

the British Fleet by threats
Italy is directing the attack e gainst the. 3ritish

overseas possessions.
Great Britain considers this warserious threat to her existence end calls it the
The need to reinforce the
"Battle for the Empire"
The
fensive position is especially stressed.
auition in Sonaliland is not yet considered very
ogerous.
xrther developments in Gibraltar s defense
situation are regarded with concern.
.

T

J

e

in:

The Japanese have demanded that the French grant then all
ssiens in Indo-China necessary for their war t gainst
Chin=. (including control of the railroad).
The French
3 rejected this demand.
3ci
.

I

U.S.-1-.

report from our Charge a'htt aires the
.m ram: at b s form Lly Seclared that it coes not intend
to sell or transfer warships to Gr- t Britain (but
possibly to C
rding to

a

)

In general it is noted that, since Roosevelt's nomination
:cratic president! 1 candid te, U.S. measures against
.-:-:is powers hr.ve noticeably tightened.
at the Havana
aferencc, the United States gain
lore political and
fewer economic successes than expected.
if any change of
sovereignty of the
ropean possessions in America is
._.
the
a St tes ..ill be entitled to
ric
tied,
blish
.vcr these territories.
United
ca possessions is therefore
action
inst
_te possible.
•

The United st- tes
pirns tc create
Pon-iineric a economic
rt _ in order to elinin* te the
n trade with Latin
be
considered
to have failed.
The joint Fanric
y
1

.'

defense front £g
t the "Fifth Column" is
if]
ge for the imperialistic
Ins of the
:A Scut.
ric
Large-scale
St tes in Central
bivc pr:
is creating nn r.tnosphere not
i

I

pr

.
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It is portly based on
unlike that daring \,orld War I.
Nevertheless, its influence upon the
fantastic arguments.
If Roosevelt is re-elected,
Anerican people is undeniable.
which will largely depend on the coning events of the war,
and if the necessary military conditions exist, Naval stiff
is of the opinion that Germany must definitely count on the
There can be no doubt
United States* entry into the war.
that this development depends solely on the will of the
United States and its President and not on Germany's future
actions or any particular measures in her war on merchant
shipping (intensification of naval and air warfare).

A review of this situation has been sent to the forces in
the Atlantic (see radiogram 1600).

Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff

Special Items
1.

Operation "Seelocwe":

In view of the results of Chief, Naval Staff's
conference with the offices responsible for planning and
preparation, Naval Staff has again set out in a letter to
Service Division, Commending Admiral, France, Group Vest
and Naval Liaison Officers attached to the x^rmy its
instructions on distribution of work, organization and
assignment of responsibility in the various preparations
for Operation "Seeloewo", in order that any misunderstanding
may be avoided.
(See letter Ski. I op 1165/40 of 12 Aug.
in file "Seeloewc", Order No. 31.)
a.

Report by Chief, Operations Branch on General Stuff's
memorandum of 10 Aug. to Chief, Armed Forces High Command
concerning the question of the landing area.
This
memorandum again points out the contrasting opinions of
Naval Staff and General Staff in regard to execution of the
operation on a broad or a narrow front;
it urges that,
apart from the landing in the Eastbourne - Ramsgate area,
a simultaneous landing be made from Le Havre at and west of
Brighton, since, in view of the enemy's strong defensive
position, General Staff considers that the operation can be
successful only if the lending base is extended.
The
vicinity of Brighton is considered particularly suitable
b.
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Furthernore, General
for an opcr-:.tion by nobilc units also,
Stiff will only abandon the pitn for
landing in the western
re* 2nd in Lyne Bay with great reluctance, since the
splitting up of forces effected by such a lending would be
ely advantageous.
-:.

jt text of lienor end ur: sec

file "Seelbevie"

,

Order To. 32.)

Opentions Division has subnitted its comx-nts
The
on General Staff's nenorandun to Chief, ITaval Staff.
fact that General Staff's denands ere justifiable fron the
..ray's standpoint is fully acknowledged.
However, ITaval
St^ff
too, nust insist upon those denands which it regards,
1"
vy s view, to be essential for success.
in th€
It is the
Lnj a of Naval Staff that simultaneous landings in the
west eff 3rightcn and in the east off Deal cannot be
rried out, since -the probability of even the first landing
succeeding, but especially of subseruent forces and supplies
being brought up, nust be regarded as unjustifiably snail.
^n increase in transport facilities to carry a total of ten
divisions to the Ransgate - Brighton area within four days
and the speedy bringing-up of reinf orcenents, as oenanded
by General Staff, is ruled out fron the start by the United
ojunt of shipping space available.
Provision of additional shipping space for a lending in Lyne Bay is thus
even less feasible, apart fron the navigational and
oper
aal difficulties that, in reveal Staff's opinion,
would in any case exclude a lancing in Lyne Bay.
Chief,
vel Staff fully concurs in this revievv of the situation
:nd in the views of Operations Division on the General
Staff nenorancun and will rake a verbal report en the
subject to the Fuehrer toriorrow.
vii Stiff,

,

'

v.l Staff's views on the nonorandun see file
Sceloewe", Order No. 33.)

(For
:,

I"'

outline of the deceptive aeasurcs and diversion- ry
op^r tions pl'.nned by Naval Staff was subnitted to allied
rces High C
nd by letter I op 11UU/U0 dated 12 ^ug.
(see file ''Secloewe", Order No. 34).
c.

sxTi

The pluns reported by Conn nding *idniral, Subr^ rines
"Seelocwc" h ve been -pproved by Naval Staff,
r Opval Staff h' s reserved the right to retain individual
a oper-. tions -gainst nerchant shipping
ccording to
ti
the situation.
h.B rcg- rds coniiand, the operations of the
''Sc^lcewe" subn rines will be directed by Co _a nding
1, Suba: rines in close cooperation with Group './est
?cord nee with its instructions.
;
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Chief, Naval Staff inforaed Naval Staff that a personal
letter had been received fron Reichsnarshall Goering
apologizing for the very blunt way in which Naval Staff's
requests for naval sir forces und suggestions for the
distribution of air fornations in the Norwegian area were
The very
rejected (see note in War Diary, 15 June).
a
desire
for close
sincere tone of the letter, expressing
and effective cooperation with the Novy, leads us to hope
that there will be a real inprovencnt in relations between
the two nost inportant branches of the Arned Forces for the
struggle against Great Britain - i.ir Force and N'.ivy - which
in the past have often suffered due to differences of
opinion between the Operations Staffs.
On the part of
Naval Staff everything will be done to hasten the establishnent of inproved relc tions with the Air Force and to extend
it to all connands.
Naval St.jff is anxious to give the
closest and nost confident cooperation.
2.

Situation 12
Specie. 1

,;ug,

Reports on the Eneny

North Atlantic:
The cruisers NORFOLK and iOJSTRxiLlA are in the Iceland area
on patrol service.
The patrol is supported by Sunderland
flying boats.
There are no new reports on auxiliary
cruisers in the Iceland area.

The REVENGE is still in the area of the Western Approaches,
auxiliary cruiser ATOANIA with a convoy 300 niles east of
Newfoundland cna auxiliary cruiser VOLTAIRE in the Halifax
area
The auxiliary cruisers BULOLO and PRETORIA CASTLE are in the
Eastern -Atlantic, northward bound.

Central Atlantic:

Radio intelligence identified the cruisers CORNWALL and
SHROPS:iERE in the Gibraltar radio area';
These two cruisers
and the 6th Destroyer Flotilla are evidently escorting one
of t^ie lc.rgc convoys reported by our subnarincs (presumably
taking troops to East ^frioa or ^den or bringing riore troops
-99-
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from Australia)

revert states that
fairly lsrge convoy (35
steamers) left Gibraltar yesterday, westward bound.

....

It

:

liar,

f.

Atlantic:

Cruiser DEIfll E.nd auxiliary cruiser DUlJVEGi'JT CASTLE were
the northern pf rt of the South Atlantic on 12 Aug.
The cruisers DORSETSHIRE fid CUHEHRLiiFD are now escorting
convoy RS 5 in addition to cruiser DR^GCr and aircraft
rrier HIR2.FS.
Dcean:
ry cruiser CK-JI^Y, iron the Test Indies, is en
route to the Cepc ..re;, probably to escort convoy RS 5
tc -.den.
The formation of a Sonali Force which includes,
the HOBART, CARLISIE and iJJCKLAHD has been observed in the

Aden area,

.

......

Northern Waters:
No reports on the onei:y.
:',::!•

5cL,/Ch- nncl:

Off the southeast coast of Great Britain 22 patrol
vessels rnd some destroyers,
s the cruiser
s well
SOUTHru-ITTOr, were observed ft sea.
•:

...

4

Convoy ctivity was observed off the coast of northern
Scotland fro..: the Firth of Forth eis f r s the west co st
(II Aug. four convoys).
-

•:

;

rine Situation:
On 12 ^ug., 10 enemy submarines were
t sea, including 1 './est of Bergen, 1 west ef the northwest
corner of the declared area, 1 east of Fl£;r:bo rough Head and
1 in the Texel area.
nemy planes flew over the Heligoland
Bight ^.nd the estuaries.
Sub

British Line Defense:

British r^.dio messages c pturcd on the submarine SHjJIK and
her Observations reveal that ener.y shipping in f:reas
where ground nines ore suspected proceeds in very narrow
-100-
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cable lengths to either side fron the center
line), if possible narked by buoys; ninelaying based on
reconnaissance and observation of the channels should
produce good results.

channels

(L|

If we can force shipping out of these narrow fixed
channels, at least temporarily, by other actions (air and
PT boat attack) there is u chance that even such nines as
lie outside the cleared narrow channels nay still have

their effect.
Instructions to this effect have been given
to the Group Corinands.
In this connection it should be ncntioned that a French
report of raid-April 1940 reveals that the British had
Investigation
cleared 91 nrgnetic nines by 1 Apr. 1940.
shows that in this period about 100 to 150 of the 1,190
magnetic nines laid up to 1 Apr. 1940 were effective.
Therefore there are still about 950 nagnetic nines left,
sone in the vicinity of the channels.

France:

Interception of radio traffic between the British radio
station at Seletar and the French station at Saigon in
regard to novencnts of nor chant shipping indicates that a
peaceful settlenent has probably been reached between the
British and French in the Fnr East.

Own Situation

Foreign Uater s
Ship "45™ s orders to sail to Murnansk to receive instructions fron Mirk Ivanovich Shevelov, leader of the expedition,
are canceled in view of a new statement fron the Russians;
the ship has been ordered to proceed innediately direct to
Matochkin-Shar, where the ice-breaker LENIN is waiting for
her with instructions and navigational data.
The. Russians
report that conditions are not unfavorable for departure;
the ship can be at the rendezvous by 14 Aug. at the latest
(see radiograns 1500 and 1831).

Ship "10" and tanker RECUH are ordered to rendezvous at
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point "3" for refueling between 18 and 23 Aug.
If the
ships h-.ve not net by thi t tine, they will rendezvous at
point "F" between 25 and 31 ;iug.
"B" = grid square GE
"F" = grid square GE 6992.)
3753;
(

RECUM is to return to
waiting area "Lanzerotc" (west of the. West Indies) to
refuel Ship "21" again.
Ship "10" will receive further
supplies fron Etappe South America (sec radiogran 1629).
lifter refueling Ship "10", the

Ships in the Atlantic have been inforned of recent eneny
noveixnts
.'.rway:

"18" and "45" are continuing operations in the
res of the North Cape according to plan.

Ships "7",

Supply ship DITHHARSCHELT has been withdrawn fron northern
she has been ordered to return to Trondhein and
waters;
to discharge all oil there except for the anount required
for her return passage.

Transport traffic and coastal shipping along the Norwegian
coast as planned.
rth Sea:

Nothing to report.

A few eneny planes flew over the Heligoland Bight and the
coastal area.
.

nnel/i.tlantic

Co- st

I.lincsweeping as planned by 4th Motor Minesweeper Flotlll*
eff Calais, and with the new deep sweeping gear (- 26 n.)
in the British western Dover - Call, is barrage.
No nines
..arc f ounc
The 38th Minesweeper Flotilla carried out
.

line sweeping off

Ostend end special exercises with

engineers.

mod

reconnaissance by the 606th Coast
trol Group fron Brest over the western outlet of the
nnel - St. George's Channel
stcaner of- 15,000 tons
was set on fire in the irea of the Scillies on 11 ii.ug. and
destroyer was attacked without result on 12 Aug.
In the course of

a

'

.

'
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Ska gerrak/Kattegat/we stern Baltic:

Mine Situation:
Check and exploratory
Oslo harbor has been re-opened.
sweeps in the Baltic Sea entrances without incident.
During the night of 11 Aug. enemy planes were over the
southern outlet of the Little Belt, the Great Belt and outer
Transport
Kiel estuary; they probably dropped Liines.
traffic and patrol of the Skagerrak and Kattegat according
to plan.

*

Submarine Situation
In the operational area:

U "A",
"59",

)

'56",

"30",

"38",

"60",

"46".

In Lorient:

U "57", "99";
U "37", "58".

On passage:

U "48"
into the operational area:
"65", "51", "100", "101", "28" in
the central or northern North Sea.

Returned fron operations:

U "52".

put in to Lorient:

U "A" reports that she was refueling and taking on supplies
from Ship "33" from 18 to 2 5 cTuly.
The urgent radio traffic
of the British forces in the South Atlantic observed on 5
Aug. cannot therefore be connected with possible sinking of
a steamer, as a result of mines laid off Cape Francis by
Ship "33" as had been assumed.
The auxiliary cruiser could
not yet have performed her minelaying operation at that time.

Air Situation
See Air Force Events of the Day.

Sucessful attack on Portsmouth, as well as on radar
installations on the Channel coast and on airfields and fuel
installations, in preparation for the planned large-scale
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attack.
Attacks on convoys, in the course of which two
Heavy connitnent
steaaers were sunk and others daiinged.
During the night of
of fighters and f ighter-bonbers.
11 ^ug. nore aerial nines were dropped in tho River Thanes
:ind off Fowey, Falnouth, Liverpool and Belfast.

.

iitorranean

Nothing to report
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Political Importance

Great Britain:

according to infornation from the Charge d'^iff aires in the
United Stutes, one of the reasons for Britain's great
concern over maintenance of her supremacy in the Western
Mediterranean end the protection of Gibraltar is th: t she
hopes to prevent the large supplies of food, particularly
wheat, accumulated in North Africa fron being used to supply
France and other countries in southwest Europe (Spain and
Portugal)
These tactics are in line vvith the total blockade of all
Europe to which Great Britoin aspires and merit attention,
since unoccupied France, as well as Spain, is today largely
dependent on North African grain.

propaganda speech, Hoare Belisha called for fomation
of 100 new divisions into an expeditionary force for the
offensive against Germany.

In

a

Italy:

Tension between Italy and Greece due to the murder of the
Albania Hoggia by Greek agents.
Russia:

Political commissars in the Red Army and Red Fleet have been
removed, thus increasing the prestige and authority of the
military cor banders.
Political control is to be handed
over to "war councils".
France:
It is prob ible tiu t the French Government will return to the
occupied area in the autuiin.

Conference on the Situation with Chief, ITaval Staff

Special It ens:

Completion of repairs to the SCFARNEIORST and the GNEISENjJJ:
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Naval Staff urgently reauested speeding up of
repairs to GNEISENaU and SCILJRNHORST froa Bureau of
1 i*rnaiient
Naval (Snip) Construction anil Naval OrdnanceDivisions :.nd Naval Staff, Service Division.
ija effort
must be r.kdc to hasten conpletion by foregoing the sinking
of docks.
It is emphasized that, for operational reasons,
everything nust be done to restore et least the SCILJCTIORST
tc operational readiness by the end of Septenber.
On

9 **ug.,

2

,

(Ship) Construction Division and Naval Ordnance
Division report that investigation shows that it is impossible to advance conpletion of the SCKJoMHORST because of the
work required on guns.
The Naval Dockyard, Kiel estia tes
th.Lt she will be re -:dy by 19 Oct.
L

In the case of the GLF.ISLIUU, the work on guns could be

expedited under certain conditions (postponement of repairs
-brndonment of less important, not really
to the LUT.TZ0"
vitel work)
However, there is no point in such steps
since, owing to construction arid engine repairs, the
GNEISENAU cannot be coapleted before 31 Oct.
,

.

tes fixed thus probably:
SCE*.RNH0RST
(ETRISENaU

19 Oct.

31 Oct.

Conference between Naval attache, Ankara and Chief of
1300:
Survey of the situation in Turkey: it t
Staff, Naval Staff;
the noaont Turkey fears Russia, ubove all in view of the
Straits (Dardanelles and Bosporus, Tr.IT.).
It is not
If
known how f r the Russians have already aade denands.
their sovereignty is threatened, the Turks will fight.
Litary preparations r re in progress;
27 divisions in
Thrace;
transport of material is being increased.
The
equipment of the Turkish i*rriy is good, but personnel is
not yet coapetent in handling modern weapons.
,

Turkey has -gain cone completely into the British orbit.
The long interruption in the German offensive, the great
delay in the attack on England and the Italians' lack of
tivity in the I.oditorrancan have served to enhance
British prestige.
Great Britain is exploiting this gain
in prestige by skillful propaganda.
The Turks are
relying upon British protection in case of c Russian
ttack.
:

Turkey is apprehensive of Russian

e
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Bulgaria.
Her attitude towards Germany has continued to
deteriorate, especially since the German publication of
docunents, combined vith clurisy German radio propaganda.
On the other hand, British propaganda is very good.
Turkey's attitude towards Italy is especially bad, even
contemptuous.
Results of Italian war on merchant shipping
Traffic conin the Mediterranean completely negative.
tinues undisturbed.
Turkey regards Great Britain still as
the principal world power even in the Mediterranean.

Afternoon:
Conference between Chief, Naval Staff, Chief of
Staff, Naval Staff and the Fuehrer
Chief, Naval Staff reported on Naval Staff's attitude to
the memorandum of General Staff and asked for an early
decision as to whether Operation Seeloewe" is to be carried
out on a broud or a narrow front.
1.

?

He also again emphasized his opinion that, in view of the
limited naval and trrnsport facilities available, Operation
"Seelocwe" could be only a "last resort" should there remain
no other way of forcing Great Britain to enter into peace
negotiations.
The Fuehrer agreed with this view
.

Failure of Operation "Seeloewe" would inevitably be a gain
in prestige for the British and must therefore be avoided at
all costs.
The effect of the intensified air war remains
to be seen.
In the further course of discussion the Fuehrer stated
that he attaches increased importance to an early reinforcement of the Gorman position in the area of northern Norway
in view of the still uncertain trend of Russo-Finnish
relations.
Danger through possible Russian attacks in
northern Norway must be eliminated and the basis created
for the occupation of Petsamo if this should become
necessary.
a *n Admiral,
Northern Norway is to be appointed.
2.

Chief, Naval Staff rcouested the Fuehrer to rule that
the manufacture of submarine torpedoes and torpedo tubes be
given higher priority than other projects of priority I,
since otherwise submarine warfare will be jeopardized from
October.
Reason:
greatly increased consumption of
torpedoes and non-fulfillment of production requirements
3.
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inly regarding labor).
The Fuehrer fully acknowledged
urgency of this probleo .-.nd hr.s issued the necessary
t lc
orders.
:~or details see ueoorandoh on Chief, Naval
Stuff's conference in "- r Diary, Ptrt C, Vol. VII.)
•

Sit-4-ti^n 13 **ug.

Special

I-Lc

ports

>r.

th-:

Ij:e:iy

Srec t 3r It. -in:
-

-

]

Dt 1

•

:.::: ..tlrntic:

battleship REVHUGE was about 360 ailca west of
northern Irclend on 12 *.ug.; nov. probably proceeding to
the C
nnel area.
In

Id

following six auxiliary cruisers v. ere identified on
12
between the west of Ireland una the vicinity of
ries:
COTTON, CH2SHIHE, IIaLOJa, CH1ICI.., GHXTRAL
~nd one unidentified auxiliary cruiser.
Fron this
sorvetion it seens probable that the British plan to
establish Q patrol line of auxiliary cruisers in this
gainst France, Spain
to enforce blockade ncasures
and Portugal.
.

:

ith Atlantic:

On the evening of 12 Aug. Coaoander, South Atlantic
requester two British steamers to state innediately
whether either oi then was reported us u raider by the
st
r ST. i.GNES.
Hie letter was asked to cancel her
report en a Gexnon raider if it were thought that an
allied ship could have been involved.
The ci.se renains
"33"
obscure.
be
It uay
g result of Ship
s activities.
,

auxiliary cruiser £
(press report)

.IE

left Montevideo on 10 Aug.

cording tc
report fro., the Navel attache, Buenos Aires,
y British radio traffic was Observed by Argentina on
12 ^*ug.,
Lea ting i concentration of several British
r ships
:.tevidco and Bahia.
ad
ixill ries between
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Movement of enemy forces in this area is also indicated by
the transfer of tanker BROKDALE, which was ordered to
proceed from Trinidad to the La Plata to meet tanker ORANGE
LEAF.

North Sea:
Commander, 15th Cruiser Squadron was at sea in the Scapa
area on the evening of 13 Aug.
Also, anti-aircraft cruiser
Air reconnaissance
CAIRO, so far in the Rosyth area.
identified enemy submarines in the Hoof den, 30 miles from
Orf ordness.

A report by Naval Intelligence Division dated 13 Aug. (report
No. 9) gives a survey of approaches to the most important
harbors on the British east coast north of the Thames.
It
is understood that all traffic routes are regularly searched
for mines.
Contrary to previous practice, under which the
entire width of the individual channels was opened to traffic,
merchant shipping has now been advised that, when a channel
is re-opened, freedom from mines can no longer be counter on
in all cases over its complete width but only in the central
part (about 0.1 to 0.2 miles on either side of the center
line)
Shipping is therefore warned to proceed in the center
of the channel if possible.
.

France:
The former French armored cruiser, WALDECK ROUSSEAU (of no
operational value) sank on 9 Aug. in Brest roads; reason
unknown

Gun boat DT3M0NT d'URVILLE has been ordered to proceed from
Tahiti to New Caledonia.

From an Admiralty radio message it appears that the air
service between Dakar and Natal is not functioning.

Own Situation

Foreign Waters:
The Naval Attache, Tokyo reports that the supply ship
NAVELLAND arrived at Yokohama from Mexico.
No news from the auxiliary cruisers.
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Norway.
Of the special vessels sent out for operations against
merchant shipping in the North Cape area, Ship "7" is
oceeding to Troasoe to take en coal and Ship "IS" is
proceeding to Vardoe, under instructions froa Group North,
to carry out fron there aeronaut shipping control on the
Petsamo - Forth Cape route in accordance with sighting
reports from lc;nd and agents' reports fron Petsano.

Transport traffic on the west coast of Norway according
to plan.

The 1st, 15th end 16th Line-sweeper Flotillas are checksweeping routes in the southern part of the Forth Sea.
ie river nouths were searched without result.
Submarine
chaise by the 12th Submarine Chaser Flotilla off the west
Frisian Islands without result.
Clv.nncl/.ti.tlc.ntic

Coa st

3o:ts of the 2nd and 4th Hot or Minesweeper Flotillas are
at idvonced positions in the Channel for sea-rescue
service.
No operations by PT borts as they too are in
readiness for sea-rescue service.
On. the morning of 13
z.ug. there was a brief exchange of fire between boats of
the 32nd Minesweeper Flotilla and two enemy PT boats off
the mouth of the River Iktas.
After two brushes, the
enemy PT bo?«ts withdrew to the west.

During Commander in Chief, Favy's last visit to Cherbourg,
the PT boat formations expressed their regret that so far
there appeared to have been no successes as a result of
their various ainelaying operations.
This attitude of
the PT boat formations is understandable as there have
been no definite reports of successes, apart fron the
sinking of soae trawlers.
Available information shows,
however, that the indirect effects of the ainelaying are
upsetting the eneay considerably, and there is also
evidence of direct effects by hits.
Captured French
a terial clearly reveals that the enemy is aaking every
effort to conceal any effects of ainelaying operations.
~s, of course, is easier to do now than it was last
•/inter owing to the luck of -^ny neutral shipping.
It is characteristic of the mine

that its effect is very
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difficult to recognize and its use therefore demands not
only considerable foresight, but also a strong and conscious
conviction of its usefulness and of a success corresponding
to connitnont
This point of view has been expressed to
Comiander, Torpedo Boats and to the PT Boat Flotillas in q
letter frcn Naval Staff their patient efforts so far being
specially acknowledged.
.

,

Skagerrak/Kattegat/ estern Baltic
T

r

Exploratory sweeps according to plan, without results.
Escorted transport traffic to Norway without incident.

Mine Situation:
The steaiier EUTL^TER struck a nine on 12
',/arnenuende and was damaged.

/.ug.

north of

Subr^.rine Situc tion

U "56" on return passage to Lorient, otherwise no changes
in the operational area.
On passage:

U

,T

4S",

"65",

"51",

"100",

"101",

"28".

Submarine Successes:
On returning to her hone base, U "52" reported having sunk
41,600 tons (5 stealers, 1 tanker, 1 auxiliary cruiser) in
the course of operations from 8 June to 13 Aug., during
which she called at Lorient to take on torpedoes nd fuel.
:.

i-ar

Situation

See Air Force Events of the Day.

Start of the intensified air war b gainst Great Britain.
Operations by the 2nd and 3rd Air Forces have been hindered
by the sudden unforeseen change in the weather.
The Air
Force and Navy weather services' "further outlook" forecasts
were not confirned.
No weather reports have been received
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from the Central and Western Atlantic.
In view of the
special importance of these reports for the air war, the
attention of Commanding admiral, Submarines has been called
to the need for daily transmission of reports by submarines
from the orea between 55 to 60° N nd 20 to 25° ./.
i

^ir Force attacks are directed mainly against enemy fighter
defense, airfields ana the aircraft industry.
Alternative
targets are industrial plrnts and port installations.
During
British air raid on ..alborg, 15 of the 23 raiding
"lanes were shot down, some by anti-aircrr.ft fire end some
by fighters.
:.

The 9th i*ir Division laid aerial nines off numerous British
rbors.
The following units were transferred on 12 Aug. to reinforce
the se- -rescue service:

3rd Co: stal Patrol Squadron, 406th Group from Hoernum to

Norderney;
2nd

"

1st

Tt

2nd

"

"

"

1st

"

"

,f

"

"

V

906th Group from Koernum to
Schellingwoudc
106th Group from Norderney
to Flushing;
106th Group from Brest to
Cherbourg;

196th Group from
Uilhelnshavcn to Boulogne.

Mediterranean
The battleship ROY.^L S0VZKT.IGIT sailed
thing to report.
from Alexandria;
probably proceeding through the Red Sea
to support operations in British Somaliland.
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Political Importance

France:

In a broadcast, Marshal Petain enumerated the nost inportant
purging of the French adminiimmediate tasks as follows:
stration, guaranteeing food supplies, return of refugees,
solution of the prisoner of war problem, demobilization,
expansion of the Youth Organization, promotion of the family
Spain:
The Spanish Government has officially protested against
Great Britain's decision to extend the blockade to Spain.

Finland:

In view of allegedly continued Russian military transport
traffic to the Caribbean (Carelian? Tr.N.) Isthmus, Finnish
military circles expect that a Russian offensive against
Finland will begin shortly.
Italy:

Sharp Italian press campaign aguinst Greece because of the
assassination of the Albanian nationalist Koggia
The
Italian Foreign Ministry takes the stand that Greece h s
completely subjugated herself to Great Britain (British ships
may use her coast, islands and bays, espionage activities).
.

However, for the time Italy does not intend to resort to
military action ogainst Greece.
U.S.

JTi.

•

Transfer of destroyers:

According to information from our .ambassador, the sale of
warships calls for congressional legislation.
This is also
the official opinion.
The sale would be contrary to the law
of 15 June, 1917, which specifically prohibits such sales.
Moreover, the law of 28 June, 1940 calls for a certificate
from the Chief of Naval Staff that the warships sold are not
required for national defense.
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Conference on the Sit act ion with Chief, Nerval Staff

Special Items:
Chief, Naval Staff reported on the result of discussions
with the Fuehrer on 13 i*ug.
In regard to the fortification
of Northern Norway as demanded by the Fuehrer, with a view
to protection ogainst the east as well as against British
threats to ports i nd coastal roads, Chief, Naval Staff has
ordered that' commencement of the necessary preparations be
1.

expedited
It is planned to establish an .udniral, Northern Norway;
cocstal defense is to be expanded by setting up availfble
The expansion of the
13 or' 15 err. coastal batteries.
communication (network is important.

Commanding Admiral, Norway and Group North have been
briefly advised of Nival Staff's plans and have been
asked to nake preliminary surveys and suggestions in
regard to the new task in Northern Norway.
Cperation "Seeloewe

2

:?
:

.

.

In a discussion with Field Marshal Keitel and
General Jodl, Chief, Operations Division, Naval Staff
..gain outlined the views of l't val Staff.
While Chief,
Armed Forces High Command feels that it would still be
possible to carry out the operation on a broad front
and evidently fails to realize fully the actual interests
of m val warfare and the difficulty of the transport
operation, General Jodl generally agrees with Naval
St ff l nd has a very clear conception of the difficulties
.nd the operational and navigational aspects.
General
Jodl, too, is of the opinion that only a landing on a
n rrow front would have any real prospect of success.
a.

:

Examination of the possibility of setting up 15
cm. guns on barges in order to provide artillery support
during the landing has shown- that barges as strong and
seaworthy as would be required to carry the comparatively
vy guns are neither available nor could they be accommodated in the jumping-oif ports.
A particular difficulty
b.

is the lack of tugs.

Staff has therefore discarded the idea of fitting up
acial artillery barges and considers that a better
solution would be to equip the 27 coastal motor ships,
L
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which were originally intend eel for the transport of
a more d ctrs, as nobile gun carriers, arning then with 7.5
en. and 3.7 en. guns (to be provided by the Amy and the
Moreover, the col stal notor ships have a
Air Force).
greater freedon of novenent by reason of their speed and
can be transferred to one point or another on the coast as
Personnel to nan the guns on these
the situation requires.
converted notor ships would be furnished by the i^rny and
Conversion of the vessels can be conpleted by
Air Force.
about 1 Sept.
iiriay personnel will be trained in naval
gunnery (defensive) by brief courses of instruction at the
Ship's Gunnery School.
To transfer all craft to ports in Holland and
northern France at the beginning of September for use there
as floating anti-aircraft batteries.

Plan:

1

The use of snoke screens for the protection and
canouflage of enbarkation operations and during the landing
is under discussion.
It requires careful prelininary
consideration since, in the opinion of Naval Staff, largescale use of snoke by inexperienced snoke-carriers and
personnel would rather have disastrous consequences than
the desired effect.
Irregular air currents, just such as
nay be expected during the caln weather required for
Operation 'Seeloowe", would increase the danger of inexpert
use of snoke.
Large-scale use of snoke even during
enbarkation operations is considered inadvisable since,
while it would prevent detailed observation by the eneny,
it would betray the fact that
special operation was in
progress.
In addition, the whole enbarkation could be upset
by badly placed snoke screens.
Naval Staff will therefore
take no steps to provide large-scale snoke screns for the
transport fleet or at the enbarkation points, though a
nunber of snoke installations will be assigned to Connanding
iidniral, France for use on the coast in order to establish
certain tacti^cil facilities in special cases.
c.

;

.

}

The cuestion of equipping craft with depth-charge
projectors to be used ag.'.inst the invasion coast (to breach
land nine barrages in the shallows and to danage eneny
forces on the coast) has been exanined by Naval Staff r.nd
after due consideration of advantages and disadvantages,
re jected, especially since the United range of the depthcharge projectors nakes any effective result unlikely.
d.

'

For instructions to Naval Staff, Service Division and Bureau
of Naval Arnaneivt, Naval Ordnance Division on subjects 2 b.
to d. see file "Seelocwe", Orders Nos
35-36.
.
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In the afternoon Chief, Naval Staff called at the Fuehrer
.dquarters far a necting of the newly-appointed Field
rshals and for discussions.
The Fuehrer stated that he
:s not intend tc carry out an operation if the risk is
.0 great, as he considers that the ain of defeating Great
Britain is not exclusively dependent on invasion, but can
r.lso be achieved by other .leans.
Whatever final decision
o£y be taken, the Fuehrer wishes the t in any case the

reat of invasion bo naintained.

Predictions are therefore to be continued.
During a conversation with the Reichsne rschall on the
execution of the operation, Chief, Naval Staff outlined
.o difficulties of the landing on a broad front and the
need to confine the action to the Strait of Dover,
pointing out the disadvantages which would be entailed for
The
the .-ir Force clso by a landing on a broad front.
Reichs;.i::rschall concurred entirely with Chief, Naval
Staff's ::ssessiient of the situation.
Following the conference with the Fuehrer, Chief,
Operations Division had another discussion with General
Jodl, in the course of which he expressed the following
views of ITaval Staff:

Fuehrer is inwardly resolved not to
but to naintain the
carry out Operation "Seelocwe*
atence of an invasion, it is suggested that "Seeloewe"
be canceled, with strictest secrecy, thus greatly
relieving the economic situation.
Instead, a special
deceptive operation could be arranged so as to naintain
the threat to the eneny.
1.

If the

?

,

Fuehrer insists upon executing the
suggested that tie landing be confined
narrow front, but that preparations be continued on
broad front

If the
opart. tion, it is
2.

a

The idea of landing large forces near Brighton,
.by High Cooosnd, iiTCiy, should be abandoned
since continuous bringing up ot supplies and troop
reinf orceaents is imossiblc in this area.
3.

General Jodl concurred in general with these views.
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Situation 14 ^ug.
Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

Atlantic

Air reconnaissance and radio nonitoring identified various
On 12 Aug. convoy
convoy movements in the North Atlantic.
HX 65 sailed from Halifax with a destroyer as local escort
and auxiliary cruiser VOLTAIRE as ocean escort.

1

According to radio intelligence, the senior naval officer
of Task Force "H" at noon on 13 *».ug. ordered a rendezvous
of the detachments of Task Force
H for 1900 on 16 Aug. at
41° N, 21° J.
The order has been sent to Admiral, Aircraft
Carriers.
This indicates that it is planned to assemble
the now detached groups of the Task Force.
T,

,r

The report was transmitted to Commanding Admiral, Submarines,
who has sent out submarine U a" against Task Force H" at
the point of rendezvous.
iT

,t

No reports on the enemy from the South Atlantic.

Indian Ocean:
The cruiser CAP^xTCMI entered Colombo on 13 Aug.

North Sea:
3

Aircraft carrier FURIOUS plans to sail from Seapa via Hoxa
Sound on the morning of 15 Aug., escorted by destroyers.
British destroyers off Vlleland engaged German vessels.

Naval trawler ELIZABETH ANGELA (253 tons) was probably sunk
by a mine.
Naval trawler LORD MELCHETT was seriously
damaged by a mine explosion in the Humber area.
The
Admiralty also announces the loss of minesweeper trawlers
TAMARISK (550 tons) and P7R0PE (295 tons) by bombing.
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:ers;

For unknown re* ;:ns, Ship "45" proceeded to .Teriberka Bay
for instructions;
she has therefore received orders once
re tc proceed to Matoshkin Shar (Cape Lagernaya) for
rendezvous with icebreaker LETI2 T
.

There
risers.
(r

.

been no reports from the other auxiliary
Ships have been advised on the eneny situation

iogr as 0838, 0754)

'/. r

Ships "7", "18" and "47" were sent cut against Finnish
British nail steamers.

1

nd

nker DITK'-.RSGHHU returned tc Trondheir. as planned.

I

Further German barrages were laid in Trcnchei::-Leden.
Sleeping of 3ritish nines was continued in the Hgersund
r

Tanker and transport traffic along the Norwegian coast
without incident.

rorth Sea:
At 0315 the 12th Submarine Chaser Flotilla, on antisubmarine operations off the west Frisian Islands, had an
eng~genont with two eneny destroyers off the cce st of
Vlieland (according to Reuter report, destroyers ICaLCOIl!
and VERITY)
Four submarine ch.,sers received one hit
each.
The destroyers withdrew after a brief exchange
of fire.
Submarine chase was broken off; no results
were achieved.
It is presumed that the enemy destroyers
ve laid aines.
ine sweeper forces will be sent out.
.

ainelaying unit consisting of minelayers ROLaND,
COBRA and TANNENBERG, escorted by two destroyers and six
eosts, put to sea to lay barrage "Suedwest 2".
r the- further protection of the unit extensive
ir
recount issance has been ordered over the southern part of
nd the Eoofden.
:*orth S
leather is favorable fer
the operation.
0800

e

-:

1st and 15th IlinesweeTXjr Flotillas swept Routes
"31au" and ''Gruen" without result.
Motor minesweeper
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R "21", engaged in narking positions of nines,
on Route "1" and was seriously damaged.

•

struck

a

nine

The 2nd Minesweeper Flotilla is en route to Helder having
conpleted search sweeping Route "Rot" and will be assigned
to Group West

Channel/Atlantic Coast:

PT boats and notor minesweepers are extensively and successfully engaged on sea-rescue service.
The 38th Minesweeper Flotilla was engaged in sweeping
operations off the French coast end exercises with engineers
*

The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla is at Helder.
Ska gerrak/Ka tt egc.t /\ ."e st er n Baltic:

Patrol of the Skngerrak and Kattegat and transport traffic
to Norway according to plan and without incident.

Eneny planes flew over the Jutland area and the V/e stern
Baltic (as far as Stettin Haff and Swinenuende) by night and
dropped a few bonbs; ninelaying is suspected in the
northern part of the Kattegat.

Submarine Situation
I

In the operational area:

U "30", "38", "46", "48",
"59",

"60",

"65".

U "A" is on operation at the rendezvous of Ta.sk Force "H"
despite heavy danage to both Diesel engines.
On passage:

U "28" in the northern Forth
Sea, U "51", "101" west of the
She t lands.

Submarines off the North Channel have been advised of the
convoy located by air reconnaissance.

Systematic and widespread air reconnaissance in our
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submarines' operations area should be of great assistance
to their operations.

U "65" reports the death at sea of the Irish General Roessel,
Execution
who was to have been landed on the Irish coast.
of this special mission thus uniortunately becomes
unnecessary.

Air Situation

Intensified air operations against Great Britain were
continued.
However, the weather pernitted of snail-scale
operations only.
attacks on cirfields, troop encanpnents
and radar installations.

Supplementary evaluation of the day and night attacks on
Five out of the nine
13 ^.ug. reveals good results.
The
airfields attacked were very effectively destroyed.
eneny lost a total of 134 planes and 15 barrage balloons;
our own losses nunbered 34.
The Air Force General Staff
is satisfied with these results.
Present plans nust be
carried through at all costs, tactics being changed in view
of the weather conditions.
The Air Force reports that
between 8 and 13 Aug. fighter losses amounted to 58 Gernan
and 302 eneny planes.

Mediterranean
Nothing to report.
It is renarkable that the Italians have not yet succeeded
in eliminating the British air base on Malta, which is

still the base for British air operations against Italy.

According to a report fron the Italian Naval Staff, only
the light and nediun artillery on the new battleships is
ready for action.
The ships will not be fully ready for
action until the beginning of September.
It is to be
assumed that Italian operations against Suez will not
begin until the heavy battle units are in full readiness.
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Items of Political Importance

Great Britain:
For broadcast by War Minister Eden, see Political Survey
Eden prophesied a long war for which the British
No. 190.
Control
Empire is now beginning to develop its full power.
of the seas by the British Fleet and by air power equal to
"Sea power is a
that of Germany would guarantee victory.
stronger weapon than land power, which is United in range,
v/ith overpowering air strength Gemany hopes to gain
Great Britain, However,
victory, without naval power
knows that superior naval power, together with rapidly
increasing air strength, is much nore valuable."
.

Press speculations in regard to a German invasion continue.
The possibility of a landing on the northeast coast of
The
England, probably fron Norway, is also discussed.
intensified air attacks are seen as preparation for
invasion and the activity of Gernan nine sweepers in the
Channel is also rightly interpreted as another indication.
It is clamed that a concentration of ships in the Baltic
Sea and the Norwegian fjords has been observed.
France:

France's attitude is regarded in Italy with increasing
dissatisfaction.
The denobilization of troops is considered
inadequate, the situation in Djibuti and Tunis completely
unsatisfactory.
Our yj.ibassador in Rone reports that the
Italian Foreign Ministry is now considering whether, in view
of the failure to demobilize French troops in North Africa
(especially in Tunis), the Armistice agreement could be
denounced on grounds of non-compliance and further French
areas in the Alps and Southern France occupied.
However,
the Duce has instructed the Italian press to show restraint
for the time bein b
.

Great concern is still felt also in the Spanish Foreign
Ministry over French ^ est Africa, according to the German
i^mbassador.
The armistice terms are not being fulfilled
there in any way.
On the contrary, considerable military
forces are being assembled with British assistance.
The
xocis powers should take strong steps to enforce disarming.
r
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Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff
r-.

.! ——

•cial
I tens
—

1.

General natters regarding Operation "Seeloewe".

2.

Brief discussion of the Russo/Finnish question.

Situation 15

-*ug.

Special Reports on the Eneny
Great Britain:

survey of British hone forces, see file "Seeloewe"
Y.z. 27a
This shows the British hone forces to be
divided as follows:

For

a

.

a.

Coastal defense troops, including the nain part of
the territorial divisions that have not yet had
conbat experience.

Mobile reserve units, including the nain part of
the active divisions, both tank uivisions and the
najority of the notorized infantry divisions.
(At present about 20 divisions are believed to be

fully ready for action.)
c.

Regional defense units, hone guard and training
forces.

North Atlantic
Cruisers NORFOLK and iJJSTRiJLIii are still at sea with the
Northern Patrol, evidently in the Iceland area.

Cciincer,

approaches issued orders for a convoy
rendezvous on the norning of 16 Aug. at 58 15 IT, 17°
20'
(about 300 miles west of the Hebrides).
'.'estern

f

'

Aircraft carrier ILLUSTRIOUS was at sea on 15 ^ug.
It
is not yet clear whether she is already risking for the
terranean.
k report fron Land's End reveals that
the approach to the Bristol Channel has been nined.
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The British steamer CORAIJTON (6,690 tons) reported on the
norning of 15 ^ug. that she was being pursued by a
Position 40° 11 IT, 44° 04' W. Ship
suspicious vessel.
"21" nay be involved (she has been informed)
T

Central Atlantic:

According to investigations by Naval Intelligence Division,
the steaners forming the Gibraltar convoys cone fron the
Spanish Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts or fron Portuguese
ports.
There have been no steaners fron ports other than
Spanish in the convoys, so that it appears that there is no
nerchant traffic passing through the Sicilian Channel and
penetrating the Italian patrol line.

An Italian report states that the aircraft carrier ARK ROYAL,
escorted by three destroyers, left Gibraltar on the evening
of 14 Aug., westward bound.
The admiralty announces the loss of the auxiliary cruiser
TRANSYLVANIA (16,923 tons) bv torpedo fron a submarine.
(U "34").

North Sea:
The usual ninesweeping activity was established off the east
coast of England.
A ninesweeping unit was on operation 45
niles east of Lowestoft.

The cruiser AURORA and destroyers were at sea in the Scapa
area on 14 Aug., evidently for firing practice.

Radio intelligence established one British submarine in the
northern and one in the central North Sea and two in the
area north and northeast of Texel respectively.
France:

according to information fron the French Armistice Commission,
demobilization of the French Fleet now extends to the release
not only of all reservists but also of some regular personnel.
Personnel, including the naval air force and coast- defense,
will soon be reduced to 56,300 men, including 3,300 officers.
Thus more than 2/3 of the war strength of the French Fleet
will be released.
The Command Station of the naval forces
in the Far East is to be dissolved on 15 Aug. and will cone
under the Coraiander of the Indo-China Naval Station.
The
gun boats in China are under the Command Station, Hanoi.
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Ne Jtrals:

Spain:

* report fro: Las Palnas states that coastal defense has
been reinforced and guard of the harbor oil installations
Fairly large anounts of aviation gasoline
strengthened.
and nunerous planes are reported to have arrived in the
Canaries.
1

.

Own Situation
.

reign Waters:

There have been no reports fron the auxiliary cruisers.
The ships have been inforned of the eneniy situation (by
radio&raris 2116 and 1010)
.

Norway:
The innediate transfer of the nountain infantry regiiient
fror: Tronsoe to Kirkenes is planned as part of the program
r reinforcement of northern Norway.
Naval Shore
Cofua&nder, ^rctic Coast has asked for patrol forces and
seaplanes for the escort of transports.
It is impossible to fulfill this recuest as there ere no
trol or naval air forces available at present for this
"18" and "47", now in the
purpose.
Only Ships "7
;

,

North Cape area, are available.
Harbor clearance work in Narvik is in full swing.
steamer PL.1TET has been raised.

The

nts of supply ships and transports along the
rwegian coast according to plan.
Supply ship
DITFT^RSCHTTr put in to Trondhein in the evening to hand
over oil.

North Sea
The nine laying unit laid barrage 'Suedwest 2" as planned
the night of 14 Aug., the 1st PT Boat Flotilla
riade a sortie against a convoy on the route Portland/start
:
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The boats
Point.
south of Portland;
shaken off

an engagement with British destroyers
no hits were scored and the eneriy was

he d

No night operations by the 2nd PT Boat Flotilla because of
the weather.
On the afternoon of 15 ^ug. there was an explosion in the
The torpedo store
torpedo shed of the PT boats at Ostend.
was destroyed.
PT boats S 24", S "23" and s "3 5"
More than
seriously danaged and S "37" slightly danaged.
Sabotage is suspected.
UO torpedoes were destroyed.
f

Investigations are under way.
The loss of the torpedo store is especially serious in view
of the present shortage;
also, with three PT boats out of
action for soiie tine, operational plans will be badly upset,
as there is a shortage of boats in the Channel.
The PT boats and not or ninesweepers lying in readiness for
sea-rescue are doing valuable work picking up the crews of
planes shot down.
Nevertheless, the sea-rescue service
can be carried out only as a secondary service whenever
possible.
In view of operation ''Seeloewe", ninesweeping
nust be given priority.
Connander, Minesweepers, '/est has
received relative instructions and has been asked to report
the effect of the air war on operational possibilities for
our ninesweepers and not or ninesweepers in the Channel, as
this will decisively influence the question as to whether
the deadline fixed for operation ^eeloewe" can be net at
all.

The 38th Minesweeper Flotilla carried out exercises with the
Amy and ninesweeping in the area of Zecbruegge/Cape Blanc

Nez
The 3rd Motor Minesweeper Flotilla transferred to Ostend and
the 2nd and Z^th Motor Minesweeper Flotillas to Boulogne.

Large fires were started by British air attacks on fuel
depots north of Bordeaux.
For detailed report by Admiral,
v/estern France, see Situation Report 2000.
The roinforcenent of anti-aircraft defense in the Bordeaux area is
necessary and is specially inportant in view of the transfer
of Italian submarines to this port.
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Sk-;.c-rrak/Kuttegat/Uestcrn Baltic

:

Nothing special to report.
Patrols, exploratory sleeps i nd transport traffic ere
roceeding according to plan.
-

Patrol boat Vp "104", equipped with nagnet gear, was
danaged in the Langeland Belt by detonation of a nine at
a distance of 50 neters.

Submarine Situation

U "60" returning to Lorient after sinking two steamers
totaling 12-14,000 tons.
No other changes in the
operational area.
U

;,

32" left for operations.

Contending .admiral, Submarines has ordered a new area
division off the Forth Channel for areas "jl" - "J"" (for
The Fuehrer has
mailed data sec radiogram 1531)
awarded the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross to tht
Commanders of U "30" (Lt. Leap) and U "38" (Lt. Liebe)
for outstanding accomplishments in subxiarine warfare.
.

.nr Situation
Sec uix Force Events of the Day.

attacks

continued on planes and the aircraft
industry.
On 15 Aug. weather conditions becane suitable
for operations by major formations in the late norning
afternoon.
\<ere

lcS

The Air Force reports that good or very good results arc
expected in general.
110 enemy planes and 8 barrage
balloons were shot down during t ir battles, 40 of our own
planes being lost.
There is a remarkable tendency by
British propaganda to depict the German fir canpaign
against Great Britain so far as a great British victory
and the Geraan losses as extraordinarily high.
The
British ^ir Ministry announces the loss of 144 Gernan
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planes as against only 27 British planes.

Mediterranean

Nothing special to report.
The cruiser KENT, previously in the Indian Ocean, is now in
the Mediterranean and has replaced the cruiser CaPETOV/N.
The Italian offensive in British Somaliland is continuing
successfully.
The advance on the coast was hindered to
some extent by British naval bombardment from the sea.
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of Political Importance

Great Britain:

Intensified air attacks are generally regarded as preparation for invasion.
The scale of the attacks is expected
to increase daily.

according to .American reports, the French and British
authorities have reached an agreement on the fate of the
French Fleet forces in the Vest Indies.
The forces will
be disarmed and the gold on board the ships will be
deposited in Fort St. Louis.
Demobilization of land
forces is being continued.
No decision has yet been
reached regarding the 100 planes aboard the aircraft
carrier.

News items in the British and American press allege that
G-reat Britain has offered the island of Trinidad or the
/est Indies to the U.S..A. in exchange for delivery of
destroyers and PT boats.
This is at present nothing but
a press report and there is no official confirmation,
.vever, it is not to be excluded that the United States
ght agree to give active support to Great Britain in
return for corresponding territorial concessions.
Greece:

On the morning of 15 Aug- the Greek cruiser HELLE was
torpedoed by an unidentified submarine off the island of
Tinos in the Aegean Sea (southeast of Athens) near the
harbor and within Greek territorial waters; the cruiser
sank.
The British admiralty has announced that no
British submarine is operating in that area.
The Liaison Staff in Rome considers it possible that an
Italian submarine may have sunk the cruiser in mistake
for a British destroyer.
This incident has aroused
great alarm in Greece, since further Italian measures or
demands are anticipated.
There is also grave concern
in Turkey, since any attack on Greece would inevitably
entail Turkish intervention, with British aid, in support
of Greece.
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Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff
General discussion on Operation "Seeloewe"

According to a report by Naval Staff, Service Division,
Transport Branch on the requisitionin and preparation of
transport vessels, concersion work can be completed by
;

1 Sept.

Situation 16 Aug.
Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:
The battle cruiser RENO'.JN was detected at sea on 15 Aug.,
According to radio
probably in the Orkneys-Iceland area.
intelligence, the following auxiliary cruisers were with the
Northern Patrol on 16 Aug.: tfORCESTERS'HRE FORFAR,
LAURENTIC, DERBYSHIRE and one unidentified auxiliary cruiser
,

Lively convoy and escort activity was detected on the North
Atlantic route and off the North Channel.
Convoy HX 63,
which was expected on the morning of 16 Aug. about 360 miles
west of the Hebrides, consists of 52 ships.
The rendezvous
position has apparently been shifted about 60 miles
northwards.
However, two steamers were sunk near the old
rendezvous (possibly ships from another convoy).
Radio
traffic clearly reveals the presence of our submarines.
Destroyers and trawlers were sent out against them.
On 1A Aug. auxiliary cruiser CELICIA was on the latitude of
Brest, at 19° W northward bound.
,

South Atlantic:
There are no new reports.

Indian Ocean:
The old battleship RCYAL SOVEREIGN and three vessels,
probably destroyers, put in to ^den on the afternoon of
16 Aug
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operation in support of the defense of British
Somaliland is possible.

Northern Waters:
No enemy activity-

North Sea:
Vessels at sea in. the Scapa area included cruisers NAIAD
and BONAVENTURa
Commander, Destroyer Units carried out
firing exercises.
Patrol activity by destroyers and gun
boats off the east coast.
The Eumber is temporarily closed.
Mine sweeping is being continued.
a sinking vessel \vas
re-orted between Humber lightship and Chequer Shoal Buoy.
From ninesweeping activity and radio traffic (see Radio
Monitoring Report 1730 of 15 >*ug.) it is deduced that the
British are specially interested that certain areas important
for their sailing directions be free of mines (for instance:
clearance of mines in the area 52° 19' N, 2° 55' E, 52° 28' N,
3° 12' E)
This makes it specially urgent to lay mines
between this area and the eastern edge of the British
declared area.
.

.

The attention of the Group Commands and Commanding admiral,
Sutr.c rines has been called to this situation.

Lively enemy air activity over the occupied coast.
mines were dropped in the mouth of the Loire.

Aerial

^ balance of shipping space available to Great Britain is
given in report 14/40 (Foreign Merchant Shipping) by Naval
Intelligence Division, Foreign Merchant Marine Branch)
according to this survey, which goes up to the end of July,
British and foreign tonnage available to Great Britain in
ships over 2,000 G.R.T. amounted on 31 July 1940 to:

14,904,000 G.R.T. vessels other than tankers
4,797,000 G.R.T. tankers

altogether

19,701,000 G.R.T. shipping space.

From this statement it must be concluded that acquisition of
tonnage is no longer a problem to Great Britain and that the
above tonnage is considered adequate, even taking account of
the fact that capacity is considerably reduced as a result
of normal use being much more difficult, e.g. through
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proceeding in convoy, delayed clearance in port and extended
passages due to loss of the European supply countries and
closing of the Mediterranean, as well as through the
increased number of ships out of action end needing repair.
The
It is now a problen of supplies rather than tonnage
interruption of supplies by submarines, surface forces and
the Air Force, as well as the increasing threat and damage
to British ports, are causing a growing shortage of imports
and making clearance in the harbors more difficult.
The
disruption of British supplies is thus becoming more and more
serious.
.

Neutrals:
U.S.A.:
The American troop transport (auxiliary cruiser) AMERICAN
LEGION, with repatriated American citizens, put out today
from Petsamo for New York.
The ship's markings and course
will be announced by the Foreign Office.
In spite of express
protest by Naval Staff and Air Force Operations Staff, the
ship will enter the American closed zone and thus the
operational area around Great Britain.
The reason for taking
this course, which runs between North Rona and Cape "/rath to
46° 30' N, 53° tf is obscure.
It is rumored that a Norwegian
princess is to be taken to Great Britain by this steamer.
Possibly America merely intends to demonstrate that she can
sail in whatever areas she likes.
The German press dnd radio are giving wide publicity to this

matter, disclaiming any German responsibility.

Own Situation

Foreign Waters:
There are no reports from the auxiliary cruisers.
as
for operations, the following plans of Naval Staff for
auxiliary cruisers have been forwarded to the ships:

a guide
t he-

Ship "21" (v. Ruckteschell) North Atlantic, in conformity
with sea endurance.
Supplies from the tanker RECUM again at
the end of September, "Lanzerote" area.

Ship "10" (Kaehler) South Atlantic, later North Atlantic, if
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If transportation is essential,

it will have to be effected

ithont escort.
High Command, AJT'iy, Commanding admiral,
ITorw'ay ana the Groups have been advised accordingly.
\

l;orth Sea:

Submarine chase off Texel by the 17th Submarine Chaser
riot ilia and check sweeps by units of Commander, minesweepers
according to plan.

Channel/Atlantic Coast:
The 2nd Minesweeper riot ilia is en route from Ostend to
Cherbourg.
The 3£th Minesweeper Flotilla carried out special
exercises with engineers.
Motor minesweepers and PT boats
at advanced positions are successfully performing sea-rescue
service for the Air Force.
On the evening of 1$ Aug. a
vessel of the 38th Line sweeper Flotilla was damaged by a mine
explosion in the harbor entrance of Boulogne and was beached.

Enemy planes mined the mouth ot the Loire during the day.
Lively enemy air activity over the French coast has led to a
reouest by Commanding Admiral, Submarines for reinforcement
01 the anti-aircraft defense of Lorient as the main submarine
base

Reinforcement will be provided insofar as conditions allow.
According to a report from Admiral, Channel Coast, the
destruction of the torpedo store at Ostend was most probably
due to sabotage.
The report (see teletype 1600) reveals
that up to now the recuired defensi ve and security measures
have not been enforced with the nee essarv strictness and
consistency.
Naval Staff cannot c omprehend, for instance,
the extensive freedom of movement s till permitted to aliens
even British and French - in spite of the great military
importance of the base.
Shag errak/:iattegat/":e stern Baltic:

Nothing special to report.
Patrol, check sweeps and
transport traffic according to plan.
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submarines, hov. ever, have already had to
return to Lorient:
'5? w
after submarine chase in which
hones were damaged (she sank a 4,500 ton steaner)
U B 65* reports increasing oil trace; U "51", faults in
electrical installation.
I"-ree oi

:.:ese

j

1

"32" ana "57".

On passage:

U "37", "56", "53", "99".

Lorient:
rine Successes:

Su

intelligence reveals highly satisfactory results:
teaner C
[ivCPRES (6,628 tens), Dut<
iger steaner ALCITOUS (6,189 tons), Swedish steamer
~
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2 3 2 5 t ons
Bri ti sh st e ane r E G IRE 3SRCI .-J "I
kecordin tc Reuter:
Swedish steaner _.RT0S
(4,86/4.).
.-.crording to the Amer
listed at Lloyd's).
t
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ritisb st
ILLSIDE (3,509 tons) sank in
e Atlantic on 17 J"aly,
.
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orce Events of the Day.
1

successful continuation c:
air raiis on British aircraft end armament plants and on
searchlight stations and port installations.
On 16 h
or evented to a great extent
y '-he
weather.
to return without
host of the fcrmy.
3
3cne successes against airfields,
ml s.
carr.
linelaying operations
of

15 «.ug.

,

:
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altogether 92 enemy ple.nes (including 76
fighters) ana 15 barrage balloons were destroyed as against
38 losses on our part.
A t^tal of 1,715 planes was
engaged in the operations.
off ports.

Mediterranean
See Situation Mediterranean

Fothin^ special to report.
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German Government delivered to the neutral Governments
concerned the notes prepared by ITaval Staff and the Foreign
3e on the intensification .of-- operational measures in
aters around Great Britain.
(For details, see \'ar
Diary, Part 0, Vol. VIII.)
7 _e

forces are permitted offensive Ection in accordance
with para. 4a of the ne\v 'Instructions ior far a gainst
at S Lipping" in the sea area indicated in the note
as froj 21
ug. (i.e. five days after today's delivery
ral

.-.

note)

of

.

lions:

rinciple on the return of southern Dobruja
Bulgaria was reached in the course of the negotiations
between Rum
tno Bulgaria
Discussion of uetails
e Rumano-Hungarian negotiations are
continues.
en'
utering difficulties because of Hungary's extensive
demands.
If the discussions fail, a court of arbitration
of the ^ocis powers is to be celled in.
a

.

n ^

report confirms the news iron America that the
.ted States
e entered into negotiations with Great
3rit .:. : or the accuisition of military bases in the
..isphere (possibly in the Bahamas, Jamaica
Trinidad).
according to a Daventry broadcast, this
"»>ould not involve cession but would be on the basis of a
The acquisition of these island groups
90 years' lease.
is strongly advocated in the United States with special
reference
their value
rotection of the Panama
The lease question is evidently connected in
1.
the discussions on the transfer of U.S.
cs to Great 3ritain.
isJ

;

.

~c
nov*

Fij

tement by Roosevelt, discussions are
Lng held
the United States and Canada on
it of defense cf the western hemisphere.
tc

:

.

.:.i:

-lister Tanner,

Who is to be regarded as the life and
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The
soul of the resistance against Russia, lias resigned.
Finnish Government evidently hopes to prevent imminent
Russian action by making extensive concessions.
The General Staff assesses Finnish powers of resistance as
follows:
Present strength of the Finnish Army:
15 divisions
and 130,000 men, increase to a total war strength of 300,000
is possible.
Armament inadequate, great shortage of
ammunition, xmr Force insignificant.
^rny and people,
though tired, are willing to fight.
Communistic disintegration not yet effective.
It is to be expected that fierce
resistance at first will soon be followed by collapse.

Conference on the Situation with Chief

,

J

"aval Staff

Special Items
Report on the directive of Armed Forces High Command
dated 16 >.ug 1940 containing the Fuehrer's decision to
continue preparations for Operation -'Seeloewe" to take place
on 15 Sept.
The decision whether or not to carry out the
operation depends on further clarification of the overall
situation.
Preparations for a landing in Lyme Bay are to
be discontinued because of the impossibility of adequate
protection.
Shipping is to be assembled along the coast
from Ostend to Le Havre in order to avoid concentration in
harbors near the enemy coast and in order to deceive the
enemy in regard to our operational plan.
according to the
directive, preparations are to be arranged so that a crossing
even on the narrow front could be made at eight days' notice.
On the other hand, tl ey must also leave open the possibility
of one crossing in the direction of Brighton without heavy
equipment being brought up later.
1.

.

Contrary to previous plans, according to which a decision
would be reached about eight days after the beginning of the
intensified air war, the directive leaves the time for
execution completely open.
In regard to the preparatory measures,

the directive complies
only partially with Favai Staff's demands.
Though the
landing in Lyme Bay has been dropped, the landing in Brighton
is retained with the simultaneous demand tor assemblv of
shipping in Le Havre.
Contrary to Naval Staff's request,
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irective is based on the main idea of a landing on a
ad front, while the narre'.. front is regarded merely as
an
iqI possibility.
Feval Staff, however, considers
i
narrow
front
th€
tion
on
to be the- fun dan ante 1
r
splat, on while landings in the area of Brighton are considered merely as an additional possibility whose execution
..e guaranteed by the FaVy,
cann
It could be gathered
,

-

the wording of the directive that heavy equipment can
Else be carried on a single crossing iron Le Havre to
Brighton.
.vever, the possibility of doing this is very
Lted, as only 25 steamers and 50 barges can be concenr
tec in Le Havre.
On the basis of the directive of Armed
Forces High Command, Faval Staff still adheres to its
Li Lon that the transport operation from Le Havre to
Brighton constitutes a si ngle crossing, without the
3sibility of heavy equipment or supplies being brought up
later.
At the suggestion of Commanding admiral, Naval Forces,
"."est, the cuestion of employing the old battleships
SCHUlfflG-EOLSTEDT and SCHLESH3S in Operation 'Se'eloewe"
thoroughly investigated.
Chief, 1'aval Staff
att
-~s the greatest importance to having the largest
ssible number of guns available in the landing and
operational ^rea for the protection of the landing, since
regards each gun as a valuable addition to our strength
?hq "one more weapon'' 1 or defense .gainst the enemy and for
support of the landing.
Opinions as to the advisability
of usij
the old battleships differ.
N aval Staff,
r tions Division believes that,
in view of their
Lon,
risk of putting them into operation \ ould
be entirely out of proportion to their probable effectiveness.
(Doubtful operational possibilities if the ships
sandbanks in areas with strong currents,
:cr security against sinking, threat from enemy submarines,
PT boats and other torpedo carriers and from bombs.)
2.

ite of these disadvantages,

Chief, Naval Staff is of
t e
inion that these ships
if converted - might be
iccessfully used;
he has therefore ordered an immediate
investigation into the possibility of major conversion
>rk on these ships at once, with a view to strengthening
le
(especially against bombing), increasing
t sinking and reinforcing their upper decks.
c

-

'

irther investigation of the cuestion oi mounting
aa. guns on barges, in th
Lght of a report from Chief,
)rdm
Division, Bureau of Naval Armament, has
com Bed Chief,
Staff that the idea is feasible.
]

3.
15

I
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Chief, Naval Staff feels that the advantage of using
artillery barges, which will provide support for the landing,
and the value of rear cover against enemy naval forces
immediately after the landing are so considerable that he
insists on preparation of artillery barges with 15 en. guns.
Tvventy suitable barges, each equipped with one 15 on. gun
and with space- for crew and ammunition are to be made
available.
as far as possible the barges are to be selfpropelled and have a minimun speed of 8 knots.
(For recuest to this effect fron Naval Staff to the
appropriate authorities of High Coimand, Navy see file
w Seeloewe",
Order No. 37.)

On the basis of para. 1 of the directive, the Group
Comuonds, Commanding Admiral, Naval Forces, "est, Commanding
Admiral, France ana Commanding Admiral, Submarines h?ve been
informed that the previously established (15 Sept.) is to be
maintained and that naval preparations will not be subject
to further change and may continue.
4.

Situation 17

i^ug.

Special Reports on the Enemy
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:
The NORFOLK put in to Scapa from Iceland.
The AUSTRALIA
is still in the Iceland area.
It has now been established

that the torpedoed auxiliary cruiser TRANSYLVANIA, returning
from patrol service, was scheduled to put in to the Clyde
on 6 Aug.

Convoy IDC 66 sailed from Halifax on 16 -aug. escorted by
auxiliary cruiser AUSONI^ and two destroyers.
Trawlers, destroyers, gun boats and escort vessels on escort
service and anti-submarine operations were reported at sea
west of the Hebrides and the. North Channel.
No special reports on the enemy -from the South Atlantic and
the Indian Ocean.
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enemy
ngesund

ers:

rtivity.

Submarine CLYD"

\-l.?

reported west of

Sea:

Learned that Cocnander in Chief, Home Fleet
Get. up
rued an order to the entire Fleet on 13 ~ug.:
::r one hour's readiness".
This order ;<as probably
_cted with the large-scale fc.tts.cks "by cur liir Force
ich began on that day and wEich either h£ 3e it appear
in;
fable for the ships to stay in bese or involved the
denser of a sinultaneous attempt at landing.
Is

It

r.

;

•

.

Submarines
at the
i en

detected by radio intelligence on 17 Aug.
thwest corner of our declared area and in the
.ere

gstern outlet of the Channel/Atlantic Coast:

British Admiralty has announced the following areas
dangerous to shipping:
ters of the English Channel east of a line from
-shop's Rock Li ht U9° $2 r, 6° 27' *./) to Chaussee
de Seine {L8° 03.4' 1", 5° 5' UT

All waters in the Biscay Bay east of the line Chaassee
de Seine (48° 3.5' K, 5° 5 f V) to Le Sccca Light near
B int Je
Luz (43° 23.7' IT, 14 3 1.2' M)
.

nno un cement confirns Greet Britain's extension of
the

fcade tc

:

'
.

-

:

•
.

nee.

:.

ign 'Waters:
.

The auxiliary

-

to report

i

ers h
e teen informed of the enemy
The attention of Irize I
11).
of Ship "36" is called to the operational area of Italian
c
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submarines between 30° and 40° r, east of 30°

'./.

Group Vest and Comma riding Admiral, Submarines received
sailing instructions for Prize I of Ship "36", which will
proceed on 35° - 40° \ west of the ^zores as far as 1.2 V.
and will turn into the Biscay Bay on Uk° - 45° N.
;

,

Norway:
3o far Army transports frin
Nothing special to report.
Trondhei to Fauske tnd fron Tronsoe to Kirkenes are
proceeding
-o as Planned.
i

Bergen:

Patrol boct BIEFF oi the Harbor Defense Flotilla, Bergen
struck a nine vest of Eau^esund on the evening of 16 Aug
and was lost.
Itines were located between Kvaloeg and
Indrevaer
Kristiansand:
Group North Plans to have the northern two niles of the
Skagerrak barrage, section 3, cleared, in order to create a
barrage ga oif Fleckeroe.
The reason for this is that at
present through-passage off Kristiansand is too difficult
for large ships, and through-passage only off Hanstholii is
not always udecuate;
Furthermore, the barrage gajp off
Group North also
Hanstholii is endangered by ground nines.
requests mounting of a light battery and searchlights on
Fleckeroe, for control of the barrage gap i nd channel
marKing south of Fleckeroe (see also request, radiogram 1752).
j

Naval Staff approves Group Forth'

s

plans.

In view of the new tasks assigned by the Fuehrer in the
northern Norway area, Commanding Admiral, Norway plans the
following immediate reorganization:
The command ^drirel, South Norwegian Coast in KristiansandSouth is to be dissolved.
Rear admiral Schenk and his staff
are to be transferred to Tromsoe as "Admiral, Norwegian
a-j?ctic Coast'-'
The former post of 'Naval Shore Commander,
Arctic Co:-st will be changed to "Naval Shore Commander,
Tromsoe' (Commander Jerschel)
-

.

T?

Few assignment: "Naval Shore Commander, Kristiansand South'
(Captain von Bredow)
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rth Sec:

special to report-

tiling

Submarine chase off Texei (17th Submarine Chaser Flotilla)
without result.
Lne sweeping by the 1st Motor Kinesweeper
n
Flotilla on Route l n was canceled on account of the weather
Check sweeping of the .area west of Vlieland produced no
results.
In the evening, the 15th Linesweeper Flotilla was
—-.successfully attached by British planes while sweeping
Route 'Blau".
Ch

-

r.r.e

l/' /est

C oa s t

In the evening a bombing ettack was made on the harbor basin
of Boulogne.
Boats of the 3rd motor Minesweeper Flotilla,
Ln& in readiness for sea-rescue service, were not damaged
of the commanders were killed.
j
but
Oil tanks in
Boulogne were set on fire.
The northern group of the 2nd Lctor Minesweeper Flotilla
set out for Brest.
The 4th motor minesweeper Flotilla and
-6th I inesweeper Flotilla carried out special exercises
'

troops.

Lively enemy air activity is reported from the Dutch area
(especially over ports and bases), dso over Boulogne.
Cel is nd Ostend.
Apart from the destruction of valuable
pert installations end oil tanks, the eneny is undoubtedly
en
arina to obtain more detailed information on the
progress of German invasion ne* sures by systematic and
~r.ucus reconnaissance.
(Tovement of barges, ship and
concentrations, mounting of batteries, minesweeping)
Complete camouflage of the preparations against observation
ae is impossible.
by
:

l

.

.'

.

nding Admiral, France reports commissioning of the
auxiliary cruiser SKCRFIOF, (1,840 tons), 22 knots, five
7.5 cm. captured guns, two machine -guns C/30) ready for
Auxiliary cruiser
Operation on 26 Aug. (ex-1 L 'JHkVEN)
1TLR (6-700 tons, 14 knots, one 7.5 cm. fe un) is still
in
,n (ex-C.-LSC.Ji:).
It is planned to have the
a operate from ports in southern Spain agcinst
r chant traffic from Spam.
.

Zf.

;

cri

..:

.-.uttcget,/' Tes tern

Baltic:

trol and air reconnaissance over the Skagerrak and
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Exploratory sweep Vy the 17th
Kattegat as planned.
Minesweeper Flotilla in the Skagerrek sc far v, ithout result
Transport traffic without incident.

Mine Situation:
Enemy planes flew over the area between Schleimuende and
Eckernfoerde Bays, as well as over the outer Kiel Estuary
llinelaying is suspected in the areas of Schleimuende Bay,
outer Kiel Estuary and Howacht Bay.

Submarine Situation
In the operational area:

»3'8 n

48'
"46",
"101", "57", "23", "ICO".
U "32" en route into the northern
U 59", "60", "65
North Sea.
en route to Lorient.
"5I

U "a", U "30",

7,

T

,

,

:t

f,

,

:t

Various submarine warning and sighting reports by the enemy
indicate lively activity by our boats.
A trawler reports
that she made a contact while on submarine chase at 55° 46 N,
7° 56
water depth 71 fathoms;
thick crude oil was
./,
escaping and large bubbles rose to the surface.
T

T

U "A" reports 32,300 G-.R.T. sunk so far.
The submarine did
not find any enemy forces at the rendezvous of Task Force
"H"
The state of her engines makes it necessary for her to
return.
.

Submarine Successes:

Survivors of the Britisn tanker BRITISH FAMK (5,000 tons)
landed on the ^zores on 15 Aug.
The ship had been torpedoed
south of the Azores on 12 Aug. (Italian submarine).

Special items:
In connection with the in ;onsif icrt ion of the
war against merchant shipping of which neutral countries were
notified todfy, the following orders have been issued to the
submarines:
J

From 21 Aug. immediate offensive fiction is permitted against
all ships, including passenger steamers, in the area between
the following points (except for a strip 10 miles wide off
,

O »t
"cO tt
cO
the Irish cofst):
L-5
N, 5
W, 45°
62° N, 3° E, Belgian coast it 3° E.
;
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Cor Irish ships tnd those vith special identifier tion narks,
whose nana cargo and course he ve been previously reported
,

]

--^-r

:

orccs.

Situation

See ^lr Force Lvents of the Day.
on 17 Aug; operations
were Icrgely hindered by the v»e other; only scattered
nuisance raids were possible.
On lp *.ug., the Air Force
reported sinking a destroyer in the £ rea of Portsmouth.
<*ir Force Operations Staff estimates British lighter losses
from 1 July to 15 xxUg. (including crash landings, ate.) as
British
770 planes, 300 new planes having been brought up,;
fighter strength as on 16 .AUg. is estim.ted as about 430
nes

lit

erranc

to report.

The British admiralty
,475 tons)

Colonial

c

daits the loss oi subnf rine ORPHEUS

'

"'

r

Italian official Army connunioue announces the
victorious progress of the battle in Sonaliland and
"penetration of the British cefensive positions.
s
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Political Importance

Germany:
The delivery to the neutral states of the note on intensification of the war against merchant shipping was followed by
an official "DNB" announcement with propaganda on the total
The statement again describes
blockade of the British Isles.
the hanger blockade launched by Great Britain against the
German people in violation of international rales of naval
warfare and substantiates the need for the decision to
retaliate
"as for the self-destructive British attitude,
The beleaguered fortress is no
the German Government states:
The unsuccessful
longer Germany, but the British Isles.
British hunger blockade against German women and children is
now answered by Germany's total blockade of the British
Isles hereby announced
With reference to the notedelivered to neutral countries asking them te keep their
ships away from the operational zone, the German Government
further states: Unrestricted naval warfare has begun in the
area around Great Britain.
The whole area is mined.
All neutral ships sailing
Planes will attack every ship.
In future,
in this area will from now on risk destruction.
the German Government disclaims without exception all
responsibility for damage to any ships whatsoever or to
persons in these areas.
(Por text of the note and the
Diary, Part G, Vol. VIII.)

T

'DrB

;T

announcement see 7ar
T

'

..

While the official note to the neutral Governments was
compiled by Naval Staff in conformity with operational
requirements, the wording of the "HTB" declaration does not
correspond with Naval Staff's views c.nd goes far beyond what
it considered justifiable from the operational point of view.
In an effort to improve the operational facilities of our
submarines to the greatest possible extent and t© help them
by releasing from all still prevailing restrictions, Naval
Staff had long ago asked the political leaders to permit
action without warning against ell ships and vessels in the
operational rea around Great Britain at the latest when
warfare i gainst Great Britain was generally intensified.
The note was intended as a solemn and final warning to the
neutral governments of the dangers of sending merchant
shipping into British waters, which have now become the c.rea
of operations.
Ixreover, ITevd Staff was anxious that
i
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further intensification of submarine warfare should start
gradual and.
-ce with the well-tried method of
in
.obtrusive increase, if possible v.ithout any striking
If t "~:~3" declaration was necessary, it
announcement.
Ld, in Faval Staff's opinion, have contained only a
rning against traversing the operational area around
Great Britain, as per the note delivered, with a corresponding propaganda explanation and have been based only
on the conditions of the military situation which was duly
olved.
faval Staff did not desire to have special
led to an intensification of operations
attention
inst merchant shipping starting at l given tine by means
of
sensational n Tffl n statement full of propaganda and
ateining i stirring description of coming naval and air
ions, since the effects oi the new naval and air
measures can only be gradual and also since any comparison
it]
3 measure based
on International Law was to be avoided
in order to prevent repercussions.
:

1

-

I

Thus the propaganda declaration of ''total blockade in the
fora. c:
'Dl"3
statement such as his.. now been issued was _
ce.
no't the "intent ion of Naval Staff end must be
considered p.s 2 purely political propesg. nda measure, though
the method of publication gives it some official character.
It cannot be regarded as
declaration of blockade under
International Law and was not meant as such.
a fully
effective total blockade cannot be enforced at this time
due to the number of forces available (submarines) and the
operational facilities of our ^ir Force against shipping
and this fact is undoubtedly known not only tc
but also to neutral countries.
Even if, in
le long view,
q existing restrictions have been
olished,
considerable increase in sinkings can
undoubtedly be expected from the full no relentless use
of our submarines,
sudden and decisive intensification
of
tions against merchant shipping is impossible at
the r.am-.nt
On these grounds, Naval Staff would, have
3
it
dvisable to refrain from laying £ny special
.a sis by propaganda on the intensification of war
Lns1 merchant shipping.
71

;

'

- ;

.

.

•-

:

-'.

.

the other hand, the use of cerial mines and sabiiTints,
motion
the effect of intense e ir attacks on
>rt installations, points of transshipment jnd economy
supp;
will not increasingly enable us to fcrce the
enemy to restrict his imports to such an extent that the
political leaders consider the term "total blockade", used
in
atatement, tc be justified.
In the
>resent state oi "he \, r, and especially since the
tior.
fe "as £
"DtTB." statement, -oro tests are
in conj

.

f

.

"
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not expected froii neutral countries a gainst" such
the Gernan Government

a

step by

Fron the operationd point of vie;v, raval.^Stcff would have
considered it nore appropriate if so inpressive a propaganda
declaration had at least coincided with -a. noticeable
extension 01 o xr^.tional facilities against British nerchant
shipping (such as presence of 40 Italian subnarines in the
Atlantic, appearance of a pocket battleship, large-scale
enploynent of .the" new non-contact nines, increase of our
subnarines to -:t least 100 boats)
.

propaganda, in conjunction with the effects of our
intensified sir attacks on England, would effectively deter
Naval
the neutrals fron further passages to Great Britain.
Staff nevertheless believes that the sane purpose could have
been achieved by a "DTB" statement in the forn of a warning
not to enter the operational area
as suggested by it c.nd
subnitted in draft to the Foreign Office.
,

The political leaders are fully aware of the pc ssibilities
of operational neasures within a "total blockade" and of the
probably only restricted increase in operational successes
.-.t
the present tine.
They have been clearly infomed by
IT? val Staff
that there could be no turning back fron the
step now taken and tin t definite orders for sutnarine warfare
as part of a "total blockade", although declared only by
neans of propaganda, will pernit of no nore exceptions.
Therefore IP. val Staff does not regard the possible
disadvantages of the LFB stv.tenent s great enough to
dissuade the Fuehrer fron its publication, especially since
it we s not given to IY.val Staff by the Foreign Office for
perusal until f ter it had been subnitted to the Fuehrer
arid c ic-v d ys before its c.nnouncenent
::

vr

i

:

Naval Stiif thereiore subnits to the wishes of the politic.
leaders and does so the nore easily in the belief tint the
only neutral state v.hose reaction need still be taken into
account, the United Strtes, will not, in any case, be
influenced by such mec sures in its anti-Gernan'naolicy .nd
as the forn nd wording of the statcnent nust be regarded
s
very skillful propaganda as regards this country also - the
main one to be considered.
;
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for 19 Aug.

Norway
Troop transport by ;* trol boats to Kirkenes according to
Nothing special to report on transport traffic along
plan.
the coast of central end southern Norway.
The German sterner FBEESE put out from Bergen on the morning
of IS Aug., northw/ard bound, and will take up weather
observation position in the area ..bout 150 miles south, of
Jan Ma yen-

North Sea:
bombing ttack was made on a motor mineIn the morning
/est of
sweeper flotilla and patrol boats without result.
Schiermcnnikoog the damaged PT boat S 31" in tow was
attacked by Lin enejiy submarine during the night of 18 .-iug
No damage.
i

t

T

T,

Channel/Atlantic

Coc st;

The 3rd Notor Minesweeper Flotilla, ad advanced positions,
is successfully performing sea-rescue service.
r

The motor minesweeper depot ship V01 DER GROEBEN was
damaged by a mine north of Dunkirk.
The ship was beached
near Boulogne for emergency caulking; repairs will be
completed in Rotterdam.
The 38th I.i.nesweeper Flotilla continued mineswceping off
Calais.
Increased British air reconnaissance over the 0c pe
Gris Fez area, indicates the likelihood of imminent air
attacks on the battery position ?nd the new sites.

Commanding ^dnirtl, France still considers the anti-aircraft
defense inadequate and has asked for reinforcement.
Sk: gerrak/-I...ttegat/"/e stern

Baltic:

Nothing to report.

Subm-rine Si tut tion
No changes in the operational erea.
U 60 entered
Lorient.
U "65", "51", "59" en route ior Lorient.
;f
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tug of

the Prone!. Blerohant Plect:

The French delegation with the ^rnistice Oonnission states
that ~t the beginning of ^ugust 1940 the French LleTchnnt
t consisted of L71 shios of over 1,600 Gr.R»T« each -

2,547,000 G.R.T.
(347 ships totaling 1,797,000 G.R.T.) 'were
in non'rench harbors and 119c (43 ships totaling
,000 G.R.T.) vvere blown cr believed to be in British
nc E ypti n ports.
se,

-

70^o

In the case of

9&

10'/0

totaling 244,000 G.R.T.) were in neutral

(57 ships totaling 216,000 G.R.T. ), it
s unce-rt In whether they were in British or in Trench
st cu: st ports

(24 ships,

port"
j

.

'-'

n,
Ced

Danish Dutch, rorv<e fe ic.n
Trench ports
2

Belgian ships

19 Danish
2

Dutch

13 Nor.
2

r

un

Polish

nd Polish ships in non-

5,280 G.R.T.

"

51,430 G.R.T.

"

2,544 G.R.T.

;f

60,356 G.R.T.
2,153 '>.R.T.

'

Total:

121, ^63 G.R.T.
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against merchant Shipping:

In connection tilth the intensification of the war on merchant
shipping'-nbtlf ied to neutral <*ountries and the toti.1 blockade
T
of the British Isles us announced by the official "K B"
statement in the press and on the radio, shipping has been
warned not to enter the following, operational are*
:

47° 30
•

45° N

T

IT

2° 40'
5°

'7

45° r

20° w

58° N

20°

62°

IT

a

1/

3° E,

from there southwards to the Belgian coast, then along the
Belgian nd French coast to the starting point.
t

attention of shipping is called to the fact that any passage
would entail extreme risk to ships nd personnel.
£

The necessary instructions huve

dreedy been issued

to our

forces.

^

Air Situation
See Air Force Events of the Day.

Favorable weather in the late morning 'and the afternoon of
The
18 Aug made operations by both Air Forces possible.
British xiir Force ground organization was attacked by the
3rd Air Force in the Fortsmouth area and by the 2nd *j,ir
Force in the London area.
Good results were achieved,
^ccordint, to reports so far available altogether 145 enemy
planes and 30 barrage balloons were shot down with the loss
of about 50 of our own planes.
Lost of these were enemy
fighters shot down in air battle.
Extensive use of fighters
by the British confirms the views of General Staff and
underlines the necessity of engaging the enemy fighter forces
and beating them in serial combat before extending our air
war.
In the opinion of Air Force Operations Staff,
.
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Political Importance

Great Britain:

A British Arny communioue reports the ''successful' evacuation
of British Somali land.

The Italian victor in Somaliland is of particular value as
enhancing the prestige of Italian Armed Forces.

A state of emergency has been declared throughout Great
Britain..
District Commissioners, who are to cooperate with
the local military authorities, are authorized to close
streets, impose curfews for the population, order the use of
waterways, etc.
Considerable discussion in the British press of the chances
of British coastal defense against a German invasion, which
is considered to have very poor prospects.
Regarding the declaration of total blockade of the British
Isles, London radio announcements state that it is
difficult to say to what extent it will alter German naval
warfare.
How Germany intends to effect this blockade is
problematical.
The British Fleet is intact and the German
air attack's on Great Britain are turning out more and more
to be a failure."
:T

U.S. A. /Great Britain:
The three American officers sent to Great Britain some days
ago to study the war situation are:

From the American

ITavy:

Rear Admiral Robert L. Ghormley,
Section Chief in the Navy Department, with staff,
from the American ^rmy:.
General Delloes C. Emmons,
Commander, in Chief of the Army Air Force,
and

General George V. Strong,
Chief of Operations.

General Strong s position corresponds to that of our Chief
of General Staff
General Emmons (Air) is. considered a
T

.
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first-class leader and organizer.
The officers are
sieged to have been sent to Great Britain "at the
invitation 01 the British Government.
The Military Attache thinks that the invitation may have
been extended under pressure from the unerican Government,
w .ich is much interested in following military developments
in Great Britain ancl most particularly in seeing that Great
Britain continues to hold out.
It is the opinion of Naval Staff that the American

delegation has undoubtedly been charged with investigating
the military possibilities of American armed support, in
case the United States should intervene actively in thenar and with making corresponding arrangements with Great
Britain.
,

Dn 18 Aug, Roosevelt and the Canadian Prime Minister,
ckenzie King, agreed -upon the declaration of a joint
defensive front with the United States of America.
To
t is end a permanent joint defense committee is to be set
up to make an immediate study of the possibilities for
The
joint defense at sea, in the air and on land.
committee consists of four or five members from tach
country and will meet shortly.
It is not unlikely that

the destroyers for Great Britain will be nominally sold
to Canada for reinforcement of her Fleet and that they
will then reach Great Britain in this way.

The fact that Canada is entering into such close alliance
with the United States undoubtedly indicates a closer
approach by her to the Pan-American plans of Roosevelt.

Conference on the Situation with Ciief, Naval Staff

Special Items
Report by Chief, Operations Branch on the orders
issued to supply ship NORDIi^RKi, provided for the cruiser
SCINSER (as well as oper actional order for auxiliary cruiser
.DIaRX) and to reserve supply ship DITHARSCirniT (or
auxiliary cruiser DITHi AR3CI1EN)
For orders see Var
Di^r;', Pert C, Vol. I.
1.

.
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Operation "Seelocwe"

Discussion on the conversion of the SCHLESIEN and
SCHLESWIG 7I0LSTEIN: Bureau of Naval Armament, Naval
provision of a plain upper
Ordnance Division suggests:
deck, its reinforcement by armor pitting, inprovencnt of the
medium artillery.
Naval Ordnance -Division e ttaches great
importance to this improvement and considers that the ships
could be used to advantage on operation Seeloewe" if their
Chief., Naval (Ship)
resistance against bombs is increased
Construction Division strongly advises against conversion,
as it would take a very long time, would be difficult to
carry out, would cause considerable delay in the submarine
and other urgent building programs and would greatly
aggravate the uestion of manpower, while the ultimate
success of the conversion appears doubtful.
Chief, Service
Division also advises against conversion as suggested by
Naval Ordnance Division.
He is of the opinion that the
enemy j-At Force represents only a minor danger that should
be disposed of or at least minimized by the time ^Seeloewe*
is carried out.
The main threat comes from underwater hits
(mine, torpedo);
underwater protection and safety against
sinking should therefore be increased by all available
means.
7T

^

<

4

Naval Staff, Operations Division maintains the views already
stated on 17 Aug. and objects to the .conversion, the value
of which by no means offsets the resultant great disadvantages
in other fields.
This objection is based on the opinion
that the success to be expected from the operational End
tactical commitments of these ships in the' waters concerned
will be very limited.
Chief, Naval Staff, nevertheless, still maintains the
demand that artillery protection for the landing operation
must be increased, by every possible means and considers
that it would' be wrong not to make use of the old battleships efficient guns.
This, however, presupposes
conversion of the ships.
The decision is, therefore, that
possibilities and -times of conversion at the Deschimag and
Blohm & Voss /orks be investigated and that immediate
examination be made in regard to improvement of the medium,
artillery and searchlight installations and increase of
under protection.
,

:

1

;

equip barges with 15 cm. guns has been
definitely abandoned in view of a report from Naval (Ship)

The. plan to
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South Atlantic:

-

-

According to radio intelligence, the Dutch cruiser SUMATRA
arrived at Freetown.
North Sea
The cruiser YORK sailed from Rosyth, northward bound.
The aircraft carrier FURIOUS and four destroyers were at sea
in the Scapa area.
The 15th Cruiser Sauadron, at present
in the same area, obviously consists of the following
cruisers AJ"AX, NAIAD, BOITTViVFOTURE, FIJI.
vessels:

Enemy radio traffic indicates unmistakeable alarm; patrol
boats, which are apparently insufficiently informed,
frequently report their own ships as suspicious vessels.
Eight British submarines were detected at positions in the
home area of the North Sea. The Norwegian submarine B "1"
was observed in the area of the Firth of Forth.
France:
The French Armistice Cc-iimission has renuested permission
for steamers to go through the Straits of Gibraltar with
warship escort.
The request has been refused, since it is
basically undesirable for French forces to become active
again.
Incidents due to British actions, which would
force France into active fighting on the side of Germany
against Great Britain, are not in Germany's interest.
Therefore, only a single steamer without escort will be
permitted to go through the Straits of Gibraltar in order
first to establish the British reaction.

In order to maintain fishing the French have been given
permission to move a number of fishing vessels and steamers
from Casablanca to the Bay of Biscay and also to transfer
ten loaded fishing vessels from Newfoundland to Casablanca
or Bordeaux.

Neutrals:
The American transport AMERICAN LEGION was at 70° 19' IT,
10° 38' E on the afternoon of 18 Aug. end will pass Cape
/rath at 1300 on 20 ^ug.

T
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Situation

reign

".."at

ers:

:hing special to report.
the enemy situation.

Ships have been informed on

Norway:

Troop transports in the northern Norway area as planned.
trol boats, steamer HRJXA ad ivLSTERTOR and Norwegian
coastal vessels arc being used for transport.
The supply ship DITRiARSGHEN, escorted by minesweepers,
iled from Trondhcin, homeward bound.

rth

Sec.

The 1st Motor Minesweeper Flotilla observed two barrages
on Route "1" e nd cleared 75 British nines type ''Hark jl±Y" .

Group '/est has ordered that the 1st PT Boat Flotilla, the
only one et present ivailable, carry out torpedo operations
from Rotterdam egainst convoy traffic off end north of the
Threes estuary.
Until the arrival in Rotterdam of depot
rTAU, which is required for this, ninelaying
operations from Cherbourg or Boulogne are to be given
priority.
The areas oif Beachy Head and the approaches
to the eastern und western entrances to Southampton are
nined.
t
.

No special incidents in the Channel on 19 Aug.
The 2nd
sweeper Flotilla put in to Cherbourg;
the 3rd Motor
sweeper Flotilla and the 38th Minesweeper Flotilla are
rrying out sea-rescue service.

Effective mediately, Commanding Admiral, Naval Forces,
Bt is charged by Group Vest with the following assigni

ats:
L.

Detailed
PT boat Flotillas.
instructions will be given separately.

2.

Employment of the forces of Commander, minesweepers
ad Cc
dor,
This includes
trol Vessels.
primarily:

:ent of the

3

Lne sweeping.
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b.

Hov orient of naval forces fron the Heligoland Bight
to the west e rea and their distribution to the
ports.

c.

Movement and protection of sea-borne supply traffic
of the transport area and fron the Heligoland Bight
or Dutch and Belgian ports into the west area.

•

The recall of forces fron the area of Group North is the
concern of Group West,

Skagerrak/Kattcgat /Western Baltic
Sea patrols, check sweeps of
Nothing special to report.
routes and nine situation unchanged.

Subnar ine Sit uat ion
In the operational area:

U "A", U "30", "38", "46", "48",
"2c",

"101",

"57",

"100".

On passage:

U "32",

In Lorient:

U "65", "58", "99", "60".

T
'

124",

"56",

"37".

U "100" reports strong air patrol in the operational area
off the North Channel.
Because of planes the subnarine has
been obliged to renain submerged continuously.
On the norning of 19 -aug. U "38 contacted a westbound
convoy 200 miles west of the southern point of the Hebrides.
Tt

Subnarine Successes:

U "a" reports the sinking .of 41,000 G.R.T.
U "101" sank
the British steamer Al-PLEFORTH (4,578 tons).
This
subnarine, too, reports strong air patrol.

Merchant Shipping
Crews of Greek steamers in Great Britain refuse to sail in
British waters.
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-mr Situation

See Air Force Events of the Day.

Nuisance raids on port installations, aircraft engine
plants, steel works, dockyard installations and large
fuel depots were continued during the night of 18 Aug.
Only isolated attacks were made on southern and central
England on 19 Aug. because of bad weather.

Subordination of coastal petrol sruadron:
On 18 June Group North, on it's "own initiative, made the
1st Coastal Patrol Sruadron,- 106th Group available to
Surrender
the 2nd Air Force for aerial mine operations.
of the Scuc.dron by subordination to the 2nd iiir Force, as
that unit evidently assumes, is, however, out of the
rucstion.
Reconnaissance and' escort assignments in the
North Sea and Skagerrak make it necessary, in view of
the heavy concentration of light forces also in the west,
to restrict operations by planes on these tasks.
The
Navy must therefore insist upon retaining its right at
any time to recall the 1st Coastal Patrol Souadron,
106th Group, which is particularly suited for these
duties.
Commander in Chief, Air Force, Operations

Staff has been advised accordingly.

Lediterranean
.fiing special to report.

The Italian transport vessels
from Tripoli returned home according to plan, escorted by
destroyers and torpedo boats.

The already reported bombardment of Bardia by British
vessels caused only slight damage.
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It ens of Political Import ance

Germany:
The German note and declaration of blockade has strengthened
the impresion abroad that, whatever happens, Germany intends
to carry through the fight against Great Britain relentlessly
The
and without permitting any hindrance from neutrals.
declaration did not cause a sensation, since it is regarded
as an inevitable development in the intensification of the
struggle.

Great Britain:
In the House of Commons Churchill made a statement on the
situation.
He declared that the total blockade of Great
On
Britain, now proclaimed by Germany, was meaningless.
the contrary, the blockade of Germany and of the countries
under her control would be relentlessly continued.
It
would be Germany's responsibility if the occupied territories
starved.
The best way for these peoples to procure
themselves food supplies would be by revolting against the
German yoke (especially meant for the French colonies in
North and Jest Africa).
The British xirmy and Navy are now
stronger than ever before.
There is more merchant shipping
than at the outbreak of war.
Great Britain is prepared for
a long war lasting until 1942.
To the Free French under
General dc Gaulle Churchill promised that France would be
restored in a liberated Europe.
Great Britain has decided
to offer naval and air bases in the Empire to the United
States on a 99 years' lease.
Newfoundland and the British
West Inciies are involved.
However, there is no cuestion of
a transfer of sovereignty.
The gradual "growing together"
of the United States and Great Britain would ensue as a
natural necessity.
(For details, see speech in foreign
press
.

Italy:

The Italian Government delivered a note to the Governments
of neutral countries carrying on merchant shipping which, in
conformity with the German note of 17 -aug., warns against
passage in waters off the enemy coasts that have become
permanent operational areas.
(For text of the note see VJar
Diary, Part B, Vol. V. Page 101.)

For situation in the Balkans see Political Survey No. 194.
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Roosevelt admitted that negotiations -are being carried on
under his personal direction with the British Eripire and
Canada concerning acquisition of British Colonial possessions
as American bases in order to strengthen the defense of the
United States and in particular of the Panama Canal.
1

From an agent's report

appears that U.S. naval circles
re convinced that there is no longer any danger of a German
invasion of Britain this year and that the war has now
reached deadlock as a pure war of blockade.
it

Quito reports:
The U.S. cruiser ERIE and the
destroyer TATTNALL sailed fron G-uayaouil for the Galapagos
on 16 Aug.
On board were two rear admirals, one of then
the naval commander of the Canal Zone.
Their mission is
allegedly to supplement incomplete charts;
in fact, they
-re to investigate how the islands can best be included in
the defensive system of the Panama Canal.
The Embassy,

Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff
Special Items:

Report by Chief, Operations Branch on the directive of
1.
^rme-d Forces High Command regarding expansion of our
on in Norway:
The Fuehrer has ordered that the
military position in Northern Norway be expanded for the
safeguard of German interests.
Preparations for military
reinforcement in this area are to be made immediately
The Navy is charged with expanding coastal defense in
thorn Norway in such a way that attack from the sea. is
impossible
A special headquarters is to be established
by the Navy.
The Air Force. is to set up the necessary
sir base.

posit

.

:

.

This directive confirms the Fuehrer's previous verbal
order to Chief, Naval Staff.
Preparations for expansion
el the Northern Norway area are in progress.
Suggestions
fron Commanding Admiral, Norway in regard to expansion of
1 defense ere to be awaited.
•

2.

Report by Chief, Operations Branch on the tasks
-I62-
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Cruiser
assigned in cruiser SCHEER's operational order:
operations in Foreign waters.
The nain purpose of the
assignment is to tie down enemy forces for the relief of
The
the hone area and to inflict damage on the enemy.
operational areas will be determined by the position of the
sea routes, seasonal traffic density, defense encountered
and weather.
The following sea routes are mentioned in
Naval Staff's directive as promising operational areas for
the SCHEIE:
a

North Atlantic:

Canada route between Halifax and
the North Channel.
The traffic lane of the \ cst Indies
route at present running on about
20-25° V; between Freetown and the
North Channel.
r

•

Traffic routes between La Plata and
Freetown or the Cape Verdes; the
Cape-Freetown route.

b.

South Atlantic:

c.

The whaling areas of the Antarctic from Dec. to Feb.

d.

The traffic lanes of the Indian Ocean, as alternative areas.

(For details see operational order in War Diary, Part C,
Vol. I.)

Chief, Naval Staff agrees with the text of the operational
order.

Unfortunately a report has been received from the SCHEIE
that the ship is temporarily out of operational readiness
due to cracks in auxiliary and main engine piston rods.
Further passage is impossible if serious damage to the
engines is to -be avoided.
Operational readiness cannot
be established by 10 Sept. as ordered,
Further investigations are in progress.
Report by Operations Division, Fleet Operations Section
(Great Britain)' on Naval Staff's directive to Group Tr est
and subordinate Commanders and Admirals for execution of
Operation Seeloiwc"
(For directive l/Skl 12040/40 gkdos.
dated 20 Aug! 1940 sic file Seeloewe", Order No. 38 with
10 appendices).
By this order Naval Staff turns over the
very comprehensive d; ta so far compiled for operation
"Sccloewc" to Group Ueat and the offices responsible for
3.

T

.

:,
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executing the operation, end orders that further pre pa rations be made without delay on the basis of the directives
issued and with the naterial furnished by Naval Staff.
In view of the Fuehrer's decision nade in consideration
of the -army General Staff's operational demands, preparations far a landing on a broad front are to be continued,
-Ugh nc arrangements will be nade for a crossing fron
Cherbourg to Lyne Bay.
In conformity with Naval Staff's
the
of
views on
insecurity
the Le Havre - Brighton crossing
route, Group Vest is ordered to nake necessary preparations
far troop transport in that area only insofar that the
single crossing of a strong contingent to the Brighton area
for purposes of diversion is possible.
In this connection
preparations -:re to be nade to bring up reinforcements,
he
-cuipnent end supplies to this area by land fron the
left wing (Eastbourne);
only if the enemy situation takes
particularly favorable turn ere these supplies to be
brought direct by sea.
ne laying on both sides of the Strait of Dover is to be
rried cut as planned, since it is in that irea that the
in trcop and supply transport operation will take place.
Preparatory nine clearance and ninelaying must be
sufficiently advanced by 15 Sept. to allow execution of

Operation

'Sceloewe".

far as execution is concerned, Naval Staff estinates
that the transport units in the Boulogne-Rotterdam area
land the first' two echelons of six divisions in
continuous waves within six days, in the 3eachy Head Dover are- (weather permitting).
In regard to the
landing
in
litional
the Brighton area, Naval Staff
considers the t it will be possible to carry 7-8,000
ilt troops without heavy weapons or heavy gear, by
neans of the motor boats and coastal notor vessels lying
in Le Havre at the sane tine as the nain- landing in the
Be achy Head - Dover urea.
-r.s

Besides this, Naval Staff plans to prepare the steamers
Le Havre, with the corresponding nuriber of barges and
tugs, lor various operations as the situation demands.
Ilowing possibilities are seen by Naval Staff:
In the case of an unfavorable enemy situation, these
transport units can join the nain Boulogne - Beachy Head
Dungeness ferry o..cr.tions after sailing along the coast
mainland tc c ^st of the Etaples - Beachy Head
.

rrt ge
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They could cooperate in the transfer of assault troops
by notor bo;.ts and coestal not or vessels, if, contrary to
expectation, the enemy situation riakes this possible.
b.

These steancrs and their acconpanying craft can be held
in Le Havre for later use as in a. or b. according to the
situation.

c.

Situation 20

.aug.

Special Reports on the Eneny
Great Britain:

North Atlantic:

Radio intelligence identified the reference points of the
present patrol line of the Northern Patrol in the area
southwest of Iceland;
two auxiliary cruisers are now in
position.
it
Convoy SHX 66 sailed from Sidney (Canada) on 16/17 Aug.;
evidently consists of ships coning frori the St. Lawrence
River which are to fern convoy HX 66.
Radio intelligence
observed convoy SC 1, obviously consisting of slow steaners
carrying lumber end escorted by gun boat PENZANCE in the
Newfoundland area.
,

Central Atlantic:
The auxiliary cruisers DUNNOTTAR CASTLE, CIRCAS3IA and
DUNVEGAN CASTLE are west of the Iberian Peninsula.
They
arc operating in the newly established Western Patrol.
Infornation so far received indicates that the eneny has set
up this patrol line for the purpose of protecting his northsouth convoy route and of extending the possibilities of
blockade in the French, Spanish and Portuguese areas.

Task Force "IT
which reached the rendezvous fixed for 16
^ug. two days late submarine U "A" sent out in vain) is
expected in Gibraltar on 21 Aug.
Obviously the Task Force
was escorting the fifth contingent of New Zealand artillery
thpt, according to Reuter, arrived in Great Britain on
19 Aug.
7

,

(
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South Atlantic

Besides the Dutch cruiser SUMATRA., the cruisers DORSETSHIRE,
CORN! xiLL and probably also SHROPSHIRE are escorting convoys
the South Atlantic, according to observations by our
radio intelligence.

North Sea:
The British admiralty announced that losses on the aircraft
carrier GLORIOUS amount to 1,204 men.

Reuter reports that the Minister for National Defense has
extended the coestal defense regulations to the whole of
Great Britain.
Channel:

Lively enemy air activity against the French, Belgian and
Dutch coasts.
survey of enemy activity during the week from 11 to
18 Aug, see Radio Monitoring Report No. 33.
Of particular
value ere the radio intelligence observations regarding the
rthern and Western Patrols end convoy traffic from and to
the Atlantic, which now seems to be arranged so that
incoming convoys sail on approximately 58-59° N and outgoing
convoys between 56-57° N.
Report ITo. 1 of Naval Intelligence
Division, Foreign Merchant Marine Branch gives a survey of
the shipping routes off the west coast of England (as at
mid -May)

For

a

Own Situation

Foreign Voters:
Nothing special to report.
The auxiliary cruisers have been informed of the enemy
situ? tion.

Cruiser SCHEER: During a conference with High Command,
vy it was stated that, according to a report from the
mender of the SCIIEER, the great number of breaks and
cracks in the piston rods of SCHEER's auxiliary and main
engines is due to defective material, and might also be
-166-
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traced' to 'faulty treatment during nitrification- of the
Immediate replacement of all rods is necessary.
piston rods.
Repairs will take at least 21 working days (day arid night
shifts).
Imme dl a tie., replacement of the-. -rods has been
ordered

The delay in completion of the cruiser SCHEER is~extreriely
serious since it" again delays the cruiser' s departure for
Atlantic operations by 3 •- 4 weeks.
This will make it
unlikely that she can be used for the planned diversionary
operation in connection with "Sceloewe".'

Norway:

Troop transport traffic -in the Northern Norway area as
planned.
Ship "18", which has been carrying out control
of merchant shipping without result in the Pe-tsano area, has
had to start 'on return passage because of boiler trouble.
Ship "47" brought a Finnish steamer in 'to Tromsoe for- search.
.

The return convoy of supply ship DITHI'LiRSCHEN, which was
joined by the BREKSE, repaired in Stavangcr,. is proceeding

without incident.

Commanding admiral, Norway reports:
1.

Coastal power plant in Kristiansand ready for service.

2.

Following batteries ready for action:
a.

Area Oslo Fjord:

b.

i^rea of

Batteries Rauoey'713claerne,
Maageroey, Droebak, Oscarsborg.

Admiral, West Norwegian Coast:

Batteries Odproey East and \ cst,
Jul, Kvitingsocy, Vigdel,- Stavangcr,
Kvarven 1, Kvarvcn. 2 He lion,
Sandvikcn.
:

,.

c.

Area of admiral

_,

Nort h Norwegian Coast:
Batteries Brett ingnes, Hysncs,
Sclvenes.

North

Scf::

Outward bound submarine U "124" and two minesweepers were
r
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by British air reconnaissance _s b subnarine with
stroyers;
several ineffective benbing attacks were riE:de.
?ing in the ITorth Sea

Mi.
"

:----

"est

1

e

ccording to plan.

Cc2st

During the night of 19 Aug. the 1st PT Boat Flotilla nede an
unsuccessful sortie against the south coast of England.
Numerous eneny flights and bonb_
.ttacks were reported
throughout northern and western Franco and frou the Channel
coast and Holland.
The ^jeibos fuel depot near Bordeaux was
hit by a bonb;
7 tanks were set on fire and others
..god.
The refinery plant in Blaye was partly destroyed.
In vi.ew of the increase in British reconnaissance activity
over the Blanc Nez/Gris i'ez area, Group '"est expects that
tie
will scon attack the Channel coast batter;ad, es several requests to the 2nd klr Force

sessary strengthening of anti-aircraft defenses
ve produced no result due tc lack of forces, asks for
The
Lnforceaent of anti-aircraft guns.
request he s been passed tc Connander in Chief, Air Force.
-

i

ping off Calais and Dunkirk was partly hindered
by the
ther.
Several -round nines were cleared.
re reported free of nines.
sections
-

re:::..-:

K ttegat^Western Baltic:

Transport traffic as planned.
r tions during the past 3
ve bee;
rried.

-

A summary of troop transport
e
shows that 16,121 nen
k
'

Eneny flights over Jutland and Schlesvvig-Hclstein into the
the Baltic Sea -and the Kattegat during the
t -of 19 ^ug.
Min^e re suspected tc have been dropped,
ing, especially at Kiel, caused little damage.

rinc Situeti
Dii

rines off the North Channel has been
ed [t
rdcr of ~ _ tiding Admiral, Submarines',
instructed
3 been
Lll subnar:
13 52).
.^ce their redio tr ffic.
-

,

]

.

.
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U "A" has been ordered to attack the British auxiliary
cruisers in the Northern Patrol.
The fact that
U "51" has not arrived- in Lo-rient as planned.
the submarine does not report on call arouses some apprehenAir reconnaissance has been sent out.
sion.

Italian submarine- .operations in the Atlantic:
The Liaison Staff, Rome has subnitted a draft of the agreement
between the German end Italian Navies concerning the
establishment of an-Italien submarine base at Bordeaux (sec
Under the agreement,
War Diary, file "Italian Uarf are")
the Gernan Navy will assume responsibility for protection of
the harbor area beyond the territory assigned to the Italians,
as well as protection of the harbor area and outward routes
up to deep water against attacks fron the sea and air.
The
Italian Navy will take over harbor basin 1 with the existing
berths, docks, magazines, etc.
Food supplies for period in
port Lind fuel supply for approximately the first two months
will be undertaken by the German Navy.
/ire communications
remain in the hands of the German Navy.
.

T

An exchange of liaison officers between Commanding Admiral,
Submarines and the Italian Submarine Group Commander will
be made in order to arrange tactical and operational questions
(For details, see the agreement.)
Navel Staff concurs in the
various points of the agreement.

Merchant Shipping
The Japanese will abstain from any further passage to England
in view oi the operational area around Great Britain.
It has
been observed that isolated Swedish steamers still attempt to
break through the Skagerrak patrol and sometimes succeed in
getting through to England unobserved.

iiir

Situation

See Air Force Events of the Day.

Nuisance raids on British industrial plants and airfields
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-inued duri:.

ignt of 19 ^ug.

tj

tt
ere
.-y is :i at
plants an account of bed wc
.

,

.^iterr:.::

Italian

.

:.-:

During the

on airfields

:

c

inent

ther.

:.

ity was confined to transport traffic fr
Tripoli.
-

CM
_ -

^

-

-.

-

—

in British

rbcra,

iii^nd,

v.:.

s

occupied by the

Italians.
Lien inte the hends of the Italians
per tion, he vc EiChieved a very
:, by this successful
:
gained considerable
oilit ry success and
prcstig
.

Lb later reported by radio intelligence, the evacuation
.:
s covered by the ROYlI SOVEREIGN -nd the
cruisers LEAH3HR, CARLISLE c.nd C^LEDOIT.
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U.S.A.:
There is anxiety in the United States that Germany may gain
possession of bases on the West African coast, in order to
The
set up an airline from there to South America.
establishment of new American consulates in Horta (Azores)
and Cayenne (French Guiana) is believed to be connected
with protection against such German efforts. •The military
news service is distributing propaganda reports' alleging
that Germany plans to call on the natives of the French
colonies as well as Germans in Southwest Africa for the
domination of South America.
This is why the United states
is obliged to take the necessary military measures to defend
the western hemisphere.
•

Conference on the Situation with Chief, Naval Staff

Special Items

Operation

:t

Seeloewe

;t
:

Armed Forces High Command concurred with Naval Staff
views on the crossing from Le Havre as now planned.
1.

T

s

Chief, Naval Ordnance Division reported on the enemy's
possibilities of rendering the landing more difficult or
preventing it by large oil fires along the coast.
2.

The Chemical snd Physical Experimental Station of the Navy
has ma.de thorough trials of the ignition capacity and
inflammability of crude oil on the surface of the water.
These experiments have shown that an oil layer 4 mm. thick
floating on the surface of the water will produce, after
ignition, an area of fire that is almost impossible to
extinguish even by the most effective means.
The crude oil
could be ignited on the water only by simultaneous use of
gasoline.
A very large ouantity of oil would be necessary
to create an adequate oil layer (400-600 tons per square
kilometer)
However, it would be impossible to break
through such a wall of fire (flames 15 - 20 m. high, thick
wall of smoke)
.
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Naval Staff does not think that the enemy would be able to
produce and maintain over a wide coastal area oil fires so
strong and extensive as to seriously endanger a landing.
Local difficulties from such defensive means must, however,
This makes it necessary to fit the
be reckoned with.
transport craft with oil fire-fighting equipment.
Naval Staff, however, is of the opinion that it is most
important to produce extensive oil fires in British ports,
either by destroying fixed tank installations or by attacks
on tankers.
It is believed that, by the simultaneous use
of high-explosive and incendiary bombs, the oil running out
and spreading on the surface ol the water could be ignited.
If we could succeed in making such an effective attack
shortly before the rise of the tide, the burning oil driven
into the port by the tide would have disastrous effects.
Chief, Naval Staff ordered that the Air Force Operations
Staff be advised of the results of the experiments made and
the conclusions drawn from them, with a view to. possible
exploitation in Air i'orce operations against Great Britain.

Report by Operations Division, Mine Warfare Section on
the nine situation on the route to the Channel and in the
Channel itself, and on the plans of Commander, Minesweepers,
-est.
(See file 'Seeloewe", Order Ho. 39.)
3.

The tasks falling to Commander, Minesweepers, ..est in
connection with arrangements for Operation Seeloewe" are:
;t

1.

Establishment and maintenance of mine-free channels
along the Dutch, Belgian and French coasts for the
movement of transports to the ports of embarkation.

2.

Clearance' and maintenance of inland waterways from
the Maas to Rotterdam and the Scheldt to Antwerp
(Other inland waterways and connecting channels
and canals are the responsibility of Admiral,
I

etherlunds.

3.

Clearance of entrances to ports of embarkation.

4.

patrol in the Ch-nnel and ninesweeping of the
transport routes in the area of Operation "Seeloewe"
Lne

At the disposal of Commander, Minesweepers in the Channel:
3rd Motor Minesweeper
Flotilla)
*
„

„

„
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2nd Minesweeper Flotilla

38th

"

"

(modern minesweepers)
(old minesweepers)
(drifters)

Execution of the planned patrol and minesweeping, which has
been temporarily hindered by bad weather, depends to a great
extent on the effect of the intensified air war and on
Minesweeping and
elimination of the enemy Air Force.
clearance work is, moreover, not only greatly impeded by
enemy reconnaissance and attack, but also decisively
influenced by enemy aerial mines laid off the ports and on
the 'swept routes.

Situation 21 Aug.
Special Reports on the Enemy
On 20 Aug. all British naval communications codes were
Deciphering cannot therefore be
changed simultaneously.
counted on for the time being.

This is the most serious blow to our radio intelligence since
the outbreak of war.
The enemy had so far adhered to his
pre-war codes and had only changed the keys periodically,
causing some temporary difficulty for the deciphering
service.
Radio monitoring. and deciphering activites had
been greatly facilitated by the capture of numerous enemy
documents, which afforded at times an almost complete
insight into the enemy s radio service.
It was a foregone
conclusion that the enemy would sooner or later make a
fundamental change in his. radio procedure in order to restore
code security.
It is remarkable that it had not been done
before now
after almost a year of war.
1

It is expected that in about six weeks' time the Radio
Monitoring Service will again be able to make limited

evaluation after the first insight has been gained into the
enemy's new radio data.

Central Atlantic:
An agent reports that the PEGASUS put in to Halifax on 1 Aug
and took on aluminum there from the United States (about
2,000 tons)
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according to an Italian report, the cruiser ENTERPR "LSI iii
not retur to Gibraltar with Tt sk Force "H"
The ship ia
5:11 to have been ecuipped recently v. ith supplies for en
.ent of over V,to nonths
duration.
It remains t
be s-:
re the ship re-appears.
.

:

1

South --.tl?:r-tic/Ihdian Ocean:
E

re no reoorts.

As

Ec st

On 21 Aug.
:

final evacuation of Shanghai by the British.

Sea:

:-z':.

submarines west of Terschelling and west of the
northwest corner of the declared area; three submarines
off the east coast of England.
•-

Two enemy submarines were sighted in the morning near
Fe
on westerly course.
:

j"

rar.ee

The French st
IBA is taking 1,000 demobilized
reservists fro:.. If rtinicue to Casablanca.
Our forces
in the Atlantic have been instructed not to stop the
st

r.

Is:

it 3

according to Reuter the overhaul of the 50 destroyers
i:y be transferred to Great Britain has progressed
far as to permit their departure within
week.

L

t u t ion

Foreign

"it-.rs:

3 to rc
-d

of

t;

Our auxiliary

:t.
-

cruisers have been
situation by radiogram 1648.
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